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HOMOLOGICAL FLIPS AND HOMOLOGICAL FLOPS
WAI-KIT YEUNG
Abstract. We introduce a notion of homological flips and homological flops. The former includes the
class of all flips between Gorenstein normal varieties; while the latter includes the class of all flops
between Cohen-Macaulay normal varieties whose contracted variety is quasi-Gorenstein. We prove that
certain local cohomology complexes are dual to each other under homological flips/flops. We also develop
the technique of weight truncation in the context of wall-crossings in birational cobordisms, parallel to
that in [13, 7]. Combining these two techniques, we show that a homological flip (resp. homological
flop) satisfying certain regularity conditions determines a fully faithful functor (resp. exact equivalence)
between the derived categories of the stacky versions of the varieties in question. As an application, we
construct a derived equivalence for any flop between Calabi-Yau varieties arising from a wall-crossing in
smooth birational cobordism whose relatively unstable loci has codimension ≥ 2.
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1. Introduction
A large amount of information about the geometry of a variety is encoded in its derived category.
This rich interplay between the homological algebra of derived categories and the geometry of algebraic
varieties is especially apparent in birational geometry. Indeed, in the seminal paper [4], Bondal and Orlov
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put forth the following principle:
(1.1)
The minimal model program amounts to minimizing the derived category in a given birational
class.
Bondal and Orlov have provided some evidence for this principle in [4]. Since then, more and more
results of the same spirit has been established by the work of many other mathematicians (see, e.g., the
surveys [20, 21] and the references therein). A closely related phenomenon is also given by the “DK-
conjecture” of Kawamata (see, e.g., [21, Conjecture 1.2]), which could be viewed as a variation of the
same theme.
Recall that there are three basic birational operations in the minimal model program, namely divisorial
contractions, flips, and flops. According to the principle (1.1), the derived category should shrink under
divisorial contractions and flips, and it should remain equivalent under flops.
There is, however, an ambiguity of what it means by the “derived category”, and what it means for
the derived category to “shrink”. For example, the derived category of a variety X may refer to either
Dbcoh(X) or Dperf(X), which coincide if and only if X is regular; and shrinking may refer to a fully faithful
functor, a localization, or a semi-orthogonal decomposition. In this introduction, we shall take the liberty
to switch between these alternative viewpoints.
If we interpret the “derived category” to mean Dperf(X), and “shrinking” to mean fully faithful
embedding, then it is easy to see that the derived category often shrinks under divisorial contractions,
for example if we work with normal varieties with, say, Q-factorial terminal singularities. Indeed, these
varieties have rational singularities, and hence any birational contraction f : X → Y between them
satisfies f∗(OX) = OY and Rif∗(OX) = 0 for all i > 0. This condition is equivalent to the functor
Lf∗ : Dqcoh(Y )→ Dqcoh(X) being fully faithful, which then implies that its restriction Lf∗ : Dperf(Y )→
Dperf(X) is fully faithful.
For flips and flops, such a direct comparison between the derived categories is absent because there
is no direct morphism between the varieties under flips and flops. The main purpose of this paper is to
study the change in derived categories under flips and flops.
In the rest of this introduction, we will illustrate the main ideas of our constructions and results. At
some point, this discussion will become somewhat more technical, but since it is still simpler than the
main text, we think that it will be useful for the reader.
Consider a log flip between normal varieties
(1.2) X
− X+
Y
π− π+
By definition of a log flip, there is a Weil divisor D− on X− such that, if we denote by D+ its strict
transform on X+, then we have
(1.3)
(1) −D− is Q-Cartier and π−-ample;
(2) D+ is Q-Cartier and π+-ample.
If we denote by DY their common strict transform to Y , and let A be the sheaf of Z-graded algebras
A =⊕i∈ZOY (iD), then we have X− = ProjY (A≤0) and X+ = ProjY (A≥0).
Recall that our task is to relate the derived categories under flips and flops. Since the derived categories,
or rather their DG enhancements, satisfy descent, it suffices to consider the case when Y is affine. In this
case, the log flip (1.2) is therefore completely determined by a finitely generated Z-graded algebra A.
Notice that for each homogeneous element f ∈ A of deg(f) > 0, the canonical map (A≥0)f → Af
of graded algebras is an isomorphism. Thus, the projective spaces is covered by the open subschemes
Spec((Af )0). Moreover, for any graded A-module M ∈ Gr(A), the modules (Mf )0 ∈ Mod((Af )0) piece
together to a quasi-coherent sheaf on X+ = Proj+(A) := Proj(A≥0). This gives a functor
(−)∼ : Gr(A) → QCoh(X+) , M 7→ M˜
Moreover, the (derived) pushforward functor also has an interpretation within Gr(A), as a Cˇech complex.
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Indeed, let f1, . . . , fr be homogeneous elements in A. For any graded module M ∈ Gr(A), we define
the Cˇech complex (see Definition 2.23 for details)
(1.4) Cˇ(f1,...,fr)(M) :=
[ ∏
1≤i0≤r
Mfi0
−d1−−→
∏
1≤i0<i1≤r
Mfi0fi1
−d2−−→ . . . −dr−1−−−−→ Mf1...fr
]
as well as the extended Cˇech complex (see Definition 2.17 for details)
(1.5) RΓ(f1,...,fr)(M) :=
[
M
d0−→
∏
1≤i0≤r
Mfi0
d1−→
∏
1≤i0<i1≤r
Mfi0fi1
d2−→ . . . dr−1−−−→Mf1...fr
]
It turns out that the isomorphism type of Cˇ(f1,...,fr)(M) and RΓ(f1,...,fr)(M) in the derived category
D(Gr(A)) of graded modules depends only on the graded ideal I generated by (f1, . . . , fr). We therefore
denote them simply as CˇI(M) and RΓI(M) respectively. It is clear that there is an exact triangle in
D(Gr(A)):
(1.6) . . . → RΓI(M) ǫ−→ M η−→ CˇI(M) δ−→ RΓI(M)[1] → . . .
If we take I = I+ := A>0 · A, then we clearly have
(1.7) Rjπ+∗ (M˜(i))
∼= Hj(CˇI+(M)i)
in QCoh(Y ) ≃ Mod(R), where Y = SpecR for R = A0. The same is true for π− and I− := A<0 ·A.
The observations (1.6) and (1.7) are instances of the following result, which combines Serre equivalence
with parts of Greenlees-May duality (see Sections 2 and 3):
Theorem 1.8. There is a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D(Gr(A)) = 〈DI+-triv(Gr(A)) , DTor+(Gr(A)) 〉
such that the exact triangle associated to any M ∈ D(Gr(A)) is given by (1.6). Moreover, the triangulated
category DI+-triv(Gr(A)) is generated by the objects RΓI+(A)(i), for i ∈ Z, so that we have
(1.9) M ∈ DI+-triv(Gr(A)) ⇔ (HomD(Gr(A))(RΓI+(A)(i)[j],M) = 0 for all i, j ∈ Z )
Suppose that the divisor D+ in (1.3) is chosen to be Cartier, then there is a derived equivalence
D(QCoh(X+)) ≃−→ DI+-triv(Gr(A))
sending M˜ to CˇI+(M).
This theorem, as well as its version for X− and I−, are useful because it tells us two things:
(1) The derived categories D(QCoh(X−)) and D(QCoh(X+)) both sit as semi-orthogonal compo-
nents of the same derived category D(Gr(A)).
(2) They are the (right) orthogonals of RΓI−(A) and RΓI+(A) respectively.
Thus, it suggests that, to relate the derived categories under a log flip, one should look for relations
between RΓI−(A) and RΓI+(A). One of the main results of this paper is that, for certain classes of flips
and flops, there are indeed such a relation. For expository convenience, we only consider the case of flops
in this introduction. More precisely, we impose the following assumptions:
(1.10)
(1) The varieties X−, X+ and Y are Gorenstein normal varieties with rational singularities;
(2) The divisors D− and D+ in (1.3) are Cartier and satisfies
R
jπ−∗ (O(−iD−)) = 0 and Rjπ+∗ (O(iD+)) = 0 for all i, j > 0
Notice that (1) is satisfied whenever X−, and hence X+, is a Gorenstein Calabi-Yau variety with at most
canonical singularities (see the arguments in Remark 5.79). Moreover, (2) is always satisfied if we replace
D± by a suitable multiple mD±.
Under the assumption (1.10)(1), since Y is Gorenstein, the small contraction π+ always satisfies the
crepancy condition (π+)∗KY = KX . This can be rewritten as
(1.11) (π+)!(OY ) ∼= OX+
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If we apply the local adjunction isomorphism between Rπ+∗ and (π
+)!, then we have an isomorphism
(1.12) Rπ+∗ OX+(i) = Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (OX+(−i),OX+) ∼= RHomOY (Rπ+∗ OX(−i),OY )
Notice that, by (1.7), the left hand side of (1.12) is precisely the weight i component of CˇI+(A). On
the other hand, if we consider the functor
DY : D(Gr(A))op → D(Gr(A))
characterized by DY (M)i = RHomR(M−i, R) (see (4.23) for more details), where we recall that Y =
SpecR for R = A0, then the right hand side of (1.12) can be rewritten as DY (CˇI+(A)).
Thus, this argument suggests that, there should be an isomorphism
(1.13) Φ+ : CˇI+(A) → DY (CˇI+(A))
in D(Gr(A)). However, our argument establishes this only at the cohomology level. To show that this
holds at the level of D(Gr(A)), we need to keep track of the graded A-module structures at the chain
level. We accomplish this by interpreting Grothendieck duality as Greenlees-May duality under Serre
equivalence. See Sections 2 and 3 for details.
The same is true for X−, and we have an isomorphism
(1.14) Φ− : CˇI−(A) → DY (CˇI−(A))
Recall that we are eventually interested in relating the derived categories under flips/flops. However, the
maps (1.13) and (1.14) only involves one side of the flop. In order to relate two, a crucial observation
is that they satisfy a certain compatibility condition, as expressed by the commutativity of the diagram
(1.16) below, for a = 0. As we will see in Theorem 1.17 below, the setting (1.10) gives an example of the
following main notion of this paper:
Definition 1.15. A homological flip (resp. homological flop) with affine base consists of a sextuple
(R,ω′′•R , A, a,Φ
−,Φ+) where
(1) R is a Noetherian ring with a dualizing complex ω′′•R ∈ Dbcoh(R). Denote by Y := SpecR.
(2) A is a Noetherian Z-graded ring such that A0 is finite over R.
(3) a > 0 (resp. a = 0) is an integer
(4) Φ− and Φ+ are isomorphisms in D(Gr(A))
Φ+ : CˇI+(A)(a) → DY (CˇI+(A))
Φ− : CˇI−(A)(a) → DY (CˇI−(A))
where DY : D(Gr(A))op → D(Gr(A)) is defined using the dualizing complex ω′′•R , so that
DY (M)i ≃ RHomR(M−i, ω′′•R ).
The maps Φ− and Φ+ are required to be compatible in the sense that the diagram
(1.16)
CˇI+(A)(a) DY (CˇI+(A))
A(a) DY (A)
CˇI−(A)(a) DY (CˇI−(A))
Φ+
DY (η
+)η+
η− Φ− DY (η
−)
commutes in D(Gr(A)), where η± : A→ CˇI±(A) are the maps in (1.6).
This notion generalizes directly to the case when Y is not necessarily affine (see Definition 5.69 for
details). We will see in a moment that (1.10) gives an example of a homological flop. In fact, in the case
of (1.10), one can say even more. Namely, the condition (1.10)(2) translates into a notion of stability (see
Definition 5.3 for more details), while the condition of rational singularities in (1.10)(1) translates into a
notion of pseudo-rationality (see Definition 5.71 for more details). We then have the following
Theorem 1.17. In the situation (1.10), the maps (1.13) and (1.14) determine a stable and pseudo-
rational homological flop. The same is true for non-affine Y .
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An analogue of this Theorem holds in the case of flips as well. More precisely, any log flip (1.2) whose
chosen divisors (1.3) satisfies the following two conditions determines a homological flip:
(1) OX±(iD±) is maximal Cohen-Macaulay for every i ∈ Z;
(2) aD± = KX± for some a > 0.
For example, if (1.2) is a flip between Gorenstein normal varieties, then one can always choose a = 1 and
D− = KX− . Likewise, in the case of flops, the conditions (1.10) can also be weakened. For a general
version of results along these lines, see Theorem 5.72, which is a culmination of all the preparatory work
in Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5. In particular, the proof of the compatibility condition (1.16) brings together all
these preparatory work.
A main advantage of being a homological flip/flop is the following result, which uses the compatiblity
condition (1.16) in a crucial way (see Corollary 5.78):
Theorem 1.18. Let (R,ω′′•R , A, a,Φ
−,Φ+) be a stable and pseudo-rational homological flip/flop, then
there is an isomorphism Ψ : RΓI+(A)(a)[1]
∼=−→ DY (RΓI−(A)). Moreover, the ring A is Gorenstein. The
same is true for non-affine Y .
As was suggested in the discussion following Theorem 1.8, this duality between the complexesRΓI−(A)
and RΓI+(A) should allow one to relate the derived categories under the flip/flop in question. For
example, in the situation (1.10), one should be able to obtain a derived equivalence from this. However,
the functor DY is not involutive on D(Gr(A)). It is involutive only on certain subcategories of (locally)
coherent complexes. We have not been able to find a suitable subcategory which contains both RΓI−(A)
and RΓI+(A), exhibiting the derived categories of X
− and X+ as their orthogonals, and on which DY is
involutive.
In order to make use of Theorem 1.18, we introduce the second major technique in this paper: weight
truncation. The technique of weight truncation has a diverse origin. For example, though concerned with
different problems, Kawamata [18] and Orlov [27] independently came up with techniques which could
be viewed as an instance of a “grade restriction rule”. On the other hand, the paper [16] also considered
a grade restriction rule in the study of B-branes in Landau-Ginzburg models, which was then interpreted
mathematically by Segal [32]. These techniques were then developed to more sophistication in [13] and
[7]. Parts of the techniques in [13] also have their origin in [35].
For the experts, we devote this paragraph to situate our contribution to this technique of weight
truncation in relation to the prevailing literature. We focus on the abelian case, more precisely the case
of wall-crossings in birational cobordisms. We believe that our techniques can be generalized directly
to the non-abelian case. This will be investigated in the future. We do not impose any smoothness
assumptions on the ambient stack that underlies the birational cobordism, and we construct a semi-
orthogonal decomposition for the bounded above derived categories of coherent sheaves on this ambient
stack, exhibiting that of the stacky GIT quotients as semi-orthogonal components. We obtain this
by characterizing the semi-orthogonal components by certain local cohomology complexes on certain
small preadditive category. The paper [14] also contains similar results, but obtained by rather different
methods. It is not clear to us what are the relations between these two approaches. When the ambient
stack is smooth, we show that our semi-orthogonal decomposition restricts to one on the bounded derived
category of coherent sheaves, and coincides with that of [13] and [7]. Even in this case, our characterization
of the semi-orthogonal decomposition in terms of local cohomology complexes is crucial in the method
we use to relate the derived categories under flips and flops. Namely, this characterization is naturally
expressed in terms that are close to Theorem 1.18, and hence allows us to combine this theorem with the
technique of weight truncation.
We summarize our main results on weight truncation in Theorem 1.19 below. Notice however that the
theorem contains some notions that are not defined in this introduction. Such notions require an extended
discussion, and we refer the reader to Section 6 for details. A large part of Section 6 is independent of
the rest of the paper.
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Theorem 1.19. For any Noetherian Z-graded ring A, there exists a semi-orthogonal decomposition (see
(6.30) and Theorem 6.22)
D(Gr(A)) = 〈D<w(Gr(A)) , L[≥w](DI+-triv(Gr(A))) , DTor+,[≥w](Gr(A)) 〉
where the middle component can be characterized as
L[≥w](DI+-triv(Gr(A))) = {M ∈ D[≥w](Gr(A)) |RΓI+ (M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)) }
and is equivalent to DI+-triv(Gr(A)) via the quasi-inverse pair of exact functors (see Theorem 6.29)
L[≥w] : DI+-triv(Gr(A)) L[≥w](DI+-triv(Gr(A))) : CˇI+
Moreover, all these restricts to results on the full subcategory D−coh(Gr(A)). More precisely, we have
(see Theorem 6.41 and 6.42)
D−coh(Gr(A)) = 〈D−coh,<w(Gr(A)) , L[≥w](D−coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A))) , D−coh,Tor+,[≥w](Gr(A)) 〉
L[≥w](D−coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A))) = {M ∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A)) |RΓI+ (M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)) }
L[≥w] : D−coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A)) L[≥w](D−coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A))) : CˇI+
We use this weight truncation to relate the derived categories under homological flips/flops. Namely,
if we choose the divisor D− in (1.3) so that both D− and D+ are Cartier, then we have equivalences
D−coh(X±) ≃ D−coh(I±-triv)(Gr(A)). In fact, more generally, if we replace X± = Proj±(A) by its stacky
version X± = Proj±(A) (see Remark 3.30), then there are equivalences D−coh(X±) ≃ D−coh(I±-triv)(Gr(A)).
Moreover, X± coincides with X± if and only if D± is Cartier. This allows us to construct a functor
D−coh(X+) ≃ D−coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A))
L[≥w]−−−−→
≃
L[≥w](D−coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A)))
CˇI−−−→ D−coh(I−-triv)(Gr(A)) ≃ D−coh(X−)
In order for this functor to be useful, we want two properties to hold:
(1.20)
(1) It restricts to a functor Dbcoh(X+)→ Dbcoh(X−).
(2) This restriction is fully faithful in the case of flips; and an equivalence in the case of flops.
These properties are studied in detail in Section 8. In particular, we show that if the conclusion of
Theorem 1.18 holds, then (1.20)(2) holds almost automatically. Although we have not been able to prove
it, we expect that, if the conclusion of Theorem 1.18 holds, then (1.20)(2) holds whenever (1.20)(1) does.
This could be viewed as a rather strong result, because usually results of the form (1.20)(2) is quite
difficult to prove, and often require a detailed case-by-case analysis. In any case, we show that, if A is
smooth over a field k of characteristic zero, then both conditions (1.20)(1)(2) hold, which then gives the
desired relation between the derived categories under these classes of flips/flops.
Besides flips/flops, sheaves of Z-graded rings (as in (4.1)) also arise in wall-crossing in birational
cobordism. These are special kinds of variations of GIT quotients, where we consider the group to be
G = Gm, and we vary the GIT quotient of a projective-over-affine variety X by twisting the linearization
of the given (ample) line bundle L by a (fractional) character t ∈ Q. Then, there is a finite set T ⊂ Q
such that the open subset of semi-stable points Xss(L(t)) ⊂ X , for t ∈ Q, remain the same when t varies
along each of the intervals between consecutive points in T , but undergoes a change (called wall-crossing)
when t pass through a point in T (see Section 7 for a discussion). In fact, wall-crossing in birational
cobordism is a rather general phenomenon. For example, by the “master space construction” of Thaddeus
[33], every wall-crossing in GIT can be realized as a wall-crossing in birational cobordism.
In the case of a wall-crossing, i.e., if [t−, t+]∩ T = {t0}, for some rational numbers t− < t0 < t+, then
we have
(1.21) Xss(L(t−)) ⊂ Xss(L(t0)) ⊃ Xss(L(t+))
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which then determines a log-flip-like diagram between the scheme-theoretic GIT quotients
(1.22) X
ss(L(t−)) //Gm Xss(L(t+)) //Gm
Y
as well as between the stacky GIT quotients
(1.23) [X
ss(L(t−)) /Gm] [Xss(L(t+)) /Gm]
Y
We say that the wall-crossing is small if the complements of the inclusion (1.21), which we call the
relatively unstable loci, has codimension ≥ 2. This is closely related to (1.22) being a log flip. Namely, if
the variety X is normal, then the corresponding map (1.22) associated to any small wall-crossing is a log
flip (see Proposition 7.7 and Remark 5.25). In this case, all of the techniques in this paper are applicable,
and we have the following result (see Corollary 8.30):
Theorem 1.24. Let (1.22) be a small wall-crossing in a smooth birational cobordism (i.e., the space X
is smooth). Suppose that the varieties Xss(L(t±)) //Gm under the wall-crossing have trivial canonical
divisors (also known as quasi-Calabi-Yau), then the corresponding stacky GIT quotients (1.23) are derived
equivalent. i.e., there is an exact equivalence
Dbcoh([Xss(L(t+)) /Gm]) ≃−→ Dbcoh([Xss(L(t−)) /Gm])
We believe that this holds in certain non-smooth settings, as well as over more general GIT quotients.
This will be investigated in the future.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Yuri Berest, Daniel Halpern-Leistner, and
Valery Lunts for helpful discussions.
Conventions. A variety is always assumed to be reduced and irreducible. We will always work with
cochain complexes. We denote the category of cochain complexes of an abelian category C by Ch(C).
2. Derived categories of graded modules
In this section, we extend some results on the derived category of a commutative ring, especially
Greenlees-May duality, to the graded case. This extension is rather straightforward. We include some
details partly to fix conventions and notations.
2.1. Graded rings and graded modules.
Definition 2.1. A Z-graded ring is a commutative ring A with a Z-grading A =
⊕
n∈ZAn. Here, by
commutative we mean xy = yx, not xy = (−1)|x||y|yx.
A graded module over A will always mean a Z-graded module M =
⊕
n∈ZMn.
We first recall the following result (see, e.g., [5, Theorem 1.5.5]):
Proposition 2.2. Let A be a Z-graded ring. The the followings are equivalent:
(1) A is a Noetherian ring;
(2) every graded ideal of A is finitely generated;
(3) A0 is Noetherian, and both A≥0 and A≤0 are finitely generated over A0;
(4) A0 is Noetherian, and A is finitely generated over A0.
Following [1], we denote by Gr(A) the category of graded modules over A, whose morphisms are maps
of graded modules of degree 0; and by gr(A) ⊂ Gr(A) be the full subcategory consisting of finitely
generated graded modules.
Given two graded modules M,N ∈ Gr(A), then the A-module M ⊗A N has a natural grading where
deg(x ⊗ y) = deg(x) + deg(y) for homogeneous x, y ∈ A. Moreover, one can define a graded A-module
HomA(M,N) whose degree i part is the set of A-linear homomorphism from M to N of homogeneous
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degree i. Thus, in particular, we have HomA(M,N) := HomGr(A)(M,N) = HomA(M,N)0. These form
the internal Hom objects with respect to the graded tensor product. More precisely, there is a canonical
isomorphism of graded A-modules
HomA(M ⊗A N,P ) ∼= HomA(M,HomA(N,P ))
In fact, this is part of a more general tensor-Hom adjunction for a bigraded bimodule, in the sense of
the following
Definition 2.3. Let A,B be two Z-graded rings. Then a bigraded (A,B)-bimodule is an (A,B)-bimodule
N with a Z2-grading N =
⊕
i,j Ni,j such that Ap · Ni,j · Bq ⊂ Ni+p,j+q. The component Nij is said to
have A-grading i and B-grading j.
Given a bigraded (A,B)-bimodule N . Then for any graded A-module M , the tensor product M ⊗AN
is again a bigraded (A,B)-bimodule in the obvious way. Denote byM⊗0AN the component of degree 0 in
the A-grading, which is then a graded B-module. Similarly, for any graded B-module P , one can define
a bigraded (A,B)-bimodule Hom
B
(N,P ) by declaring that its component of degree i in the A-grading is
HomB((N−i,∗), P∗). If we restrict to the component of degree 0 in the B-grading, then we have a graded
A-module HomB(N,P ) ∈ Gr(A), defined by
(2.4) HomB(N,P )i := HomB((N−i,∗), P∗)
This gives rise to an adjunction
(2.5) −⊗0A N : Gr(A) Gr(B) : HomB(N,−)
Notice that, in general, neither of these functors commute with the twist functors.
Any map f : A→ B of Z-graded rings induces a bigraded (A,B)-bimodule B˜ defined by B˜i,j := Bi+j ,
with the obvious (A,B)-bimodule structure. In this case, the adjunction (2.5) with respect to N˜ reduces
to the simple form
(2.6) −⊗A B : Gr(A) Gr(B) : (−)A
where (−)A is the functor of restriction of scalars along f .
The abelian category Gr(A) is a Grothendieck category, with a set {A(−i)}i∈Z of generators. The same
set is also a set of compact generators in the derived category D(Gr(A)). Since Gr(A) is a Grothendieck
category, the category of complexes has enough K-injectives (see, e.g., [30, Tag 079P]). Moreover, as in
the ungraded case, it also has enough K-projectives (see, e.g., [30, Tag 06XX]). As a result, the bifunctors
−⊗A − and HomA(−,−) admit derived functors
−⊗LA − : D(Gr(A)) × D(Gr(A)) → D(Gr(A))
RHomA(−,−) : D(Gr(A))op × D(Gr(A)) → D(Gr(A))
which can in turn be used to define Ext•A(M,N) and Tor
A
• (M,N), the former of which does not coincide
with the ungraded version in general.
Since TorA• (M,N) is the same whether computed in Gr(A) or in Mod(A), the notion of finite Tor
dimension is unambiguous. On the other hand, we have the following lemma, which shows that in the
Noetherian case, the notion of finite injective dimension is also unambiguous:
Lemma 2.7. If A is a Noetherian Z-graded ring, then we have
inj dimGr(A)(M) ≤ inj dimMod(A)(M) ≤ inj dimGr(A)(M) + 1
Proof. A graded module (resp. module) M is injective in Gr(A) (resp. Mod(A)) if and only if for all
graded ideal (resp. ideal) a ⊂ A, the induced map M → HomA(a, A) (resp. A → HomA(a, A)) is
surjective. Since A is Noetherian, a is finitely generated, and hence we have HomA(a, A) = HomA(a, A)
(see, e.g., [5, Exercise 1.5.19]). This proves the first inequality. For the second inequality, see, e.g., [5,
Theorem 3.6.5]. 
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We now extend some standard results on the derived categories of modules to the graded case. We
start with the following
Definition 2.8. An object M ∈ D(Gr(A)) is said to be pseudo-coherent if it can be represented by a
bounded above complex of finitely generated projective graded A-modules. Denote by Dpc(Gr(A)) ⊂
D(Gr(A)) the full subcategory consisting of pseudo-coherent objects.
Definition 2.9. Given a Noetherian Z-graded ring A, then for ♠ ∈ { ,+,−, b}, define D♠coh(Gr(A))
the full subcategory of D♠(Gr(A)) consisting of complexes M ∈ D♠(Gr(A)) such that Hp(M) is finitely
generated for all p ∈ Z.
Then an application of Lemma A.12 shows the following
Proposition 2.10. Given a Noetherian Z-graded ring A, then for any M ∈ D(A), the followings are
equivalent:
(1) M ∈ Dpc(Gr(A));
(2) M ∈ D−coh(Gr(A));
(3) M is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded above complex of free graded modules of finite rank.
Let Dperf(Gr(A)) be the smallest split-closed triangulated subcategories containing the set {A(−i)}i∈Z
of objects. By [29, Theorem 4.22] (see also [26, Lemma 2.2]), Dperf(Gr(A)) is precisely the full subcategory
of compact objects in D(Gr(A)). Moreover, as in the ungraded case, we have the following standard
Theorem 2.11. If the underlying ungraded ring of a Noetherian Z-graded ring A is regular, then we
have Dbcoh(Gr(A)) = Dperf(Gr(A)).
We also mention the following graded analogues of [30, Tag 0A68], [30, Tag 0A69] and [30, Tag 0ATK],
whose proofs are completely parallel to the ungraded case:
Proposition 2.12. For any M ∈ Dpc(Gr(A)), N ∈ D+(Gr(A)) and L ∈ D(Gr(A)) of finite injective
dimension, the canonical map
M ⊗LA RHomA(N,L) → RHomA(RHomA(M,N), L )
is an isomorphism in D(Gr(A)).
Proposition 2.13. Suppose M ∈ D(Gr(A)) is such that the truncation τ≤mM is pseudo-coherent for
each m ∈ Z, and suppose that N,L ∈ D(Gr(A)) have finite injective dimension, then the canonical map
M ⊗LA RHomA(N,L) → RHomA(RHomA(M,N), L )
is an isomorphism in D(Gr(A)).
Proposition 2.14. For any N ∈ Dpc(Gr(A)), L ∈ D+(Gr(A)), and M ∈ D(Gr(A)) of finite Tor
dimension, the canonical map
M ⊗LA RHomA(N,L) → RHomA(N,M ⊗LA L)
is an isomorphism in D(Gr(A)).
For later use, we also include the following simple
Lemma 2.15. Let A be a Noetherian Z-graded ring, and let f ∈ A be a homogeneous element. If
L ∈ Db(Gr(A)) has finite injective dimension, then so is Lf := L⊗A Af .
Proof. Recall that an object L ∈ D(Gr(A)) has finite injective dimension if and only if there exists
integers a ≤ b such that Hi(RHomA(N,L)) = 0 for all i /∈ [a, b], for all finitely generated module N (see,
e.g., [30, Tag 0A5T] for the ungraded version). Apply Proposition 2.14 to M = Af gives the desired
result.
Alternatively, one can also prove this Lemma by writing Lf as a directed colimit
Lf = colim [L
f−→ L(m) f−→ L(2m) f−→ . . . ]
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where m := deg(f). By Lemma B.36, it is therefore quasi-isomorphic to the corresponding homotopy
colimit, which is a cone of a map between infinite sums of weight twistings of M . Since A is Noetherian,
infinite sums of injective modules remain injective, which then proves the claim. 
2.2. Greenlees-May duality on graded rings.
Definition 2.16. Let I be a graded ideal in a Z-graded ring A. Given any graded module M over A,
an element x ∈ M is said to be I∞-torsion if there exists some n > 0 such that Inx = 0. The graded
module M is said to be I∞-torsion if every element in it is I∞-torsion. Denote by I∞-Tor ⊂ Gr(A) the
full subcategory consisting of I∞-torsion modules.
It is clear that I∞-Tor ⊂ Gr(A) is a Serre subcategory. Thus the full subcategory DI∞-Tor(Gr(A)) ⊂
D(Gr(A)) is a triangulated subcategory. One can show that this last inclusion always has a right adjoint.
In fact, this right adjoint has a simple and useful description when I is finitely generated. To this end,
we recall the following
Definition 2.17. Let f1, . . . , fr be homogeneous elements in A, of degrees d1, . . . , dr respectively. For
any graded module M ∈ Gr(A), we define the extended Cˇech complex of M with respect to the tuple
(f1, . . . , fr) to be the cochain complex of graded modules
(2.18) RΓ(f1,...,fr)(M) :=
[
M
d0−→
∏
1≤i0≤r
Mfi0
d1−→
∏
1≤i0<i1≤r
Mfi0fi1
d2−→ . . . dr−1−−−→Mf1...fr
]
whose differentials are defined by dm :=
∑m
j=0(−1)jdmj , where dmj is the direct product of the canonical
maps dmj : Ai0...iˆj ...im → Ai0...im . Here, the first term M is put in cohomological degree 0.
For a cochain complex M ∈ Ch(Gr(A)) of graded modules, we define RΓ(f1,...,fr)(M) to be the total
complex of the double complex Cp,q = RΓ(f1,...,fr)(M
p)q.
It is clear that we have
(2.19) RΓ(f1,...,fr)(M)
∼= RΓ(f1,...,fr)(A) ⊗A M ∼= RΓf1(A)⊗A . . .⊗A RΓfr (A)⊗A M
The extended Cˇech complex may be written as a directed colimit of (cohomological) Koszul complexes
(2.20) RΓ(f1,...,fr)(M)
∼= colim(m1,...,mr)∈(Z>0)r K•(M ; fm11 , . . . , fmrr )
which can be computed, as is often done in the literature (see, e.g., [30, Tag 0913], [5, Theorem 3.5.6] in
the ungraded case), via the colimit on the cofinal system (m, . . . ,m) ∈ (Z>0)r.
Whenever a homogeneous element g ∈ A, say of degree m, lies in the ideal generated by fm11 , . . . , fmrr ,
the map in Ch(Gr(A))
·g : K•(M ; fm11 , . . . , fmrr )→ K•(M ; fm11 , . . . , fmrr )(m)
is homotopic to zero, and hence induces the zero map in cohomology. Indeed, the graded analogue of,
say, [30, Tag 0626] establishes this for M = A, which then implies that it holds for all M ∈ Ch(Gr(A)),
in view of (2.19). Since directed colimit commutes with taking cohomology, we see by (2.20) that the
cohomology modules of the extended Cˇech complex are I∞-torsion, where I = (f1, . . . , fr) is the ideal
generated by the elements fi.
Since the complex RΓ(f1,...,fr)(A) is flat over A, the functor M 7→ RΓ(f1,...,fr)(M) on Ch(Gr(A)) is
exact, and hence descend to a functor at the level of derived categories. Moreover, we have seen that this
functor has image inside the full subcategory DI∞-Tor(Gr(A)). Thus, this gives a functor
(2.21) RΓI := RΓ(f1,...,fr) : D(Gr(A)) → DI∞-Tor(Gr(A))
Moreover, the map ǫM : RΓ(f1,...,fr)(M) → M defined by projecting to the first component of (2.18)
gives rise to a natural transformation
(2.22) ǫ : ι ◦RΓI ⇒ id
where ι : DI∞-Tor(Gr(A)) → D(Gr(A)) is the inclusion functor. The cone of ǫM is homotopic to the
kernel of ǫM shifted by 1, which is given by the following
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Definition 2.23. The Cˇech complex of a graded module M with respect to a tuple (f1, . . . , fr) of
homogeneous elements is the cochain complex of graded modules
(2.24) Cˇ(f1,...,fr)(M) :=
[ ∏
1≤i0≤r
Mfi0
−d1−−→
∏
1≤i0<i1≤r
Mfi0fi1
−d2−−→ . . . −dr−1−−−−→ Mf1...fr
]
given as a subcomplex of (2.18), shifted by one. As in Definition 2.17, this definition can be extended to
cochain complexes M ∈ Ch(Gr(A)) by taking the total complex.
Clearly, the natural transformation (2.22) is an isomorphism for M ∈ D(Gr(A)) if and only if
Cˇ(f1,...,fr)(M) has zero cohomology. Now if M ∈ DI∞-Tor(Gr(A)), then each of the terms in (2.24),
thought of a column in a double complex, has zero cohomology. Thus, as an iterative cone of complexes
with zero cohomology, the total complex Cˇ(f1,...,fr)(M) also has zero cohomology. This shows that
(2.25) IfM ∈ DI∞-Tor(Gr(A)), then the natural transformation ǫM is an isomorphism in D(Gr(A)).
As a formal consequence of (2.21), (2.22) and (2.25), we have the following
Theorem 2.26. The functor (2.21) is a right adjoint to the inclusion ι : DI∞-Tor(Gr(A))→ D(Gr(A)),
with counit given by (2.22).
For each M ∈ D(Gr(A)), there is an exact triangle
(2.27) . . . → RΓI(M) ǫM−−→ M ηM−−→ CˇI(M) δM−−→ RΓI(M)[1] → . . .
where ηM = −d0, the negative of the first differential in (2.18), and δM is the inclusion.
If A is Noetherian, then the functors RΓI and CˇI have alternative descriptions as right derived functor.
Namely, let ΓI : Gr(A) → I∞-Tor be the right adjoint to the inclusion I∞-Tor → Gr(A), and let
0CˇI : Gr(A)→ Gr(A) be the functor 0CˇI := H0(CˇI(M)), then we have
Proposition 2.28. If A is Noetherian, then the canonical functor D(I∞-Tor) → DI∞-Tor(Gr(A)) is
an equivalence. Moreover, under this equivalence, the functor (2.21) is identified with the right derived
functor of ΓI : Gr(A)→ I∞-Tor.
Similarly, the functor CˇI : D(Gr(A))→ D(Gr(A)) is the right derived functor of 0CˇI : Gr(A)→ Gr(A).
Proof. The first statement is the direct graded analogue of a well-known statement (see, e.g., [30, Tag
0955]). For the second statement, notice that for any M ∈ Gr(A), there is an exact sequence
(2.29) 0 → ΓI(M) → M → 0CˇI(M) → H1(RΓI(M)) → 0
Now if we apply this termwise to a K-injective complex of injective graded modules M•, then the first
statement of this Proposition shows that H1(RΓI(M
i)) = 0 for all i ∈ Z, and we therefore have a short
exact sequence of cochain complexes
0 → ΓI(M•) → M• → 0CˇI(M•) → 0
By the first statement of this Proposition again, the map ΓI(M
•) → M• here is isomorphic in D(Gr(A))
to the map ǫM : RΓI(M
•) → M• in (2.27). Thus, the cone of these two maps are also identified. In
other words, we have 0CˇI(M•) ∼= CˇI(M•) in D(Gr(A)). 
In view of this Proposition, we make the following
Definition 2.30. The complex RΓI(M) is called the local cohomology complex ofM with respect to the
graded ideal I ⊂ A.
Now we discuss a closely related notion of derived complete graded modules, following [30]. Let
M ∈ Ch(Gr(A)) be a chain complex, and let f ∈ A be a homogeneous element, say of degree m. Denote
by T (M, f) the cochain complex in Gr(A) defined as the homotopy limit (see (B.34))
(2.31) T (M, f) := holim [M
f←− M(−m) f←− M(−2m) f←− . . . ]
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This cochain complex can be written as a Hom-complex. Indeed, if we denote by A{f} the homotopy
colimit (see (B.33))
(2.32) A{f} := hocolim [A
f−→ A(m) f−→ A(2m) f−→ . . . ]
then, since the corresponding ordinary colimit is simplyAf , we have, by Lemma B.36, a quasi-isomorphism
A{f}
≃−→ Af , thus giving a free resolution A{f} of Af . This allows us to rewrite (2.31) as
(2.33) T (M, f) ∼= HomA(A{f},M) ≃ RHomA(Af ,M)
Since the associationM 7→ T (M, f) is exact, it descends to a functor T (−, f) : D(Gr(A))→ D(Gr(A)).
We start with the following graded analogue of [30, Tag 091P]:
Lemma 2.34. Let f ∈ A be a homogeneous element of degree d. Then for any complex M ∈ D(Gr(A)),
the followings are equivalent:
(1) T (M, f) has zero cohomology;
(2) RHomA(E,M) has zero cohomology for all E ∈ D(Gr(Af ));
(3) for every p ∈ Z, we have HomA(Af , Hp(M)) = 0 and Ext1A(Af , Hp(M)) = 0.
(4) for every p ∈ Z, the complex T (Hp(M), f) has zero cohomology.
Proof. Since {Af (n)}n∈Z is a set of compact generators of D(Gr(Af )) (see the paragraph preceding
Theorem 2.11), we see that RHom(E,M) ≃ 0 for all E ∈ D(Gr(Af )) if and only if it holds for E = Af .
In view of (2.33), this proves the equivalence (1)⇔ (2). The equivalence (3)⇔ (4) is also obvious, since
the graded modules appearing in (3) are simply the cohomology of the complex T (Hp(M), f) in (4). For
the equivalence (1)⇔ (3), simply take a spectral sequence. 
Remark 2.35. Since Af is flat over A, the standard tensor-forgetful adjunction between D(Gr(Af )) and
D(Gr(A)) identifies the former as the full subcategory of D(Gr(A)) consisting of complexes such that the
multiplication map f : E → E(n) is an isomorphism in D(Gr(A)). Thus condition (2) of Lemma 2.34
may be rewritten with respect to such complexes E.
Given M ∈ D(Gr(A)), let IM be the subset of A consisting of elements f =
∑
fi ∈ A such that, for
each homogeneous component fm ∈ Am of f , the complex T (M, fm) has zero cohomology. Then exactly
the same proof as in [30, Tag 091Q] shows the following
Lemma 2.36. The subset IM ⊂ A is a radical graded ideal.
Definition 2.37. Let I ⊂ A be a graded ideal. An object M ∈ D(A) is said to be derived complete with
respect to I if for every homogeneous f ∈ I, the complex T (M, f) has zero cohomology. In other words,
if I ⊂ IM .
A graded module M ∈ Gr(A) is said to be derived complete with respect to I if the corresponding
complex M [0] ∈ D(Gr(A)) concentrated in cohomological degree zero is so.
Denote by DI-comp(Gr(A)) ⊂ D(Gr(A)) the full subcategory consisting of objects that are derived
complete with respect to I. Since T (M, f) can be written as a derived Hom complex (2.33), this full
subcategory is triangulated and split-closed. Moreover, by Lemma 2.34(4), an object M ∈ D(Gr(A)) is
in DI-comp(Gr(A)) if and only if all of its cohomology modules are in the subcategory I-comp ⊂ Gr(A).
This, in turn, shows that I-comp is a weak Serre subcategory.
Now we focus on the case when I is finitely generated, say by f1, . . . , fr. In this case, we first construct
a free resolution of the extended Cˇech complex RΓ(f1,...,fr)(A) by replacing each term Afi0 ...fip in (2.18)
by its free resolution A{fi0 ...fip} given in (2.32). Indeed, for any two homogeneous elements f and g, say of
degrees m and n respectively, then the canonical map Af → Afg lifts canonically to a map A{f} → A{fg}
of cochain complexes, induced by a map of the corresponding directed systems defining the respective
homotopy colimit, where the component A(mi) in (2.32) is sent to the component A((m + n)i) via the
map gi. Thus we define
(2.38) R˜Γ(f1,...,fr)(A) :=
[
A
d˜0−→
∏
1≤i0≤r
A{fi0}
d˜1−→
∏
1≤i0<i1≤r
A{fi0fi1}
d˜2−→ . . . d˜r−1−−−→ A{f1...fr}
]
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understood as a total complex of a double complex. This gives a free resolution
(2.39) R˜Γ(f1,...,fr)(A)
≃−→ RΓ(f1,...,fr)(A)
In fact, under the the identifications (2.20) above and (2.40) here (forM = A), this quasi-isomorphism
is precisely the quasi-isomorphism (B.35) from the homotopy colimit to the colimit of a directed system.
(2.40) R˜Γ(f1,...,fr)(M)
∼= hocolim(m1,...,mr)∈(Z>0)r K•(M ; fm11 , . . . , fmrr )
Definition 2.41. For any cochain complexM ∈ Ch(Gr(A)), define the cochain complexLΛ(f1,...,fr)(M) ∈
Ch(Gr(A)) to be the Hom-complex
LΛ(f1,...,fr)(M) := HomA( R˜Γ(f1,...,fr)(A) , M )
=
[
M
d0←−
∏
1≤i0≤r
T (M, fi0)
d1←−
∏
1≤i0<i1≤r
T (M, fi0fi1)
d2←− . . . dr−1←−−− T (M, f1 . . . fr)
]
where the last line is thought of as the total complex of a double complex.
As an immediate consequence of (2.40), we may write this complex as a homotopy limit
LΛ(f1,...,fr)(M)
∼= holim(m1,...,mr)∈(Z>0)r K•(M ; fm11 , . . . , fmrr )
Moreover, in view of (2.39), it also gives an explicit model for the derived Hom complex
LΛ(f1,...,fr)(M) ≃ RHomA(RΓI(A),M)
where I = (f1, . . . , fr) is the ideal genereated by the elements fi. Moreover, recall that RΓI(A) has
I∞-torsion cohomology, so that Af ⊗A RΓI(A) ≃ 0 for all homogeneous elements f ∈ I. As a result, we
have
T (LΛ(f1,...,fr)(M), f) ≃ RHomA(Af ,RHomA(RΓI(A),M)) ≃ RHomA(Af ⊗A RΓI(A),M) ≃ 0
for any homogeneous element f ∈ I. In other words, the complex LΛ(f1,...,fr)(M) is always derived
I-complete. Thus, the exact functor LΛ(f1,...,fr) descends to a functor
(2.42) LΛI := LΛ(f1,...,fr) : D(Gr(A)) → DI-comp(Gr(A))
Moreover, the canonical map R˜Γ(f1,...,fr)(A)→ A defined by projecting to the first component in (2.38)
induced a map ǫ∨M :M → LΛ(f1,...,fr)(M) of cochain complexes. Thus, there is a natural transformation
(2.43) ǫ∨ : id ⇒ ι ◦LΛI
where ι : DI-comp(Gr(A)) → D(Gr(A)) is the inclusion functor. The cone of ǫ∨M is homotopic to the
cokernel of the (injective) map ǫ∨M . If we shift this cokernel by −1, we obtain the following
Definition 2.44. Given a cochain complex M ∈ Gr(A), define
(2.45) E(f1,...,fr)(M) :=
[ ∏
1≤i0≤r
T (M, fi0)
−d1←−−
∏
1≤i0<i1≤r
T (M, fi0fi1)
−d2←−− . . . −dr−1←−−−− T (M, f1 . . . fr)
]
understood as the total complex of a double complex.
Clearly the natural transformation (2.43) is an isomorphism forM ∈ D(Gr(A)) if and only if E(f1,...,fr)(M)
has zero cohomology. Now if M ∈ DI-comp(Gr(A)) then each of the terms in (2.45), thought of as a col-
umn in a double complex, has zero cohomology. As an iterated cone on such columns, the total complex
E(f1,...,fr)(M) also has zero cohomology. This shows that
(2.46) IfM ∈ DI-comp(Gr(A)), then the natural transformation ǫ∨M is an isomorphism in D(Gr(A)).
As a formal consequence of (2.42), (2.43) and (2.46), we have the following
Theorem 2.47. The functor (2.42) is left adjoint to the inclusion ι : DI-comp(Gr(A))→ D(Gr(A)), with
unit given by (2.43).
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Definition 2.48. The complex LΛI(M) is either called the local homology complex, or the derived
completion, of M with respect to the graded ideal I ⊂ A.
Dual to (2.27), we also have the following exact triangle
(2.49) . . . → EI(M) η
∨
M−−→ M ǫ
∨
M−−→ LΛI(M) −δ
∨
M−−−→ EI(M)[1] → . . .
In fact, (2.27) and (2.49) are dual in a very precise sense. Namely if we substitute M = A in (2.27) to
get the exact triangle
(2.50) . . . → RΓI(A) ǫA−→ A ηA−−→ CˇI(A) δA−−→ RΓI(A)[1] → . . .
then we have
(2.27) ≃ (2.50)⊗LA M and (2.49) ≃ RHomA((2.50),M)
We record the following graded analogue of [30, Tag 0A6S, 0A6D]:
Lemma 2.51. Given E ∈ D(Gr(A)), suppose that there exists a homogeneous element f ∈ I, say of
degree n, such that the multiplication map f : E → E(n) is an isomorphism in D(Gr(A)), then we have
RΓI(E) ≃ 0 and LΛI(E) ≃ 0.
Proof. The property that f : E → E(n) is an isomorphism in D(Gr(A)) is preserved under RΓI(A)⊗LA−,
so that RΓI(E) also has this property. However, cohomology modules of RΓI(E) are I
∞-torsion, so that
in particular any element x ∈ Hp(RΓI(E)) is annihilated by some high enough powers of f . Hence we
must have x = 0.
To show that LΛI(E) ≃ 0, notice that, by the criterion in Lemma 2.34(2) (see also Remark 2.35),
we have RHomA(E,M) ≃ 0 for all M ∈ DI-comp(Gr(A)). Since the derived I-completion functor is left
adjoint to inclusion (see Theorem 2.47), this shows that LΛI(E) ≃ 0. 
For any homogeneous element f ∈ I, the module Af clearly satisfies the condition of this Lemma. The
same is therefore true for Mf = Af ⊗A M and T (M, f) ≃ RHomA(Af ,M). This observation allows us
to prove the following
Proposition 2.52. For any M ∈ D(Gr(A)), we have LΛI(CˇI(M)) ≃ 0 and RΓI(EI(M)) ≃ 0. Moreover,
RΓI(M) ≃ 0 ⇔ LΛI(M) ≃ 0
Proof. For the first statement, notice that in the double complexes (2.24) and (2.45) defining CˇI(M) and
EI(M), each column satisfies the condition of Lemma 2.51 (see the paragraph preceeding the present
Proposition), so that we have LΛI(CˇI(M)) ≃ 0 and RΓI(EI(M)) ≃ 0.
For the second statement, if RΓI(M) ≃ 0, then we have M ≃ CˇI(M) by (2.27), so that LΛI(M) ≃ 0
by the first statement. The converse is completely symmetric, using (2.49) this time. 
Corollary 2.53. For any M ∈ D(Gr(A)), we have the following isomorphisms in D(Gr(A)):
RΓI(M)
RΓI (ηM )−−−−−−→
≃
RΓI(LΛI(M)) and LΛI(RΓI(M))
LΛI (ǫM)−−−−−−→
≃
LΛI(M)
Definition 2.54. A complexM ∈ D(Gr(A)) is said to be I-trivial if we haveRΓI(M) ≃ 0, or equivalently
LΛI(M) ≃ 0 by Proposition 2.52.
Thus, we have the following recollement (for two functors pointing in opposite horizontal directions,
the functor on top of the other is implicitly understood to be the left adjoint of the other):
DI∞-Tor(Gr(A))
DI-triv(Gr(A)) D(Gr(A))
DI-comp(Gr(A))
ι
LΛI≃ι
RΓI
LΛI
CˇI
EI
ι
RΓI
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In particular, this gives rise to two semi-orthogonal decompositions
D(Gr(A)) = 〈DI-triv(Gr(A)) , DI∞-Tor(Gr(A)) 〉
D(Gr(A)) = 〈DI-comp(Gr(A)) , DI-triv(Gr(A)) 〉(2.55)
whose decomposition triangles are (2.27) and (2.49) respectively.
The notion of derived completeness is closely related to the usual notion of completeness with respect
to a graded ideal. We will only mention one aspect of this relation, in the form of Proposition 2.56
below. Let A be a Z-graded ring, and I ⊂ A be a graded ideal. Then we may form the inverse system
(A/In)n≥1 of graded rings, and take its inverse limit Aˆ := lim←−A/I
n in the category of graded rings,
which is computed as a limit in each graded component. Similarly, for any graded module M over A,
one can also take the inverse limit Mˆ := lim←−M/I
nM in the category of graded modules, which is again
computed as a limit in each graded component. As usual, completions come with canonical maps A→ Aˆ
and M → Mˆ . We say that a graded module M ∈ Gr(A) is I-separated if the canonical map M → Mˆ
is injective; it is I-precomplete if M → Mˆ is surjective; it is I-adically complete if M → Mˆ is bijective.
Then we have the following graded analogue of [30, Tag 091R]:
Proposition 2.56. Given a graded module M ∈ Gr(A), then we have:
(1) if M is I-adically complete, then it is derived complete with respect to I;
(2) if I is finitely generated, and if M is derived complete with respect to I,then M is I-precomplete.
For later use, we consider some duality operators on certain coherent subcategories of D(Gr(A)) and
DI-triv(Gr(A)). We will assume that A is a Noetherian Z-graded ring in the remainder of this subsection.
We start with the following well-known application of Proposition 2.13:
Lemma 2.57. Suppose that A has finite injective dimension over itself, then every objectM ∈ Dcoh(Gr(A))
is derived reflexive. Thus, the functor DA := RHomA(−, A) : D(Gr(A))op → D(Gr(A)) restricts to an
involutive anti-equivalence of Dcoh(Gr(A)), which interchanges D−coh(Gr(A)) and D+coh(Gr(A)).
Next, we consider a duality operator on a certain coherent subcategory of DI-triv(Gr(A)), given by the
restriction of the functor
(2.58) DCˇI(A) := RHomA(−, CˇI(A)) : D(Gr(A))op → DI-triv(Gr(A))
Notice that, for any M ∈ D(Gr(A)), we have
RHomA(RΓI(A),RHomA(M, CˇI(A))) ≃ RHomA(RΓI(A)⊗LA M, CˇI(A)) ≃ 0
so that the functor (2.58) indeed lands in DI-triv(Gr(A)).
Applying Proposition 2.13, we have
Lemma 2.59. Suppose that CˇI(A) has finite injective dimension, then for all M ∈ Dcoh(Gr(A)), we have
CˇI(A)⊗A M ≃ DCˇI (A)(DCˇI (A)(M))
The hypothesis of Lemma 2.59 is satisfied, for example, when A has finite injective dimension over
itself:
Lemma 2.60. If M ∈ D(Gr(A)) has finite injective dimension, then so does CˇI(M).
Proof. By construction (2.24), CˇI(M) is a finite complex of localizations of M . Thus, the result follows
from Lemma 2.15. 
Now we consider the restriction of (2.58) to DI-triv(Gr(A)). Observe that, by the orthogonality
DI∞-Tor(Gr(A)) ⊥ DI-triv(Gr(A)), we have, for all M,N ∈ D(Gr(A)), the quasi-isomorphism
RHomA(CˇI(M), CˇI(N)) ≃ RHomA(M, CˇI(N))
so that in particular, we have
(2.61) DCˇI(A)(CˇI(M)) ≃ DCˇI(A)(M)
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Lemma 2.62. If M ∈ D−coh(Gr(A)), then we have
DCˇI (A)(CˇI(M)) ≃ DCˇI(A)(M) ≃ CˇI(DA(M))
Proof. The first quasi-isomorphism is (2.61). The second quasi-isomorphism is an application of Propo-
sition 2.14. 
Combined with Lemma 2.59, this gives a duality on certain coherent subcategories of DI-triv(Gr(A)).
Definition 2.63. For each ♠ ∈ { ,+,−, b}, let D♠coh(I-triv)(Gr(A)) ⊂ D♠I-triv(Gr(A)) be the essential
image of D♠coh(Gr(A)) under the functor CˇI : D♠(Gr(A))→ D♠I-triv(GrA).
Proposition 2.64. Suppose that CˇI(A) has finite injective dimension, then the functor (2.58) restricts to
an involutive anti-equivalence of Dcoh(I-triv)(Gr(A)), which interchanges D−coh(I-triv)(Gr(A)) and D+coh(I-triv)(Gr(A)).
Proof. The fact that (2.58) is involutive on Dcoh(I-triv)(Gr(A)) follows directly from Lemma 2.59 and
(2.61). The fact that it interchanges D− and D+ is a consequence of CˇI(A) having finite injective
dimension. 
Combined with Lemma 2.60, we have the following
Proposition 2.65. Suppose that A has finite injective dimension over itself, then the following diagrams
commute up to isomorphism of functors:
D−coh(Gr(A)) D+coh(Gr(A))op D−coh(Gr(A))
D−coh(I-triv)(Gr(A)) D+coh(I-triv)(Gr(A))op D−coh(I-triv)(Gr(A))
DA
≃
CˇI CˇI
DA
≃
CˇI
DCˇI (A)
≃
DCˇI (A)
≃
Proof. We have seen in Lemma 2.62 that the left square is always commutative. If A has finite injective
dimension, then by Lemma 2.60, so does CˇI(A). Thus, by Lemma 2.57 and Proposition 2.64, each
horizontal arrow is an equivalence of categories, and the composition for each row is isomorphic to the
identity functor. This allows us to deduce the commutativity of the right square from that of the left. 
3. Graded rings and projective spaces
In this section, we develop Serre’s equivalence for Z-graded rings. Besides generalizing from N-graded
rings to Z-graded rings (which is straightforward), we also sharpen the statement of Serre’s equivalence
by emphasizing a certain Cartier condition (see Theorem 3.15), although this sharpened form is already
implicit in the usual proof of Serre’s equivalence. Although somewhat well-knwon, we provide some
details to the construction of our version of Serre’s equivalence, firstly because we need to keep track of a
web of compatibility conditions in the course of the construction, and secondly because an interpretation
of Grothendieck duality in terms of Greenlees-May duality naturally flows out of this construction. Both
of these aspects will be crucial to our purposes later.
3.1. Serre’s equivalence. Let A be a Z-graded ring. Denote by I+ and I− the graded ideals I+ =
A>0 ·A and I− = A<0 · A.
Let X+ = Proj+(A) := Proj(A≥0). Thus, X
+ is covered by the standard open sets D(f) ∼=
Spec((A≥0)(f)), for homogeneous f of positive degree. Since the canonical map (A≥0)f → Af is an
isomorphism of graded rings for deg(f) > 0, the standard open sets D(f) can also be described as
D(f) ∼= Spec(A(f)).
In order to guarantee that Proj+(A) is quasi-compact, we assume that I+ is finitely generated. More
precisely, we make following assumption:
(3.1)
Assume that the ideal I+ is generated by homogeneous elements f1, . . . , fp of positive degrees
di := deg(fi) > 0, and let d > 0 be a positive integer that is divisible by each of di.
Then we record the following elementary result from the proof of [30, Tag 0EGH]:
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Lemma 3.2. Under the assumption (3.1), for any N > dp−∑pi=1 di, we have AN = Ad ·AN−d.
Proof. Given fe11 . . . f
ep
p g
l1
1 . . . g
lq
q ∈ AN with deg(gi) ≤ 0, we must have ei ≥ d/di for some 1 ≤ i ≤ p.
Then fe11 . . . f
ep
p g
l1
1 . . . g
lq
q = (f
d/di
i )(f
e1
1 . . . f
ei−d/di
i . . . f
ep
p g
l1
1 . . . g
lq
q ). 
For later use, we apply this Lemma to give an alternative description of (I+)∞-torsion elements in the
sense of Definition 2.16:
Lemma 3.3. Under the assumption (3.1), suppose we are given a homogeneous element x in a graded
module M , then the followings are equivalent:
(1) x is (I+)∞-torsion;
(2) x · (Ad)n = 0 for all sufficiently large n.
(3) x ·A≥s = 0 for some s ∈ Z.
Proof. Since Ad ⊂ I+, the implication (1) ⇒ (2) is immediate. To show that (2) ⇒ (3), notice that
Lemma 3.2 implies that AN = (Ad)
n · AN−dn for N ≥ dp + dn, so that we have x · A≥dp+dn = 0. The
implication (3)⇒ (1) is obvious since the ideal I+ is generated by elements of positive degrees. 
Each graded module M ∈ Gr(A) is in particular a graded module over A≥0, and hence gives an
associated quasi-coherent sheaf M˜ on Proj+(A). The association M 7→ M˜ is lax monoidal, meaning
that there are canonical maps M˜ ⊗OX+ N˜ → M˜ ⊗A N , satisfying the usual associativity and unitality
conditions. Indeed, on D(f), this map is induced by the obvious A(f) bilinear map M(f) × N(f) →
(M ⊗A N)(f). Moreover, there is a canonical map
(3.4) M0 → H0(X+, M˜)
of A0-modules, which sends ξ ∈M0 to ξ ∈M(f) = Γ(D(f), M˜) on each D(f), for deg(f) > 0.
Let A˜ be the sheaf of Z-graded algebras on Proj+(A) given by A˜i := A˜(i). The graded algebra structure
is induced by the lax monoidal structure A˜(i)⊗OX+ A˜(j)→ A˜(i+ j). In general, these maps may not be
isomorphisms. However, we have the following
Lemma 3.5. Assume that (3.1) holds, then we have the followings:
(1) The sheaf A˜d is an ample
1 invertible sheaf on Proj+(A).
(2) For any M ∈ Gr(A) and any i ∈ Z, the map M˜ ⊗O
X+
A˜(di) → M˜(di) is an isomorphism. In
particular, for each i, j ∈ Z, the multiplication map A˜di ⊗OX+ A˜j → A˜di+j is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, the standard open sets D(f), for deg(f) = d, covers Proj+(A). Thus, condition
(2) can be checked on D(f), which is obvious. This also shows that A˜d is invertible. Finally, it is ample
again because the standard open sets D(f), for deg(f) = d, covers Proj+(A). 
Definition 3.6. A Z-graded ring A is said to be positively 1d -Cartier, for an integer d > 0, if the conclusion
of Lemma 3.5 holds. Similarly, it is said to be negatively 1d -Cartier if the conclusion of Lemma 3.5 holds
for X− = Proj−(A) in place of X+. It is said to be 1d -Cartier if it is both positively and negatively
1
d -Cartier. When d = 1, we simply call these (positively/negatievly) Cartier.
For each m > 0, let A(m) be the Z-graded ring (A(m))i = Ami. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
Proj+(A(m)) ∼= Proj+(A) given by (A(m))(fm) = A(f). For any graded module M ∈ Gr(A), one also has
an associated graded module M (m) ∈ Gr(A(m)), defined by (M (m))i := Mmi. This allows us to extend
results on Proj+(A) from the usual case, where A≥0 is generated by A1 over A0, to the general case (3.1).
For example, there is a partial converse to Lemma 3.5, given by Proposition 3.9 below. To this end, we
first recall the following standard result (see, e.g., [30, Tags 01Q1, 01QJ]):
1We use the definition of ampleness in [30, Tag 01PS]
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Proposition 3.7. Let π : X → Y = SpecR be a proper morphism, where R is Noetherian, and let L
be an ample invertible sheaf on X. Define the Z-graded algebra S by Si := H0(X ;L⊗i), then S≥0 is
Noetherian, and there is a canonical isomorphism ϕ : X
∼=−→ Proj+(S) over SpecR.
Moreover, for any quasi-coherent sheaf F on X, let M ∈ Gr(S) be the graded S-module given by
Mi := H
0(X,F ⊗ L⊗i), then there is a canonical isomorphism ϕ∗(M˜) ∼=−→ F , such that the composition
M0
(3.4)−−−→ H0(Proj+(S), M˜) = H0(X,ϕ∗(M˜)) ∼=−→ H0(X,F) =: M0
is the identity.
In later applications of flips and flops, we will consider ample Weil divisors on X that are only assumed
to be Q-Cartier, but may not be Cartier. We formulate this by considering the following situation:
(3.8)
On a scheme X proper over another Noetherian scheme Y , there is a quasi-coherent sheaf of
Z-graded algebras
⊕
i∈ZO(i) such that each O(i) is coherent, and there exists some positive
integer d > 0 such that
(1) the sheaf O(d) is an invertible sheaf on X ample over Y ;
(2) for each i, j ∈ Z, the multiplication map O(di)⊗OX O(j)→ O(di+ j) is an isomorphism.
For notational simplicity, we consider here the case when Y is affine, say Y = SpecR. Let B be the
graded algebra over R given by Bi := H
0(X,O(i)). Then we have the following
Proposition 3.9. The N-graded ring B≥0 is Noetherian. Moreover, there is a canonical isomorphism
ϕ : X
∼=−→ Proj+(B) over SpecR, together with a canonical isomorphism ⊕i∈Z ϕ∗(B˜(i)) ∼=−→⊕i∈ZO(i) of
sheaves of Z-graded algebras on X, such that the composition
Bi
(3.4)−−−→ H0(Proj+(B), B˜(i)) = H0(X,ϕ∗(B˜(i))) ∼=−→ H0(X,O(i)) =: Bi
is the identity.
Furthermore, for any quasi-coherent sheaf F on X, let M ∈ Gr(B) be the graded B-module given by
Mi := H
0(X,F ⊗O(i)), then there is a canonical isomorphism ϕ∗(M˜) ∼=−→ F , such that the composition
M0
(3.4)−−−→ H0(Proj+(B), M˜) = H0(X,ϕ∗(M˜)) ∼=−→ H0(X,F) =: M0
is the identity.
Proof. All these statements follows by applying Proposition 3.7 to the ample invertible sheaf L := O(d),
since we have ψ : Proj+(B(d))
∼=−→ Proj+(B), together with a canonical isomorphism ψ∗(M˜) ∼= M˜ (d) for
each M ∈ Gr(B). 
Corollary 3.10. In the situation (3.8) with Y = SpecR, the Z-graded algebra B :=
⊕
i∈ZH
0(X,O(i))
is positively 1d -Cartier.
Proof. To verify condition (2) of Lemma 3.5, we argue as in [30, Tag 01MU]. Namely, Proposition 3.9,
together with condition (2) in (3.8) implies in particular that the map B˜(di)⊗OProj+(B) B˜(dj)→ ˜B(di+ dj)
is an isomorphism. One can use this to show that the standard open subsets D(fg), for deg(f)−deg(g) =
d, covers Proj+(B), which then implies condition (2) of Lemma 3.5. 
Now we get back to the situation of a Z-graded ring A such that A≥0 is Noetherian, so that it is
positively 1d -Cartier for some d > 0. The maps (3.4), taken for various choices of M , assemble to give
many other maps. For example, if we let M˜(i) := M˜ ⊗O
X+
A˜(i), then these maps give rise to canonical
graded A-module structures on
N ′ :=
⊕
i∈Z
H0(X+, M˜(i)) and N :=
⊕
i∈Z
H0(X+, M˜(i))
and there are canonical maps M → N ′ ← N of graded A-modules. These map satisfies the following
properties (see, e.g., [30, 0B5R] for the case when M is finitely generated, which implies the general case
by taking a directed colimit):
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Proposition 3.11. Assume that A≥0 is Noetherian and A is positively
1
d -Cartier, then
(1) for any i ∈ Z, the map Ndi → N ′di is an isomorphism;
(2) both the kernel and cokernel of M → N ′ are (I+)∞-torsion in the sense of Definition 2.16.
(3) if M≥c is finitely generated over A≥0 for some c ∈ Z, then so are N≥c′ and N ′≥c′ , for any c′ ∈ Z.
Proof. (1) is obvious. (3) follows from [30, 0B5R, statements (1),(2)]. Thus it suffices to show (2). For
this, one can either modify the proof of [30, 0B5R, statement (5)], or simply notice thatN ′ = H0(CˇI+(M)),
so that exact sequence (2.29) gives
ker(M → N ′) = H0(RΓI+(M)) and coker(M → N ′) = H1(RΓI+(M))
both of which are (I+)∞-torsion by definition (see Theorem 2.26). 
Propositions 3.9 and 3.11 can be combined to describe the abelain category of quasi-coherent sheaves
on Proj+(A) in terms of a Serre quotient (see Theorem 3.15 below). We start with the following
Definition 3.12. A homogeneous element x ∈M in a graded module M ∈ Gr(A) is said to be positively
torsion if it is (I+)∞-torsion in the sense of Definition 2.16. The graded moduleM is said to be positively
torsion if every homogeneous element in it is positively torsion. Denote by Tor+(A) ⊂ Gr(A) the full
subcategory of positively torsion modules.
A map of graded modules M → N over A is said to be an m-uple equivalence if the associated map
M (m) → N (m) over A(m) is an isomorphism. A graded module M ∈ Gr(A) is said to be m-trivial if the
map 0→M is an m-uple equivalence.
A map of graded modulesM → N over A is said to be an m-uple postive equivalence if both the kernel
and cokernel of M (m) → N (m) are positively torsion over A(m). A graded module M ∈ Gr(A) is said to
be m-positively torsion, if 0→ M is an m-uple positive equivalence. Denote by Tor+(m)(A) ⊂ Gr(A) the
full subcategory of m-positively torsion modules.
Denote by I+(m) ⊂ A(m) the graded ideal I+(m) := (A(m))>0 ·A(m), and similarly I−(m) := (A(m))<0 ·A(m).
If A0 is Noetherian, then if I
+ ⊂ A is finitely generated, so is I+(m) ⊂ A(m). The characterization
of positively torsion elements in Lemma 3.3 then shows that Tor+(A) ⊂ Tor+(m)(A), so that the Serre
subcategory Tor+(m)(A) descends to a Serre subcategory Tor
+
(m)(A) ⊂ Q+Gr(A) of the Serre quotient
Q+Gr(A) := Gr(A)/Tor+(A)
and we have a canonical equivalence of abelian categories
Q+(m)Gr(A) := Gr(A)/Tor
+
(m)(A) ≃ Q+Gr(A)/Tor+(m)(A)
Consider the two functors
(−)∼ : Gr(A) → QCoh(X+) , M 7→ M˜
0L+ : QCoh(X+) → Gr(A) , 0L+(F)i := H0(X+,F ⊗ A˜(i))
(3.13)
Suppose that A≥0 is Noetherian and
1
d -Cartier, then clearly the functor (−)∼ vanishes on the Serre
subcategory Tor+(d)(A), and hence descends to functors
(3.14) 0L+ : QCoh(X+) Q+(d)Gr(A) : (−)∼
then Propositions 3.9 and 3.11 can be combined to show the following result (see also the similar statement
in [30, Tag 0BXF] for coherent, instead of quasi-coherent, sheaves on Proj+(A), in the case when A is
concentrated in non-negative weights.)
Theorem 3.15 (Serre’s equivalence). If A≥0 is Noetherian and
1
d -Cartier, then the functors in (3.14)
are quasi-inverse equivalences.
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Proof. By Proposition 3.9, we see that the composition (−)∼ ◦ 0L+ is isomorphic to the identity functor
on QCoh(X+).
The composition 0L+ ◦ (−)∼ assigns to each M ∈ Gr(A) the graded module N in the statement of
Poposition 3.11. By this Proposition, M and N are linked by two d-uple postive equivalences, and hence
are isomorphic in Q+(m)Gr(A). 
We have seen that the functors (3.13) descend to equivalences after quotienting Gr(A) by Tor+(d)(A).
For later use, we will also investigate the situation when we quotient Gr(A) only by Tor+(A). In this
case, instead of having an equivalence, we have an adjunction
(3.16) 0L+ : QCoh(X+) Q+Gr(A) : (−)∼
Indeed, by Proposition 3.9, we again have an isomorphism ˜0L+(F) ∼= F , which gives the adjunction
units. Moreover, the composition 0L+ ◦ (−)∼ assigns to each M ∈ Gr(A) the graded module N in the
statement of Poposition 3.11. Since the map M → N ′ has positively torsion kernel and cokernel by that
Proposition, the cocorrespondence M → N ′ ← N descends to a map 0L+(F)(M˜) → M in the quotient
category Gr(A)/Tor+(A), which gives the adjunction counits.
It turns out that the functor (−)∼ also has a right adjoint, which is obtained by descending the
following functor to the quotient Gr(A)/Tor+(A):
(3.17) 0R+ : QCoh(X+) → Gr(A) , 0R+(F)i := HomO
X+
(A˜(−i),F)
Clearly, there is a canonical map 0L+(F)→ 0R+(F) induced by the multiplication A˜(i)⊗O
X+
A˜(−i)→
OX+ . Since each A˜(di) is an invertible sheaf, this map is a d-uple equivalence. Since (−)∼ of a graded
module depends only on its m-positive equivalence class, there is again a canonical isomorphism F ∼=
˜0R+(F). On the other hand, for any graded module M ∈ Gr(A), there is a canonical map
(3.18) Mi → H0(X+, M˜(i)) → HomOX+ (A˜(−i), M˜) = 0R+(M˜)i
where the second map is induced by the multiplcation map M˜(i) ⊗OX+ A˜(−i) → M˜ . This gives a
map of graded modules M → 0R+(M˜). Together with functorial isomorphism F ∼= ˜0R+(F), they give
respectively the units and counits of the adjunction
(3.19) (−)∼ : Gr(A) QCoh(X+) : 0R+
The compositions Gr(A)
(−)∼−−−→ QCoh(X+) 0L+−−→ Gr(A) and Gr(A) (−)
∼
−−−→ QCoh(X+) 0R+−−−→ Gr(A)
are closely related to the functor 0CˇI+ : Gr(A) → Gr(A) we considered in Proposition 2.28. Namely, it
is easy to see that there is a canonical isomorphism H0(X+, M˜(i)) ∼= 0CˇI+(M)i. Therefore, the maps
M → N ′ ← N we considered in Proposition 3.11 can be rewritten as
M → 0CˇI+(M) ← 0L+(M˜)
Similarly, the map (3.18) can be rewritten as
(3.20) M → 0CˇI+(M) → 0R+(M˜)
The adjunction (3.19) can be lifted to the level of derived categories. Indeed, since QCoh(X+) is a
Grothendieck category, it has enough injectives, so that the right derived functor R+ exists as a functor
R+ : D+(QCoh(X+))→ D+(Gr(A)). On the weight-i component, it is given by
(3.21) R+(F)i ≃ RHomX+(A˜(−i),F)
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Thus, it has finite cohomological dimension, and hence extends to a functor R+ : D(QCoh(X+)) →
D(Gr(A)). Moreover, as a right adjoint to an exact functor, the functor (3.17) sends injective objects to
injective objects, and so there is still an adjunction at the level of derievd categories:
(3.22) (−)∼ : D(Gr(A)) D(QCoh(X+)) : R+
If we take the derived versions of (3.20), then there are canonical maps
(3.23) CˇI+(M) → R+(M˜)
functorial in M ∈ D(Gr(A)). In order to describe CˇI+(M), we give the following graded analogue of [30,
Tag 09T2]:
Lemma 3.24. If A is Noetherian, then for any injective object M ∈ Gr(A), the associated sheaf M˜ ∈
QCoh(X+) is flasque.
Proof. For any closed subset Z ⊂ Proj+(A), say defined by a graded ideal I ⊂ I+, let U = Proj+(A) \Z,
then, as in [30, Tag 01YB], any section s ∈ Γ(U, M˜) is represented by an element in HomGr(A)(In,M),
for some n ≥ 0. Since M is injective, it extends to an element in HomGr(A)(A,M) =M0. 
As we have observed above, there is a canonical isomorphismH0(X+, M˜(i)) ∼= 0CˇI+(M)i for each i ∈ Z.
Moreover, we have shown in Proposition 2.28 that the total right derived functor of 0CˇI+ : Gr(A)→ Gr(A)
is precisely the functor CˇI+ : D(Gr(A)) → D(Gr(A)). Combining these two facts with Lemma 3.24, we
see that, for each i ∈ Z, there is a canonical isomorphism in D(R):
(3.25) CˇI+(M)i ∼= RΓ(X+, M˜(i))
so that under (3.21) and (3.25), the map (3.23) is given in weight degree i by
RΓ(X+, M˜(i)) → RHomX+(A˜(−i), M˜)
The identification (3.25) also allows us to show the following
Lemma 3.26. For any M ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)), we have CˇI+(M)i ∈ Dbcoh(A0) and RΓI+(M)i ∈ Dbcoh(A0) for
each weight grading i ∈ Z.
Proof. In view of (3.25), the statement for CˇI+(M)i holds because Proj+(A)→ SpecA0 is proper under
our standing assumption that A≥0 is Noetherian. The same therefore holds for RΓI+(M)i because of
the exact triangle (2.27). 
Another aspect of the classical Serre’s equivalence is that the scheme Proj+(A) depends only on the
“tail” of A. We recall from [1] that this is also true when A is not necessarily concentrated in non-negative
degrees (it is true even when A is non-commutative). More precisely, consider a map f : A → B of Z-
graded rings, which then induces an adjunction (2.6). In general, the right adjoint (−)A preserves the
subcategories of positively torsion modules, and hence induces a functor (−)A : Q+Gr(B) → Q+Gr(A).
However, the functor −⊗A B may not preserve torsion modules. There is however a special case where
it does:
Proposition 3.27 ([1], Proposition 2.5). Suppose that the map f : A → B of Z-graded rings induces
isomorphisms f : An
∼=−→ Bn for sufficiently large n, then the functor − ⊗A B : Gr(A) → Gr(B) sends
Tor+(A) to Tor+(B), and induces an equivalence Q+Gr(A)
≃−→ Q+Gr(B).
In particular, if we apply this to the inclusion map f : A≥0 → A, then we have the following
Corollary 3.28. The adjunction (2.6) for the map f : A≥0 → A of graded rings decend to give an
equivalence Q+Gr(A) ≃ Q+Gr(A≥0).
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Remark 3.29. Corollary 3.28 gives an alternative way to deduce Theorem 3.15 from the classical case
when A is concentrated in non-negative weights. However, in order to compare Grothendieck duality
and Greenlees-May duality for Z-graded rings, we find it more convenient to directly establish Serre’s
equivalence in this Z-graded setting.
Remark 3.30. When A is not Cartier, the category Q+Gr(A) also admit a description in terms of quasi-
coherent sheaves on a stacky projective space. Namely, one can show that the map of Gm-equivariant
schemes Spec(A)→ Spec(A≥0) induces an isomorphism on the Gm-invariant open subschemes
Spec(A) \ Spec(A/I+) ∼=−→ Spec(A≥0) \ Spec(A0)
(cf. Corollary 3.28). If we denote this Gm-equivariant scheme by W ss(+), and let Proj
+(A) be the
quotient stack [W ss(+)/Gm], then we have an equivalence Q+Gr(A) ≃ QCoh(Proj+(A)). See, e.g., [2,
Proposition 2.3] or [13, Example 2.15]
Now we relate the derived category D(Q+Gr(A)) to the subcategory DI+-triv(Gr(A)) ⊂ D(Gr(A))
considered in Section 2.2:
Proposition 3.31. For each ♠ ∈ { ,+,−, b}, the Serre subcategory (I+)∞-Tor ⊂ Gr(A) is D♠-localizing.
The functor Rφ∗ : D(Q+Gr(A))→ D(Gr(A)) is fully faithful, and there is a semi-orthogonal decomposi-
tion
D♠(Gr(A)) = 〈Rφ∗(D♠(Q+Gr(A))) , D♠(I+)∞-Tor(Gr(A)) 〉
and the composition Rφ∗ ◦ φ∗ : D♠(Gr(A))→ D♠(Gr(A)) is given by CˇI+ : D♠(Gr(A))→ D♠(Gr(A)).
As a result, there is an exact equivalence
(3.32) φ∗ : D♠I+-triv(Gr(A)) D♠(Q+Gr(A)) : Rφ∗
Proof. The Serre subcategory (I+)∞-Tor ⊂ Gr(A) is clearly part of a torsion theory on Gr(A). By
Corollary B.28, it is therefore localizing. By Proposition B.30, it is moreover D-localizing, so that
Proposition B.31 gives the claimed semi-orthogonal decomposition for the case when ♠ is the empty
symbol. Thus, the essential image of Rφ∗ : D(Q+Gr(A)) → D(Gr(A)) is equal to the right orthogonal
of D(I+)∞-Tor(Gr(A)), which is therefore equal to DI+-triv(Gr(A)) by the semi-orthogonal decomposition
in the first row of (2.55). This also shows that Rφ∗ ◦ φ∗ ∼= CˇI+ as endofunctors on D(Gr(A)). Since
the functor CˇI+ has finite cohomological dimension, it restricts to each of the subcategories D♠(Gr(A)).
Equivalently, this means that the functor Rφ∗ : D(Q+Gr(A)) → D(Gr(A)) also restrict to give functors
on each of the subcategories D♠(−). 
Now we consider how the equivalence (3.32) restricts to give equivalences on subcategories with co-
herent cohomologies. We start with the following
Definition 3.33. Let gr(A) ⊂ Gr(A) be the full subcategory consisting of finitely generated graded A-
modules, and let q+gr(A) ⊂ Q+Gr(A) be the essentially image of gr(A) under φ∗ : Gr(A)→ Q+Gr(A).
For each ♠ ∈ { ,+,−, b}, let D♠coh(Q+Gr(A)) ⊂ D♠(Q+Gr(A)) be the essential image of D♠coh(Gr(A))
under the functor φ∗ : D♠(Gr(A))→ D♠(Q+Gr(A)).
Recall also from Definition 2.63 that D♠coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A)) ⊂ D♠I+-triv(Gr(A)) is the essential image of
D♠coh(Gr(A)) under the functor CˇI+ : D♠(Gr(A))→ D♠I+-triv(GrA).
Remark 3.34. (1) The reader is cautioned that in general, D♠coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A)) 6= D♠coh(Gr(A)) ∩
D♠I+-triv(Gr(A)), because the functor CˇI+ does not preserve D♠coh(Gr(A)).
(2) One can show that, under the equivalence Q+Gr(A) ≃ QCoh(Proj+(A)) in Remark 3.30, the
subcategory D♠coh(Q+Gr(A)) ⊂ D♠(Q+Gr(A)) corresponds to the subcategory D♠coh(Proj+(A)) ⊂
D♠(Proj+(A)), (at least) for ♠ ∈ {−, b}.
Corollary 3.35. The equivalence (3.32) restricts to give an exact equivalence
φ∗ : D♠coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A)) D♠coh(Q+Gr(A)) : Rφ∗
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Proof. The functors φ∗ : D♠(Gr(A)) → D♠(Q+Gr(A)) and CˇI+ : D♠(Gr(A)) → D♠I+-triv(Gr(A)) gets
identified under (3.32), hence so are the essential images of D♠coh(Gr(A)) under both functors. 
3.2. Greenlees-May duality and Grothendieck duality. Now we relate Greenlees-May duality and
Grothendieck duality for projective morphisms π : X → Y . For simplicity, we will again work with
the setting when the base Y is a Noetherian affine scheme Y = SpecR. We first consider the following
composition of three-way adjunctions
DI+-triv(Gr(A)) D(Gr(A)) D(Gr(R)) D(Mod(R))ι (−)R
EI+
CˇI+
RHomR(A,−)
(−)0
−⊗LRA
ι0
ι0
We rearrange some of these functors as the following composition of adjunctions
(3.36) D(Gr(A)) DI+-triv(Gr(A)) D(Gr(A)) D(Mod(R))
CˇI+
ι
ι
EI+
(−)0
RHomR(A,−)
A crucial observation is that, by (3.25), the composition of all the right-pointing arrows is naturally
isomorphism to the functor M 7→ Rπ∗(M˜), where π : X+ = Proj+(A) → Y is the projection to
Y = SpecR. This allows us to compare (3.36) with the following composition of adjunctions:
(3.37) D(Gr(A)) D(QCoh(X+)) D(Mod(R))
(−)∼
R+
Rπ∗
π!
where the left-most adjunction is given by (3.22).
Comparing (3.36) and (3.37), we then have the following
Theorem 3.38. For each L ∈ D(Mod(R)), there is a canonical isomorphism
R+(π!(L)) ∼= EI+(RHomR(A,L))
4. The case of non-affine base
In this section, we generalize the constructions and results of Sections 2 and 3 to the case of sheaves
of Z-graded rings, more precisely the setting (4.1). To establish the results on the derived categories, we
find it most convenient to first construct the relevant functors by abstract categorical arguments, and
then establish its properties locally on affine bases, by appealing to results in Sections 2 and 3.
Recall that Gm is the group scheme dual to the commutative Hopf algebra (Z[t±1],∆), with ∆(t) = t⊗t.
The data of a Z-graded ring A is equivalent to a Gm-action on the affine scheme SpecA. Namely, the
action map Gm × SpecA → SpecA corresponds dually to a ring map A → Z[t±1] ⊗ A, which may
be written as a 7→ ∑i∈Z tiai. The associativity of the action translates to the fact that a 7→ ai is an
idempotent operator, while the unitality of the action translates to the fact that
∑
i∈Z ai = a.
Given a group scheme G acting on a scheme X , one way to define G-equivariance structure on a
quasi-coherent sheaf F is to require that the G-action on X extends to one on SpecX(SymOX (F)) that
preserves the extra symmetric grading. From this, it is easy to see that the category Gr(A) of graded
modules over A is equivalent to the category of Gm-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaves on SpecA.
In this section, we provide the formal arguments to extend our previous discussion to the case of
non-affine base. More precisely, we work in the following setting:
(4.1)
Y is a Noetherian separated scheme, and A is a quasi-coherent sheaf of Noetherian Z-graded
rings on Y , such that A0 (and hence every Ai) is coherent over OX .
Denote by Gr(A) the category of quasi-coherent graded A-modules. Then Gr(A) is equivalent to the
category QCohGm(W ) of Gm-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaves on the relative spectrum W := SpecYA.
We denote this equivalence by
(4.2) (−)♯ : Gr(A) QCohGm(W ) : (−)♭
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We fix our convention so that
(4.3)
The shift functorM 7→M(1) on Gr(A) corresponds under (4.2) to the twist of equivariance
structure by the identity character of Gm
For any M,N ∈ Gr(A), one can define M⊗A N ∈ Gr(A), which coincides with the graded tensor
product over each affine open subset U ⊂ Y . Moreover, we have (M⊗A N )♯ ∼=M♯ ⊗OW N ♯, where the
right hand side inherits an equivariance structure in the usual way.
Now we define local cohomology complex. Given any quasi-coherent sheaf of graded ideals I ⊂ A,
we say that a quasi-coherent sheaf M ∈ Gr(A) of graded module is I∞-torsion if M♯ restricts to
zero on the complement of V (I ) := SpecY (A/I ) in W . Notice that when Y is affine, this coincides
with Definition 2.16. Denote by U(I ) := W \ V (I ), and j : U(I ) →֒ W the inclusion. Then the
subcategory DI∞-Tor(Gr(A)) ⊂ D(Gr(A)) consisting of complexes with I∞-torsion cohomology sheaves
corresponds to the kernel of j∗ : D(QCohGm(W )) → D(QCohGm(U(I ))) under the equivalence (4.2).
Since the functor j∗ has a right adjoint Rj∗ satisfying j
∗ ◦Rj∗ ∼= id, it follows formally that there is a
semi-orthogonal decomposition
(4.4) D(Gr(A)) = 〈DI -triv(Gr(A)) , DI∞-Tor(Gr(A)) 〉
where DI -triv(Gr(A)) is the essential image of the fully faithful composition
DI -triv(Gr(A)) := Essential Image
[D(QCohGm(U(I ))) Rj∗−−→ D(QCohGm(W )) (−)
♭
−−−→
≃
D(Gr(A)) ]
More precisely, for any M ∈ D(Gr(A)), define CˇI (M) := (Rj∗(j∗(M♯)))♭ ∈ D(Gr(A)), which comes
with a natural adjunction unit ηM :M→ CˇI (M). Then RΓI (M) ∈ DI∞-Tor(Gr(A)) may be defined
by the exact triangle
(4.5) . . . → RΓI (M) ǫM−−→ M ηM−−→ CˇI (M) δM−−→ RΓI (M)[1] → . . .
which is the decomposition triangle associated to the semi-orthogonal decomposition (4.4). Over affine
open subsets of Y , this coincides with the corresponding notions in Section 2.2:
Lemma 4.6. The exact triangle (4.5) restricts to (2.27) over each affine open subset U ⊂ Y .
Proof. Clearly, the association of (4.5) toM∈ Gr(A) is local on the base Y , so that it suffices to assume
that Y = U is affine. In this case, the notion of I∞-torsion modules clearly coincides with Definition 2.16.
Since RΓI : D(Gr(A)) → DI∞-Tor(Gr(A)) was known to be right adjoint to the inclusion by Theorem
2.26, it must coincide with RΓI . 
One can use it to show that the isomorphisms RΓI(M) ∼= RΓI(A) ⊗LA M and CˇI(M) ∼= CˇI(A) ⊗LA M
in D(Gr(A)) still hold in the present non-affine case:
Corollary 4.7. For anyM ∈ D(Gr(A)), there are canonical isomorphisms RΓI (M) ∼= RΓI (A)⊗LAM
and CˇI (M) ∼= CˇI (A)⊗LAM in D(Gr(A)).
Proof. The canonical map ǫA : RΓI (A) → A in (4.5) induces a map ϕM : RΓI (A) ⊗LAM→M. By
Lemma 4.6, we see that RΓI (A)⊗LAM ∈ DI∞-Tor(Gr(A)). Since RΓI : D(Gr(A))→ DI∞-Tor(Gr(A))
is right adjoint to the inclusion, the map ϕM induces a map RΓI (A)⊗LAM→ RΓI (M). By By Lemma
4.6 again, this map is an isomorphism on each affine open subscheme U ⊂ Y . The second statement can
be proved in a completely parallel manner. 
We now turn to local homology complex in the non-affine setting. Already in the ungraded case, this
notion has a technical subtlety arising from the fact that the internal Hom between quasi-coherent sheaves
may not be quasi-coherent (see, e.g., [3, Remark (0.4)] for a discussion). The notion of quasi-coherator
from [34, Appendix B] is therefore highly relevant in this discussion. We recall this notion now.
On a quasi-compact separated scheme X , the inclusion ι : QCoh(X) → Mod(OX) has a right ad-
joint, called the quasi-coherator QX : Mod(OX) → QCoh(X). The derived functor RQX : D(X) →
D(QCoh(X)) then restricts to an equivalence RQX : Dqcoh(X) → D(QCoh(X)), which is quasi-inverse
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to the inclusion (see, e.g., [30, Tag 08DB]). Throughout this paper, we work with D(QCoh(X)) instead
of Dqcoh(X). More precisely, we work with the following two conventions:
Convention 4.8. On a quasi-compact separated scheme X , let D(X) = D(Mod(OX)) be the derived
category of all sheaves of OX -modules.
For any F ,G ∈ Mod(OX), denote by Hom♣OX (F ,G) ∈ Mod(OX) the be the internal Hom object in
Mod(OX), defined by Hom♣OX (F ,G)(U) = HomOU (F|U ,G|U ).
For any F ,G ∈ QCoh(X), denote by HomOX (F ,G) ∈ QCoh(X) the be the internal Hom object in
QCoh(X), defined by HomOX (F ,G) = QX(Hom♣OX (F ,G)).
Both of these internal Hom functors have derived functors
RHom♣OX (−,−) : D(X)op ×D(X) → D(X)
RHomOX (−,−) : D(QCoh(X))op × D(QCoh(X)) → D(QCoh(X))
so that for any F ,G ∈ D(QCoh(X)), we have
RHomOX (F ,G) ∼= RQX(RHom♣OX (F ,G))
In particular, if X is Noetherian, F ∈ D−coh(QCoh(X)) and G ∈ D+(QCoh(X)), then the canonical
map RHomOX (F ,G) → RHom♣OX (F ,G) is an isomorphism in D(X) (see, e.g., [30, Tag 0A6H]). As a
result, these two will often be implicitly identified.
Convention 4.9. Let f : X → Y be a morphism between quasi-compact separated schemes. The
functors (Lf∗,Rf∗, f
!) are regarded as functors between D(QCoh(X)) and D(QCoh(Y )). Namely, Lf∗
and Rf∗ are the derived functors of the functors f
∗ and f∗ between QCoh(X) and QCoh(Y ). Under
the equivalence RQ : Dqcoh(−) ≃−→ D(QCoh(−)), the functor Rf∗ coincides with the usual one between
Dqcoh(X) and Dqcoh(Y ) (see, e.g., [30, Tag 0CRX]). By adjunction, the same holds for Lf∗, as well as
f !, whenever it is well-defined (see Section 5.2 for a summary of the functor f !).
To develop local homology in the graded context, a careful discussion of sheafified graded Hom com-
plexes and the graded (quasi-)coherator is in order. For the sake of a formal argument, we temporarily
introduce the category GrMod(A) of (not necessarily quasi-coherent) sheaves of graded A-modules. For
any M,N ∈ GrMod(A), define Hom♣A(M,N ) ∈ GrMod(A) by
Hom♣A(M,N )(U)i := HomGrMod(A|U )(M|U ,N|U (i))
This gives a bifunctor
Hom♣A(−,−) : GrMod(A)op ×GrMod(A) → GrMod(A)
Since we are working over the category GrMod(A) of not necessarily quasi-coherent sheaves, the
restriction functor j∗ : GrMod(A)→ GrMod(A|U ), for any open subscheme j : U →֒ Y , has an exact left
adjoint j! (see, e.g., [30, Tag 0797]). Thus, the restriction of any K-injective complex is K-injective. As
a result, one can use K-injective complexes to define the sheafified derived Hom complex:
(4.10) RHom♣A(−,−) : D(GrMod(A))op ×D(GrMod(A)) → D(GrMod(A))
This is the internal Hom object in D(GrMod(A)), with respect to the monoidal product − ⊗LA −. In
other words, for any M,N ,K ∈ D(GrMod(A)), there is a canonical isomorphism
(4.11) HomD(GrMod(A))(M⊗LA N ,K) ∼= HomD(GrMod(A))(M,RHom♣A(N ,K))
Following the arguments of [34, Appendix B], one can show that the inclusion functor ι : Gr(A) →
GrMod(A) has a right adjoint QA : GrMod(A) → Gr(A), known as the (quasi-)coherator. Moreover,
this functor can be derived to obtain RQA : D(GrMod(A)) → D(Gr(A)), which is still right adjoint to
the ι : D(Gr(A))→ D(GrMod(A)). This allows us to define the bifunctor
(4.12) RHomA(−,−) : D(Gr(A))op ×D(Gr(A)) → D(Gr(A))
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by post-composing (4.10) with the derived (quasi-)coherator:
RHomA(M,N ) := RQARHom♣A(M,N )
Since RQA : D(GrMod(A))→ D(Gr(A)) is right adjoint to the inclusion, it follows from (4.11) that,
for any M,N ,K ∈ D(Gr(A)), there is a canonical isomorphism
(4.13) HomD(Gr(A))(M⊗LA N ,K) ∼= HomD(Gr(A))(M,RHomA(N ,K))
so that RHomA(−,−) is the internal Hom bifunctor in D(Gr(A)).
In particular, if we define the functors
LΛI : D(Gr(A))→ D(Gr(A)) LΛI (M) := RHomA(RΓI (A),M)
EI : D(Gr(A))→ D(Gr(A)) EI (M) := RHomA(CˇI (A),M)
(4.14)
then by (4.13) and Corollary 4.7, there are canonical adjunctions
(4.15)
RΓI : D(Gr(A)) D(Gr(A)) : LΛI
CˇI : D(Gr(A)) D(Gr(A)) : EI
Now we prove the following
Proposition 4.16. The canonical functor ι : D(Gr(A)) → DGr(A)(GrMod(A)) is an equivalence, with
quasi-inverse given by RQA.
Proof. The corresponding statement for ι : D(QCoh(Y )) → DQCoh(Mod(OY )) is well-known (see, e.g.,
[34, Appendix B] or [30, Tag 08DB]). One can either adapt this proof to our present case, or formally
deduce our statement from that, as follows:
For each i ∈ Z, consider the diagram of functors
D(Gr(A)) D(GrMod(A)) D(Gr(A)) D(GrMod(A))
D(QCoh(Y )) D(Mod(OY )) D(QCoh(Y )) D(Mod(OY ))
ι
(−)i
RQA
(−)i
ι
−⊗LOY
A(−i) −⊗LOY
A(−i)
RQY
Since the left diagram commutes up to isomorphism of functors, if we take the right adjoints of all the
functors involved, we see that the right diagram also commutes up to isomorphism of functors. Thus, if we
forget about the A-module structure, then the derived (quasi-)coherator RQA(M) is simply obtained by
applying the derived (quasi-)coherator RQY to each weight componentMi. Therefore, the fact that the
adjunction unit id⇒ RQA ◦ ι is an isomorphism on D(Gr(A)); while the adjunction counit ι◦RQA ⇒ id
is an isomorphism on DGr(A)(GrMod(A)), follows from the corresponding statements for the adjunction
ι ⊣ RQY . 
A disadvantage of (4.12), and hence of the functors (4.14), is that it often fails to be local. Namely, if
U ⊂ Y is an affine open subscheme, and if we let A := A(U), then it may happen thatRHomA(M,N )(U) 6≃
RHomA(M(U),N (U). There is, however, an important case where equality holds.
For any M ∈ GrMod(A) and F ∈ Mod(OY ), define the graded sheafified Hom Hom♣OY (M,F) ∈
GrMod(A) by
Hom♣OY (M,F)(U)i := HomOY ((M|U )−i,F|U )
By taking K-injective representatives of any F ∈ D(Mod(OY )), one can define its derived version2. This
gives a bifunctor
(4.17) RHom♣OY (−,−) : D(GrMod(A))op × D(Mod(OY )) → D(GrMod(A))
which then allows us to define
(4.18) RHomOY (−,−) : D(Gr(A))op ×D(QCoh(Y )) → D(Gr(A))
2We are implciitly appealing to the argument in the paragraph preceding (4.10).
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by post-composing (4.17) with the derived (quasi-)coherator:
RHomOY (M,F) := RQARHom♣OY (M,F)
By the argument in the proof of Proposition 4.16, we see that the derived (quasi-)coherator commutes
with taking weight components. Thus, we have
(4.19) RHomOY (M,F)i ≃ RHomOY (M−i,F)
For eachM,N ∈ D(Gr(A)) and F ∈ D(QCoh(Y )), there is a canonical isomorphism in D(Gr(A)):
(4.20) RHomOY (M⊗LA N ,F) ∼= RHomA(M,RHomOY (N ,F))
Indeed, one starts with the isomorphism
RHom♣OY (M⊗LA N ,F) ∼= RHom♣A(M,RHom♣OY (N ,F))
inD(GrMod(A)). SinceM∈ D(Gr(A)), the right hand side can be replaced byRHom♣A(M,RHomOY (N ,F)).
Taking RQA of both sides then gives (4.20).
In certain cases of interest, the bifunctor (4.18) is local on the base:
Lemma 4.21. Suppose M ∈ D(Gr(A)) is such that Mi ∈ D−coh(Y ) for each weight component i ∈ Z,
then for any F ∈ D+(QCoh(Y )), the complexes RHomOY (M,F) and RHom♣OY (M,F) represent the
same object in D(GrMod(A)). In particular, for any affine open subscheme U = SpecR ⊂ Y , we have
RHomOY (M,F)(U) ∼= RHomR(M(U),F(U))
as objects in D(Gr(A(U))).
Proof. Given an affine open subscheme U = SpecR ⊂ Y , let A := A(U), M = M(U) ∈ D(Gr(A)) and
F := F(U) ∈ D+(R). The conditionMi ∈ D−coh(Y ) then implies that Mi ∈ D(R) is pseudo-coherent. As
a result, we have RHomR(M,F )f
∼= RHomRf (Mf , Ff ) for each f ∈ R, so that RHom♣A|U (M|U ,F|U ) ∈
D(GrMod(A|U )) have quasi-coherent cohomology. Since this holds for each affine open U ⊂ Y , we
conclude thatRHom♣OY (M,F) have quasi-coherent cohomology. By Proposition 4.16, the first statement
follows. The second statement follows from the first, because RHom♣OY (M,F) is always local. 
An important special case is when F is a dualizing complex ω•Y ∈ Dbcoh(QCoh(Y )). In this case,
RHomOY (M,F) is local on the base when M ∈ Dlc(Gr(A)), in the sense of the following
Definition 4.22. A quasi-coherent sheafM ∈ Gr(A) of graded A-modules is said to be locally coherent
if each Mi is coherent as a sheaf over Y . For each ♠ ∈ { ,+,−, b}, denote by D♠lc(Gr(A)) the full
subcategory of D♠(Gr(A)) consisting of objects with locally coherent cohomology sheaves.
Given a dualizing complex ω•Y ∈ Dbcoh(QCoh(Y )), consider the functor
(4.23) DY : Dlc(Gr(A))op → Dlc(Gr(A)) , M 7→ RHomOY (M, ω•Y )
Since RHomOY (M, ω•Y ) can be computed in each weight component (see (4.19)), we have the following
Lemma 4.24. The functor is an involution, i.e., for any M ∈ Dlc(Gr(A)), the canonical map M →
DY (DY (M)) is an isomorphism in Dlc(Gr(A)). This involution interchanges D+lc(Gr(A)) and D−lc(Gr(A)).
Moreover, DY is local on the base Y in the sense that DY (M)|U ∼= DU (M|U ) for any open subscheme
U ⊂ Y , where DU is defined using the restriction of the dualizing complex ω•Y to U .
For each open affine subscheme U = SpecR ⊂ Y , take I +(U) := A(U)>0 · A(U) ⊂ A(U). It is clear
that I +(U)f = I +(Uf ) for each f ∈ R, and hence I + ⊂ A forms a quasi-coherent sheaf of graded
ideals of A. Define I − in a similar way. We claim that
(4.25)
For each weight grading i ∈ Z, we have RΓI +(A)i ∈ Dbcoh(QCoh(Y )) and CˇI+(A)i ∈
Dbcoh(QCoh(Y )).
Indeed, it suffices to prove this for affine Y = SpecR. In view of Lemma 4.6, the claim follows from
Lemma 3.26, because A0 is assumed to be coherent over OY in our standing assumption (4.1).
Our discussion establishes the following
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Proposition 4.26. There is a pair of adjunctions
(4.27) D(Gr(A)) D(Gr(A)) D(QCoh(Y ))
Cˇ
I+ (−)0
E
I+ RHomOY
(A,−)
where the composition EI+ ◦RHomOY (A,−) is isomorphic to the functor RHomOY (CˇI +(A),−).
Moreover, if F ∈ D+(QCoh(Y )), then this composition is local on the base Y in the sense that, for
any affine open subscheme U = SpecR ⊂ Y , if we let A := A(U) and F := F(U), then there is a natural
isomorphism
RHomOY (CˇI +(A),F)(U) ∼= HomR(CˇI+(A), F ) in D(Gr(A))
Proof. The adjunction on the left has been shown in (4.15). The one on the right is a standard adjunction.
The fact that the left point arrows compose to the functor RHomOY (CˇI+(A),−) is an instance of (4.20),
for M = CˇI+(A) and N = A. For the final statement, apply Lemma 4.21 to M = CˇI+(A), which is
valid in view of (4.25). 
We now discuss Serre’s equivalence in the setting (4.1) of non-affine base. In fact, all the discussion
carries through in this case almost without change. We will provide the formal arguments to construct
the necessary functors and natural transformations. Properties about them can then be checked locally
on affine U ⊂ Y , i.e., by resorting to results in Section 3, so that some of these will be skipped.
Let X+ := ProjY (A) and π+ : X+ → Y the projection, then there are functors
(−)∼ : Gr(A) → QCoh(X+) , M 7→ M˜
0L+ : QCoh(X+) → Gr(A) , 0L+(F)i := π+∗ (F ⊗ A˜(i))
0R+ : QCoh(X+) → Gr(A) , 0R+(F)i := π+∗ (Hom (A˜(−i),F))
(4.28)
For any M ∈ Gr(A), let 0CˇI+ : Gr(A) → Gr(A) be the functor 0CˇI+(M) := H0(CˇI +(M)).
By considering its restrictions to affine open subschemes U ⊂ Y , one can alternatively describe it as
H0(CˇI +(M))i ∼= π+∗ (M˜(i)). As in the affine case, there are canonical maps in Gr(A):
M → 0CˇI +(M) ← 0L+(M˜)
M → 0CˇI +(M) → 0R+(M˜)
(4.29)
In the non-affine setting, the notion of being 1d -Cartier still makes sense. One can either define it in a
way parallel to Definition 3.6, or simply resort to the affine case:
Definition 4.30. The pair (Y,A) in (4.1) is said to be (positively/negatively) 1d -Cartier if for some, and
hence any, open affine cover {Uα} of Y , each of the Z-graded rings A(Uα) is so, in the sense of Definition
3.6.
We have the following analogue of Propositions 3.9 and 3.11:
Proposition 4.31. For any F ∈ QCoh(X+), there is a canonical isomorphism ˜0L+(F) ∼= F .
Moreover, if we assume that A is positively 1d -Cartier, then for any M ∈ Gr(A), we have
(1) for any i ∈ Z, the map (0L+(M˜))di → (0CˇI+(M))di is an isomorphism.
(2) both the kernel and cokernel of M→ 0CˇI +(M) are (I +)∞-torsion.
(3) if M≥c is coherent over A≥0 for some c ∈ Z, then so are (0CˇI +(M))≥c′ and (0L+(M˜))≥c′ , for
any c′ ∈ Z.
The notions in Definition 3.12 are local on the base Y , and therefore extends directly to notions on
Gr(A) in the setting (4.1). This allows us to define the Serre quotients
Q+Gr(A) := Gr(A)/Tor+(A) and Q+(m)Gr(A) := Gr(A)/Tor+(m)(A)
Proposition 4.31 then implies the following
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Theorem 4.32 (Serre’s equivalence). If the pair (Y,A) is 1d -Cartier, then the functors (−)∼ and 0L+ in
(4.28) descend to quasi-inverse equivalences
0L+ : QCoh(X+) Q+(d)Gr(A) : (−)∼
Now we consider the derived version of the second row of (4.29). Proposition 2.28 can be generalized
to the non-affine setting to show that CˇI+ : D(Gr(A))→ D(Gr(A)) is the right derived functor of 0CˇI+ .
Thus, if we take R+ : D(QCoh(X+)) → D(Gr(A)) as the right derived of 0R+, then there is still an
adjunction at the level of derived categories:
(4.33) (−)∼ : D(Gr(A)) D(QCoh(X+)) : R+
Moreover, the universal property of CˇI+ as a total right derived functor gives a map
(4.34) CˇI+(M) → R+(M˜)
In the present non-affine setting, the analogue of Lemma 3.24 still holds, and hence gives a description
of (4.34) in each weight component in terms of the following commutative diagram in D(QCoh(Y )):
(4.35)
CˇI+(M)i R+(M˜)i
Rπ+∗ (M˜(i)) Rπ
+
∗ RHomOX+ (A˜(−i), M˜)
∼= ∼=
This gives all the ingredients to relate Greenlees-May duality to Grothendieck duality. Namely, if
we replace (3.36) and (3.37) by (4.27) and (4.33) respectively, then we have the following analogue of
Theorem 3.38:
Theorem 4.36. For each F ∈ D(QCoh(Y )), there is a canonical isomorphism in D(Gr(A)):
R+((π+)!(F)) ∼= EI+(RHomOY (A,F))
where the complex on the right hand side is described in Proposition 4.26.
5. Homological flips and homological flops
This section contains the definition of homological flips and homological flops, the main notion of
study in this paper (see Definition 5.69). Sections 5.1 and 5.2 serve as motivation for this notion. The
constructions there will also go into the proof that certain classes of flips and flops are in fact homological
flips and homological flops (see Theorem 5.72). We also prove the main result concerning homological
flips/flops, which relates certain local cohomology complexes under homological flips/flops (see Theorem
5.74 and Corollary 5.78).
5.1. Log flips and graded rings. We continue to work in the setting of (4.1), which we will simply
refer to as a pair (Y,A). The constructions in Section 4 applies for both the positive and the negative
directions. This associates two projective morphisms
(5.1) X
− := Proj−Y (A) Proj+Y (A) =: X+
Y
π− π+
On the scheme X− = Proj−Y (A), we will still write OX−(i) := A˜(i). Thus, OX−(−1) is π−-ample on
X−, perhaps contrary to some conventions.
This viewpoint of assigning the spaces (5.1) to a pair (Y,A) leads to a simple proof of the following
Lemma 5.2. For any M ∈ Gr(A) locally finitely generated over A, there exists c+, c− ∈ Z such that
RΓI +(M)i ≃ 0 for all i > c+ and RΓI−(M)i ≃ 0 for all i < c−. The same is therefore true for any
M• ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)).
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Proof. Since the local cohomology complexes RΓI±(M) are local on the base Y (see Lemma 4.6), it
suffices to prove this on each open affine subschemes U = SpecR ⊂ Y is affine. Let A := A(U) and
M :=M(U) ∈ Gr(A).
By (2) and (3) of Proposition 3.11, we see thatMi → N ′i = H0(CˇI+(M)i) is an isomorphism for i ≥ c+0
for some c+0 ∈ Z. Thus, for i ≥ c+0 , we have RΓI+(M)i ≃ 0 if and only if Rjπ+∗ (M˜(i)) = 0 for all j > 0.
Since A is Noetherian, it is 1d -Cartier for some d > 0. Then the sequence M˜(i), M˜(i+ d),
˜M(i+ 2d), . . .
of coherent sheaves on X+ is a sequence of twist by an ample invertible sheaf, and hence must eventually
have zero higher cohomology. Apply this for i = 0, . . . , d− 1 in order to find c+. The integer c− can also
be found in a similar way, by considering the sequence A˜(i), ˜A(i − d), ˜A(i − 2d), . . . on X−. 
Observe that for anyM ∈ D(Gr(A)), there are isomorphisms
RΓI +(M)(m) ≃ RΓI +
(m)
(M(m)) and RΓI−(M)(m) ≃ RΓI−
(m)
(M(m))
in D(Gr(A(m))). In the case of affine Y , this is beacuse the isomorphism type of RΓI(M) in D(Gr(A))
depends only on
√
I, so thatRΓI±(M) may be computed by a set of elements f1, . . . , fr ∈ I±(m) that gener-
ate I±(m) in A
(m). In general, the affine case above implies that RΓI +(M)(m) ∈ D(I +
(m)
)∞-Tor(Gr(A(m))),
so that there is an induced map RΓ
I
+
(m)
(M(m))→ RΓI +(M)(m) in D(Gr(A)). The fact that this is an
isomorphism can be checked locally on U ⊂ Y , which we have established above.
As a result, Lemma 5.2 applied to M = A shows that, for any pair (Y,A), its high enough uple
components is stable in the sense of the following
Definition 5.3. The pair (Y,A) is said to be pre-stable ifRΓI +(A)i ≃ 0 for all i > 0 andRΓI−(A)i ≃ 0
for all i < 0. In other words, the integers c−, c+ ∈ Z in Lemma 5.2 for M = A can be taken to be
c− = c+ = 0.
The pair (Y,A) is said to be stable if it is pre-stable and Cartier in the sense of Definition 4.30.
The main class of examples that we consider is the class of log flips between normal varieties. We first
recall some standard terminology:
Definition 5.4. A morphism f : X → Y between varieties is said to be a contraction if it is projective,
and if the map OY → f∗OX is an isomorphism.
A birational contraction f is said to be small if the exceptional set Ex(f) ⊂ X has codimension ≥ 2.
If X and Y are normal varieties, then by Zariski’s main theorem, any birational projective morphism
f : X → Y is a contraction. In this case, for any Weil divisor D ∈ WDiv(X), there is a canonical
inclusion f∗O(D) →֒ O(f∗D) if we regard both as subsheaves of KX = KY . One advantage of smallness
is that
(5.5)
If f : X → Y is a small birational contraction, then for any Weil divisor D ∈WDiv(X), the
canonical inclusion f∗O(D) →֒ O(f∗D) is an isomorphism.
For any birational contraction f : X → Y , the pushforward map f∗ : WDiv(X)→ WDiv(Y ) on Weil
divisors is surjective. It is bijective if and only if f is small. As a result, for a composable pair of birational
contractions W
g−→ X f−→ Y , we have
The composition f ◦ g is small if and only if both f and g are small.
Recall that two birational small contractions
(5.6) X
− X+
Y
π− π+
of normal varieties over a field k is said to be a log flip3 if there is a Weil divisor D− on X− such that,
if we denote by D+ its strict transform on X+, then we have
3The divisor D− is often written in the form D− = K
X− +D
′−
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(1) −D− is Q-Cartier and π−-ample;
(2) D+ is Q-Cartier and π+-ample.
In this case, if we denote by DY their common strict transform to Y , then we have the following
Proposition 5.7. The quasi-coherent sheaf of Z-graded rings A :=⊕i∈ZOY (iDY ) is Noetherian. More-
over, the maps (5.1) for the resulting pair (Y,A) is canonically identified with (5.6). Under this identifi-
cation, there are also canonical identifications of the sheaves of Z-graded rings
ψ :
⊕
i∈Z
A˜(i)X±
∼=−→
⊕
i∈Z
OX±(iD±)
Thus, if dD− is Cartier, then A is negatively 1d -Cartier; if dD+ is Cartier, then A is positively 1d -Cartier.
The maps ψ on X− and X+ are moreover compatible in the sense that the following diagram commutes:
(5.8)
π−∗ (A˜(i)X−) Ai π+∗ (A˜(i)X+)
π−∗ OX−(iD−) OY (iDY ) π−∗ OX+(iD+)
π−∗ (ψ)
∼=
(3.4) (3.4)
π+∗ (ψ)
∼=
where the equalities in the second row is due to (5.5).
Proof. By (5.5), we have canonical isomorphisms π−∗ (O(iD−)) ∼= Ai ∼= π+∗ (O(iD+)), in fact equality as
subsheaves of KY . This shows that the sheaf A is Noetherian (see Propositions 2.2 and 3.9). The claimed
isomorphisms A˜(i)X± ∼= OX±(iD±), as well as the claimed commutativity of diagram, then follows from
the obvious generalization of Proposition 3.9 to the case of non-affine Y , since the conditions in (3.8) are
satisfied for the sheaves of Z-graded algebras
⊕
i∈ZOX±(iD±) on X±. The statement about 1d -Cartier
property then follows from Corollary 3.10. 
Proposition 5.7 shows that for any log flip (5.6), the assoicated pair (Y,A) determines a log flip in the
sense of the following
Definition 5.9. Let (Y,A) be a pair as in (4.1) satisfying A0 = OY . We say that (Y,A) determines a
log flip if the associated diagram (5.1) consists of small birational contraction between normal varieties
over a field k, and if there exists a Weil divisor D− on X− such that, if we denote by D+ by its strict
transform on X+, then there are isomorphisms of sheaves of Z-graded k-algebras
(5.10) ψ :
⊕
i∈Z
A˜(i)X±
∼=−→
⊕
i∈Z
OX±(iD±)
which are compatible in the sense that the following diagram4 commutes:
(5.11)
π−∗ (A˜(i)X−) Ai π+∗ (A˜(i)X+)
π−∗ OX−(iD−) OY (iDY ) π−∗ OX+(iD+)
π−∗ (ψ)
∼=
(3.4) (3.4)
π+∗ (ψ)
∼=
Notice that the isomorphism (5.10) guarantees that −D− is Q-Cartier and π−-ample, while D+ is Q-
Cartier and π+-ample, so that the associated diagram (5.1) is indeed a log flip.
If, moreover, every sheaf A˜(i)X± is maximally Cohen-Macaulay, then we say that the pair (Y,A)
determines a Cohen-Macaulay log flip.
Remark 5.12. The diagram (5.11) induces a canonical map Ai → OY (iDY ). In constrast to (5.8), we do
not require this map to be an isomorphism. In fact, this map is an isomorphism if and only if the sheaf
Ai is reflexive. Indeed, the commutativity of the diagram (5.11) with the filled in map Ai → OY (iDY )
shows that this map is an isomorphism on an open subset with complement of codimension ≥ 3. If Ai is
4The equalities in the second row is due to (5.5).
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reflexive, then this map is an isomorphism by Proposition 5.32 below, since a divisorial sheaf OY (iDY )
on a normal variety is always reflexive. The converse is obvious.
Now we study the converse problem: given a pair (Y,A), deduce some properties for the diagram (5.1).
We will be mostly interested in the case OY = A0. Otherwise, one may replace Y by Y˜ := SpecY A0.
The first question we are interested in is when π− and π+ are birational. Since this question is local on
the base, we may assume that Y is affine.
Thus, let A be a Noetherian Z-graded ring, and let R := A0. Let J := (I− · I+)0 ⊂ R. It is clear that
we have
(I−)0 = J = (I
+)0
For any graded prime ideal p ⊂ A, denote by p0 ⊂ R its degree zero part. Suppose that J 6⊂ p0, then
there exists some f ∈ Ad, g ∈ A−d, for some d > 0, such that fg /∈ p0. Thus, if we denote by Ap0 the
localization of A with respect to the multiplicative system S := R\p0, then we have (Ap0)(d) ∼= Rp0 [t, t−1].
Thus, the morphisms (5.1) become isomorphisms when we localize at p0 ∈ SpecR \V (J). We summarize
this into the following
Lemma 5.13. For a pair (Y,A) as in (4.1) satisfying A0 = OY , let J := (I − ·I +)0 ⊂ OY . Then for
all y ∈ Y \V (J ), there exists an open neighborhood y ∈ U ⊂ Y \V (J ) such that A(d)|U ∼= (A|U )0[t, t−1]
for some d > 0, hence the morphisms (5.1) are isomorphisms above Y \ V (J ).
Therefore, if A is furthermore assumed to be a sheaf of integral domains, and if A<0 6= 0 and A>0 6= 0,
then the morphisms (5.1) are birational. Moreover, if we let d := min{|i| ∈ Z>0 | i 6= 0 such that Ai 6= 0},
then there are embeddings of sheaves of Z-graded rings A →֒ KY [t, t−1] and
⊕
i∈Z A˜(i)X± →֒ KX± [t, t−1],
where deg(t) = d, such that the following diagram commutes:
(5.14)
⊕
i∈Z π
−
∗ (A˜(i)X−) A
⊕
i∈Z π
+
∗ (A˜(i)X+)
π−∗ KX− [t, t
−1] KY [t, t−1] π+∗ KX+ [t, t
−1]
Proof. The preceding discussion establishes the first paragraph. For the second paragraph, notice that,
since A is a sheaf of integral domains, and since A<0 6= 0 and A>0 6= 0, we have Ai 6= 0 if and only
if i/d ∈ Z. It is then clear that any nonzero homogeneous element f ∈ A(U)i becomes invertible after
passing the stalk at the generic point η ∈ Y . In particular, choosing such an element of degree d gives
an invertible element f ∈ Aη = A⊗OY KY , and hence identifies KY [t, t−1] ∼= A⊗OY KY by sending t to
f . Since A is integral, we have A →֒ A ⊗OX KX , which compose to the sought for embedding of A.
Notice that
⊕
i∈Z A˜(i)X± is a sheaf of Z-graded integral domains on X±. Moreover, recall that there
is a canonical map Ai → π±∗ (A˜(i)X±) for each i ∈ Z, so that the section f ∈ A(U)d gives rise to a section
f ∈ A˜(d)X±((π±)−1(U)). The same argument then gives the embeddings for
⊕
i∈Z A˜(i)X± , making the
claimed diagram commutes. 
The preimage of the closed subspace V (J ) ⊂ Y under π− and π+ also has a simple description. We
again focus on the affine case, keeping the above notation. Then we have
(5.15)
√
J · A =
√
I− · I+
The inclusion “⊂” is clear. For the inclusion “⊃”, it suffices to show that I− · I+ ⊂ √J ·A. Thus, let
deg(f) = m > 0 and deg(g) = −n < 0, then for any l ≥ max{m,n}, we have (fg)l = (fngm)(f l−ngl−m),
with fngm ∈ J .
Recall that for any ring map ϕ : A→ B and any ideal I ⊂ A, one has √I ·B =
√√
I ·B. Thus, as a
consequence of (5.15), we see that, for any f ∈ I+, we have√
J · Af =
√
I− · I+ · Af =
√
I− ·Af
Since X+ = Proj+(A) is covered by the open subschemes Spec (Af )0, we have the following
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Lemma 5.16. For a pair (Y,A) as in (4.1) satisfying A0 = OY , let J := (I − ·I +)0 ⊂ OY . Then the
preimages of V (J ) under the maps (5.1) are given by
(π−)−1(V (J )) = Proj−Y (A/
√
I +) and (π+)−1(V (J )) = Proj+Y (A/
√
I −)
Now we investigate Cohen-Macaulay property (or more generally the (Sr) condition) of X
− and X+.
We start with the following
Lemma 5.17. Let ϕ : R→ S be an injective finite ring map between Noetherian rings. If S is catenary
of finite Krull dimension then so is R, and we have dim(Rp) = dim(Sq) for all prime ideal q ∈ SpecS
above p ∈ SpecR. Under this catenary condition, the following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) S satisfies Serre’s condition (Sr), i.e., depthSq(Sq) ≥ min{r, dim(Sq)} for all prime ideal q ∈
SpecS.
(2) S is “maximally (Sr)” as a module over R, i.e., it satisfies the condition depthRp(Sp) ≥ min{r, dim(Rp)}
for all prime ideals p ∈ SpecR, where we denote by Sp the localization of S with respect to the
multiplicative subset R \ p
Proof. Recall that integral extensions preserve Krull dimensions (see, e.g., [30, Tags 00GQ, 00GT, 00GU]),
so that we have dim R = dim S. For any prime ideal q ∈ SpecS above p ∈ SpecR, i.e., p = ϕ−1(q),
the map R/p → S/q is still an integral extension, and hence has the same Krull dimension. In general,
we have dimR ≥ dimRp + dimR/p. By the catenary condition (see, e.g., [30, Tag 02I6]) on S, we have
dimS = dimSq + dimS/q. Since dimR = dimS and dimR/p = dimS/q, we have dim(Rp) ≤ dim(Sq).
By [30, Tag 00GT] again, we have dim(Rp) ≥ dim(Sq). Therefore, we have equality, which in particular
implies the catenary property of R, proving the first statement. The claimed equivalence then follows
from [30, Tag 0AUK] which, when applied to the finite ring map Rp → Sp, asserts that
(5.18) depthRp(Sp) = min{ depthSq(Sq) | q ∈ SpecS above p }

Corollary 5.19. Let B be a Noetherian Z-graded ring such that B(d) ∼= B0[t, t−1] for some d > 0.
Suppose that B0 is universally catenary. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) B satisfies Serre’s condition (Sr).
(2) Each Bi, i ∈ Z is “maximally (Sr−1)” as a module over B0, i.e., it satisfies the condition
depth(B0)p((Bi)p) ≥ min{r − 1, dim((B0)p)} for all prime ideals p ∈ SpecB0.
In particular, B is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension n+1 if and only if B0 is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension
n and each Bi is maximal Cohen-Macaulay as a module over B0.
Proof. Apply Lemma 5.17 to the finite extension B(d) →֒ B, which is valid because B0 is assumed to
be universally catenary. By assumption, we have B(d) ∼= B0[t, t−1]. Moreover, by considering the Z-
grading mod d, we see that, as a module over B(d), B splits as a direct sum B =
⊕d−1
i=0 M(i), where
M(i) :=
⊕
j∈Z Bi+jd
∼= Bi[t, t−1]. Since the depth of a finite direct sum is equal to the minimal of the
depths of the summands, we see that in this case, condition (2) in Lemma 5.17 says that each M(i) is
maximally (Sr) over B
(d). As we have observed above, we have (B(d),M(i)) ∼= (B0[t, t−1], Bi[t, t−1]), so
that this last condition is furthermore equivalent to the condition that each Bi is maximally (Sr−1) over
B0. Thus, the result follows from Lemma 5.17. 
This can be used to prove the following
Proposition 5.20. If A is a Cohen-Macaulay Z-graded Noetherian ring of (pure) dimension n+1, where
A0 is universally catenary, then both X
− and X+ are Cohen-Macaulay of (pure) dimension n. Moreover,
for each i ∈ Z, the sheaf OX±(i) := A˜(i)X± is maximally Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. It suffices to prove this for X+. For any homogeneous element f ∈ Ad of degree d > 0, the
localization B := Af is still Cohen-Macaulay of pure dimension n+1, and B0 is still universally catenary.
Thus, we may apply Corollary 5.19 to obtain the desired result. 
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A similar proof shows the following
Proposition 5.21. Let A be a Z-graded normal domain finitely generated over a field k of characteristic
zero. If SpecA has rational singularities, then so does X− and X+.
Proof. For any homogeneous element f ∈ Ad of degree d > 0, the k-algebra Af still has rational sin-
gularities. Since (Af )
(d) ∼= (Af )0[t, t−1], there is a finite morphism SpecAf → Spec (Af )0[t, t−1]. By
(5.23) below, (Af )0, and hence (Af )0[t, t
−1], is normal. Thus, an application of [17, Proposition 5.13]
shows that Spec (Af )0[t, t
−1] has rational singularities. Since k[t, t−1] is smooth over k, this shows that
Spec (Af )0 has rational singularities as well. Since these covers the variety X
+, this shows that X+ has
rational singularities. By symmetry, it holds for X− as well. 
We also apply Corollary 5.19 to give sufficient conditions for a Z-graded ring to give rise to a log flip.
We start with the following
Lemma 5.22. Suppose that the Z-graded ring A is a normal domain, then the schemes X−, X+ and
Y := SpecA0 are normal integral schemes. If A moreover satisfies Serre’s condition (S3), and if A<0 6= 0
and A>0 6= 0, then for each i ∈ Z, the sheaf OX±(i) := A˜(i)X± is reflexive.
Proof. One of the definitions of a normal domain is that of an integrally closed domain. From this
definition, one can directly verify that
(5.23) If A is a Z-graded normal domain, then A0 is also a normal domain.
Since X+ is locally given by Spec (Af )0, and since localization preserves normality, the first statement
for X+ follows directly from (5.23). Similarly for X−. The statement for Y also follows from (5.23).
If A satisfies Serre’s condition (S3), then so does Af , for deg(f) > 0. Applying Corollary 5.19 to
B := Af , we see for each i ∈ Z, the module (Af )i over (Af )0 is maximally (S2). In other words, each
of the sheaves A˜(i)X+ is maximally (S2). Since X+ is normal, this implies that A˜(i)X+ is reflexive (see,
e.g., [5, Proposition 1.4.1(b)]). 
Proposition 5.24. Let (Y,A) be a pair as in (4.1). Suppose that
(1) Y is a variety over a field k, and A0 = OY .
(2) A is a sheaf of integral domains satisfying the condition (S3).
(3) The closed subsets V (I −) and V (I +) of SpecY A both have codimension ≥ 2.
then (Y,A) determines a log flip in the sense of Definition 5.9. If the sheaf A of algebras is furthermore
Cohen-Macaulay, then it determines a Cohen-Macaulay log flip.
Proof. Normality of X−, X+ and Y follows from Lemma 5.22. The assumption (3) implies that A<0 6= 0
and A>0 6= 0, so that Lemma 5.13 shows in particular that π− and π+ are birational, and dim(Y ) =
dim(A(U))−1 for any affine open U ⊂ Y . Since dim(Proj(B)) ≤ dim(B)−1 for any Noetherian N-graded
ring B, we see from Lemmae 5.13 and 5.16 that the exceptional loci of π− and π+ have codimension ≥ 2,
proving the first condition of Definition 5.9.
For the second condition, apply Lemma 5.13 again, which gives embeddings
⊕
i∈Z A˜(i)X± →֒ KX± [t, t−1]
of Z-graded k-algebras. Since A˜(i)X± are reflexive sheaves (see Lemma 5.22), these embeddings identify
A˜(i)X± = O(D±i ), for some Weil divisor D±i on X±. Since the embedding into KX± [t, t−1] is multiplica-
tive, we have D±i + D
±
j ≤ D±i+j for all i, j ∈ Z. On the other hand, if we choose d > 0 such that the
pair (Y,A) is 1d -Cartier, then we have D±i +D±d = D±i+d. Thus, we must have D±i +D±j = D±i+j for all
i, j ∈ Z. In particular, we have D±i = iD± for D± := D±1 . This gives the desired isomorphisms (5.10).
The commutativity of (5.11) then follows from that of (5.14). Therefore, it suffices to show that D+
is the strict transform of D−. Indeed, the subsheaves OX−(D−) and OX+(D+) of KX− and KX+ are
defined as the images of the embedding A˜(i)X± →֒ KX± . By the commutativity of (5.14), they coincide
on the canonically identified open subschemes
X− \ Proj−Y (A/
√
I +)
π−−−→
∼=
Y \ V (J ) π+←−−
∼=
X+ \ Proj+Y (A/
√
I −)
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(see Lemmae 5.13 and 5.16). Since these open subschemes have complement of codimension ≥ 2, the
Weil divisors D− and D+ are strict transforms of each other.
For the last statement, simply apply Proposition 5.20. 
Remark 5.25. Without the (S3) assumption on A in Proposition 5.24(2), one can also show that the
d-uple component (Y,A(d)) determines a log flip for any d > 0 such that (Y,A) is 1d -Cartier. This is, in
effect, the proof of [33, Proposition 1.6]. Our Proposition 5.24 therefore gives a set of sufficient conditions
for [33, Proposition 1.6] to hold.
5.2. Flips and flops. We first recall the standard notion of flips and flops. We also include a less
standard condition of strong crepancy:
Definition 5.26. A flip is a log flip (5.6) in which the divisor D− may be taken to be KX− .
A flop5 is a log flip (5.6) in which KX− is Q-Cartier and numerically π
−-trivial; and KX+ is Q-Cartier
and numerically π+-trivial.
A log flip is said to be strongly crepant if the contracted variety Y (and hence X− and X+) is quasi-
Gorenstein, i.e., if KY is Cartier. This implies that it is a flop.
In this paper, we will only be concerned with flips, and strongly crepant flops, between Cohen-Macaulay
normal varieties, because these classes of flips and flops behave well with respect to Grothendieck duality.
We now recall some basic notions about the functor f !, following [30, Tag 0DWE]. Recall that we work
with Conventions 4.8 and 4.9 throughout.
Recall from [30, Tag 0F42] that, given a morphism f : X → Y of schemes, both separated and of
finite type over a separated Noetherian base scheme S, then we may define the upper shriek functor6
f ! : D(QCoh(Y ))→ D(QCoh(X)) as follows: first factor f as the composition X j−→ X¯ f˜−→ Y for an open
immersion j and a proper morphism f˜ , both over S, then define f ! to be the composition f ! = j∗ ◦ f˜ !,
where f˜ ! is right adjoint to Rf˜∗, and j
∗ is the restriction. A different factoring f = j′ ◦ f˜ ′ gives rise to
canonically isomorphic functors j′∗ ◦ f˜ ′! ∼= j∗ ◦ f˜ !.
We also recall (see [30, Tag 0B6N]) that if f : X → Y is proper, then there is a canonical map
(5.27) f !(F)⊗LOX Lf∗G → f !(F ⊗LOY G)
in D(QCoh(X)) for each F ,G ∈ D(QCoh(Y )), which is adjoint to the map
Rf∗(f
!(F)⊗LOX Lf∗G) = Rf∗f !(F)⊗LOY G
ǫ⊗id−−−→ F ⊗LOY G
where ǫ is the adjunction counit. Moreover, (5.27) is an isomorphism if G is perfect.
A crucial feature of the upper shriek functor is that it sends dualizing complexes to dualizing complexes
(see [30, Tags 0A7B, 0A87, 0AA3]). In particular, for a scheme X separated and of finite type over a field
k, if we denote by π : X → Spec k the projection map, then ω•X := π!(k) is a dualizing complex, called
the canonical dualizing complex of X . The following Lemma gives the correct shift in order to normalize
the restriction (ω•X)x to each stalk:
Lemma 5.28. For any point x ∈ X, if we let ∆x ∈ Z be the unique integer such that (ω•X)x[−∆x] is a
normalized dualizing complex over OX,x in the sense of [30, Tag 0A7M], then we have ∆x = dim({x}).
Proof. If x is a closed point then this follows from the adjunctions
RHomOX,x(k(x), (ω
•
X )x) ≃
(
RHomOX ((ix)∗k(x), ω
•
X)
)
x
≃ ( (ix)∗RHomk(x)(k(x), i!xω•X) )x ≃ RHomk(k(x), k)
where ix is the closed immersion ix : Speck(x) → X , and the last quasi-isomorphism follows from the
functoriality π!x
∼= i!xπ! for the composition πx : Spec k(x) ix−→ X π−→ Spec k. The general case then follows
from the fact that x 7→ ∆x is a dimension function on X (see [30, Tag 0A7Z]). 
5One often also imposes a crepancy condition, meaning that the Q-Cartier divisors K
X− and KX+ pull back to the
same Q-divisor on a common resolution.
6See Convention 4.9.
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As a result, for any coherent sheaf F ∈ Coh(X) of dim(supp(Fx)) = dx(F) and depth(Fx) = δx(F),
we have by [30, Tag 0A7U]
(1) If Hi(RHomOX (F , ω•X))x 6= 0 then −∆x − dx(F) ≤ i ≤ −∆x − δx(F);
(2) H−∆x−δx(F)(RHomOX (F , ω•X))x 6= 0.
In particular, if X has pure dimension n (and is catenary since it is of finite type over a field), then these
numbers may be rewritten as
−∆x − dx(F) = −n+ (dx(Ox)− dx(F)) and −∆x − δx(F) = −n+ (dx(Ox)− δx(F))
so that in particular ω•X itself has cohomology concentrated in degrees ≥ −n. Moreover, F is maximal
Cohen-Macaulay if and only if RHomOX (F , ω•X) has cohomology concentrated in degree −n.
If X is moreover proper over Spec k, then π! is right adjoint to Rπ∗, so that for each F ∈ Dbcoh(X),
there is a canonical isomorphism
(5.29) (Hi(X,F))∗ ∼= Ext−i(F , ω•X) = H−i(X,RHomOX (F , ω•X))
Thus, in particular, if we let ωX := H−n(ω•X), then for any coherent sheaf F ∈ Coh(X), the lowest
nonzero degree for which H•(X,RHom (F , ω•X)) could possibly be nonzero happens at • = −n, where it
is given by H0(X,Hom (F , ωX)) = HomX(F , ωX). At this degree, (5.29) becomes
Hn(X,F)∗ ∼= HomOX (F , ωX)
Thus, when X is proper over k, ωX := H−n(ω•X) represents the functor Coh(X)op → Mod(k), F 7→
Hn(X,F)∗, and is therefore unique up to canonical isomorphism, known as the dualizing sheaf on X .
If X is not proper over k, the coherent sheaf ωX := H−n(ω•X) is still well-defined, although it may
not play the role of a dualizing sheaf. On any normal variety X , it is in fact isomorphic to OX(KX) (see
Theorem 5.33 below). This follows by restricting to X the corresponding isomorphism [17, Proposition
5.75] on a compactification X ⊂ X. However, since we will need some details in the construction of such
an isomorphism, we provide some details to the second proof in [17], written in a form more cogenial to
derived categories. We start by recalling some preparatory results:
Proposition 5.30. If X is a scheme of pure dimension n, separated and of finite type over k, then the
stalks of the coherent sheaf H−n(ω•X) satisfy depthOX,x(H−n(ω•X)x) ≥ min{2, dim(OX,x)}.
Proof. We have seen above that the stalk H−n(ω•X)x is again the lowest degree cohomology of the nor-
malized dualizing complex (ω•X)x[−∆x] over OX,x. Thus the statement follows from (the proof of) [30,
Tag 0AWE]. 
Corollary 5.31. If X is a scheme of pure dimension n, separated and of finite type over k, and if OX,x
is Gorenstein for all x ∈ X with depth(OX,x) ≤ 1, then H−n(ω•X) is reflexive. For example, this second
condition is satisfied if X is normal.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.30 and the usual characterization of reflexive coherent sheaves by
depth condition (see, e.g., [5, Proposition 1.4.1(b)]). 
Proposition 5.32 ([15], Proposition 1.6). If F is a reflexive coherent sheaf on a normal integral scheme
X, then for any closed subset Z ⊂ X of codimension ≥ 2, the canonical map F → j∗j∗F is an isomor-
phism, where j : X \ Z →֒ X is the inclusion map.
Now, suppose we are given any proper morphism f : W → X between schemes of pure dimension
n, separated and of finite type over k, then the adjunction (Rf∗ ⊢ f !), together with the canonical
identification ω•W = f
!ω•X , determines a counit morphism
TrW/X : Rf∗(ω
•
W ) → ω•X
so that if we take the lowest degree cohomology sheaves, we have a map of coherent sheaves
0TrW/X : f∗H−n(ω•W ) ∼= H−n(Rf∗(ω•W ))
H−n(TrW/X )−−−−−−−−−→ H−n(ω•X)
This can be used to prove the following
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Theorem 5.33. Assume char(k) = 0, then on any normal variety X over k of dimension n, there is an
isomorphism ΦX : O(KX)
∼=−→ H−n(ω•X).
Proof. Choose a resolution of singularities f :W → X . i.e.,W is smooth and f is a birational contraction.
Since W is smooth, there is an isomorphism ΦW : O(KW )
∼=−→ H−n(ω•W ). Then consider the diagram
(5.34)
f∗O(KW ) f∗H−n(ω•W )
O(KX) H−n(ω•X)
f∗(ΦW )
0TrW/X
ΦX
Let Z = f(Ex(f)), which has codimension ≥ 2 since f is a birational contraction. Since f is an
isomorphism outside Z, both of the vertical maps are isomorphisms over X \Z, so that the dashed arrow
in (5.34) exists uniquely on X \ Z. Since both O(KX) and H−n(ω•X) are reflexive (see Corollary 5.31),
we see by Proposition 5.32 that the dashed arrow ΦX in (5.34) exists uniquely over X . 
Assume from now on char(k) = 0. Then Theorem 5.33 allows us to formulate a crucial homological
property of some classes of flips and flops. Suppose we are given a diagram of birational contractions
between normal varieties, as in (5.6), which satisfies the condition
(5.35)
The canonical inclusion maps π−∗ (O(KX−)) →֒ O(KY ) and π+∗ (O(KX+)) →֒ O(KY ) are
isomorphisms.
This is automatic if both π− and π+ are small, in view of (5.5). It is also true if X− and X+ are
quasi-Calabi-Yau, i.e., if KX− ≡ 0 and KX+ ≡ 0.
Find a common resolution of singularities
(5.36)
W
X− X+
Y
f− f+
π− π+
and use f+ and f− to define the maps ΦX− , ΦX+ and ΦY as in the proof of Theorem 5.33. Since these
are defined as the unique map making the diagram (5.34) commute, we see easily that the following
diagram commutes:
(5.37)
π−∗ O(KX−) O(KY ) π+∗ O(KX+)
π−∗ H−n(ω•X−) H−n(ω•Y ) π+∗ H−n(ω•X+)
π−∗ (ΦX− ) ΦY π
+
∗ (ΦX+ )
0TrX−/Y
0TrX+/Y
Now suppose that both X− and X+ are Cohen-Macaulay, then there is an isomorphism
(5.38) O(KX+)
ΦX+−−−→ H−n(ω•X+) ι−→≃ ω
•
X+ [−n] = (π+)!ω•Y [−n] in Dbcoh(QCoh(X+))
and similarly for X−.
We may use the isomorphism (5.38) to express Grothendieck duality for the morphism π+ in terms of
the sheaf O(KX+) and the dualizing complex ω•Y [−n]. Namely, for any F ∈ D−coh(QCoh(X+)), there is
a local adjunction isomorphism
(5.39) Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (F ,O(KX+))
∼=−→ RHomOY (Rπ+∗ F , ω•Y [−n])
which sends an element ϕ ∈ RΓ(U ;Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (F ,O(KX+))) ≃ RHom(π+)−1U (F ,O(KX+)) to the
composition
(5.40) Rπ+∗ F
Rπ+∗ (ϕ)−−−−−→ Rπ+∗ (O(KX+))
Rπ+∗ (5.38)−−−−−−−→ Rπ+∗ (ω•X+ [−n])
TrX+/Y−−−−−→ ω•Y [−n]
The commutativity of either square in (5.37) can be rewritten in terms of the local adjunction map
(5.39). Namely, if we take F = O(KX+) in (5.39), then the commutativity of the right square of (5.37)
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guarantees that the canonical degree 0 global section of Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (O(KX+),O(KX+)) is sent to
the map ΦY . Equivalently, we formulate this as the following Lemma, which will be useful later.
Lemma 5.41. The composition (where the last map is induced by O(KY ) = π+∗ O(KX+)→ Rπ+∗ O(KX+))
OY → Rπ+∗ OX+
Rπ+∗ (∆)−−−−−→ Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (O(KX+),O(KX+))
(5.39)−−−−→ RHomOY (Rπ+∗ O(KX+), ω•Y [−n]) → RHomOY (O(KY ), ω•Y [−n])
(5.42)
is the map OY → RHomOY (O(KY ), ω•Y [−n]) in Dbcoh(QCoh(Y )) corresponding to the global map in
Dbcoh(QCoh(Y )) given as the composition
(5.43) O(KY ) ΦY−−→∼= H
−n(ω•Y [−n]) → ω•Y [−n]
In other words, the composition (5.42) is equal to the composition
(5.44) OY ∆−→ RHomOY (O(KY ),O(KY )) ι◦ΦY−−−→ RHomOY (O(KY ), ω•Y [−n])
Proof. By the description (5.40), this statement concerning (5.43) is equivalent to the commutativity of
the outermost square of
Rπ+∗ O(KX+) Rπ+∗ H−n(ω•X+) Rπ+∗ ω•X+ [−n]
π+∗ O(KX+) π+∗ H−n(ω•X+)
O(KY ) H−n(ω•Y ) ω•Y [−n]
Rπ+∗ (ΦX+ ) Rπ
+
∗ (ι)
TrX+/Y
π+∗ (ΦX+ )
ι
0TrX+/Y
ι
ΦY ι
We verify that each of the square is commutative, where the crucial commutativity of the lower left square
is given by (5.37). It is also clear that the statements concerning (5.43) and (5.44) are equivalent. 
Notice that Lemma 5.41 asserts that, although the long composition there depends on π+ : X+ → Y ,
the resulting map can be described in terms of ΦY , without any reference to X
+. Thus, the corresponding
compositions for X− and X+ coincide. This compatiblity between the local adjunction maps for X− and
X+ will be part of the condition for homological flips/flops to be introduced in the next subsection.
Remark 5.45. We discuss some of the assumptions we have imposed. Starting from the discussion (5.38),
we have assumed that X− and X+ are Cohen-Macaulay. Without this assumption, the maps (5.38),
and hence (5.39), still exists, but may not be an isomorphism. Since all the maps are pointing to the
“correct” directions, Lemma 5.41 also holds without the Cohen-Macaulay condition.
Another condition we have imposed is (5.35). Without this assumption, the mapO(KY )→ Rπ+∗ O(KX+)
in the statement of Lemma 5.41 cannot be defined.
Now we work in the following setting:
(5.46)
The diagram (5.6) of birational contractions satisfies (5.35), both X− and X+ are Cohen-
Macaulay, and both π− and π+ are strongly crepant in the sense that KY is Cartier, and
(π±)∗KY = KX± .
This is satisfied for (1) strongly crepant flops between Cohen-Macaulay normal varieties; and (2) diagrams
(5.6) of birational contractions where both X− and X+ are Calabi-Yau (i.e., both are Cohen-Macaulay
and have trivial canonical divisor KX± ≡ 0).
In this case, there are canonical identifications7
O(KX−) = (π−)∗O(KY ) and O(KX+) = (π+)∗O(KY )
7We write equality signs because they are equal as subsheaves of the sheaves of rational functions K
X− and KX+ .
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Since we assume that KY is Cartier, the object ω
′•
Y := ω
•
Y [−n]⊗OY O(−KY ) in Dbcoh(QCoh(Y )) is a
dualizing complex. Moreover, if we apply (5.27) to F = ω•Y [−n] and G = O(−KY ), we see that there is
an isomorphism
(5.47) ω•X+ [−n]⊗OX+ O(−KX+)
∼=−→ (π+)!(ω′•Y )
On the other hand, ΦX+ gives a canonical isomorphism
(5.48) OX+ = O(KX+)⊗OX+ O(−KX+)
(ι◦ΦX+ )⊗id−−−−−−−−→
∼=
ω•X+ [−n]⊗OX+ O(−KX+)
Composing with these two maps, we obtain a canonical isomorphism
(5.49) Φ˜′X+ : OX+
(5.48)−−−−→
∼=
ω•X+ [−n]⊗OX+ O(−KX+)
(5.47)−−−−→
∼=
(π+)!(ω′•Y )
We can again use this isomorphism to express Grothendieck duality for π+ in terms of OX+ and ω′•Y .
Namely, for any F ∈ D(QCoh(X+)), there is a local adjunction isomorphism
(5.50) Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (F ,OX+)
∼=−→ RHomOY (Rπ+∗ F , ω′•Y )
Unravelling the definitions, we see the Lemma 5.41 can be rewritten in this case in the following form:
Lemma 5.51. The composition
OY → Rπ+∗ OX+ = Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (OX+ ,OX+)
(5.50)−−−−→ RHomOY (Rπ+∗ OX+ , ω′•Y ) → RHomOY (OY , ω′•Y ) = ω′•Y
(5.52)
is equal to the composition
(5.53) OY = O(KY )⊗OY O(−KY )
(ι◦ΦY )⊗id−−−−−−−→
∼=
ω•Y [−n]⊗OY O(−KY ) = ω′•Y
Proof. By definition, the map (5.47) is adjoint to the map
Rπ+∗ (ω
•
X+ [−n]⊗OX+ O(−KX+)) = Rπ+∗ (ω•X+ [−n])⊗OY O(−KY )
TrX+/Y ⊗id−−−−−−−−→ ω•Y [−n]⊗OY O(−KY ) = ω′•Y
(5.54)
In particular, for F = OX+ , the map (5.50) sends the global section 1 ∈ HomD(QCoh(X+))(OX+ ,OX+) to
the global section of RHomOY (Rπ
+
∗ OX+ , ω′•Y ) given as the composition
(5.55) Rπ+∗ OX+
Rπ+∗ (5.48)−−−−−−−→ Rπ+∗ (ω•X+ [−n]⊗OX+ O(−KX+))
(5.54)−−−−→ ω′•Y
Since a map from OY to any other object in D(QCoh(Y )) is uniquely determined by where it sends the
global section 1 to, we see that (5.52) can be rewritten as the left column of the following commutative
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diagram:
OY OY
Rπ+∗ OX+ Rπ+∗ OX+
Rπ+∗ (O(KX+)⊗OX+ O(−KX+)) Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (O(KX+),O(KX+))
Rπ+∗ (ω
•
X+ [−n]⊗OX+ O(−KX+)) Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (O(KX+), ω•X+ [−n])
RHomOY (Rπ
+
∗ O(KX+), ω•Y [−n])
ω•Y [−n]⊗OY O(−KY ) RHomOY (O(KY ), ω•Y [−n])
∆
∼=
Rπ+∗ ((ι◦ΦX+ )⊗id) ι◦ΦX+
∼=
(5.54)
∼=
∼=
Notice that the right column is the map (5.42), so that these two maps coincide under the bottom
isomorphism. By Lemma 5.41, it suffices to show that the maps (5.53) and (5.44) also coincide under the
same bottom isomorphism. This follows from the commutativity of the following diagram:
OY O(KY )⊗OY O(−KY ) ω•Y [−n]⊗OY O(−KY )
OY RHomOY (O(KY ),O(KY )) RHomOY (O(KY ), ω•Y [−n])
∼=
(ι◦ΦY )⊗id
∼=
∆ ι◦ΦY

Remark 5.56. (1) The same remarks as in Remark 5.45 about the Cohen-Macaulay condition on X−
and X+ hold in the present context of (5.46).
(2) If Y is Cohen-Macaulay (hence Gorenstein), then the dualizing complex ω′•Y is isomorphic to OY
via the map ΦY .
5.3. Homological flips and homological flops. Our discussion in the last subsection on flips and
flops may be summarized as follows:
(1) If (5.6) is a flip where X− and X+ are Cohen-Macaulay, then there are canonical isomorphisms
O(KX±) → (π±)!(ω•Y [−n]) where O(KX+) is π+-ample and O(KX−) is π−-anti-ample. More-
over, these two isomorphisms are compatible in the sense that Lemma 5.41 holds.
(2) If (5.6) is a strongly crepant flop whereX− andX+ are Cohen-Macaulay, then there are canonical
isomorphisms OX± → (π±)!(ω′•Y ). Moreover, these two isomorphisms are compatible in the sense
that Lemma 5.51 holds.
We now proceed to abstract the situations (1) and (2) when the corresponding diagram (5.6) comes
from a pair (Y,A) as in (5.1). In this abstraction it does not matter that the dualizing complex appearing
in (1) is the shift ω•Y [−n] of the canonical dualizing complex; or the one appearing in (2) is a twist ω′•Y
of it. In fact, we don’t even require Y to be defined over a field. Such an abstraction will lead to the
notion of homological flips/flops in Definition 5.69. In the discussion that leads up to this definition, we
will mostly work over actual flips and flops, in order to motivate the definition. This discussion will also
go into the proof of Theorem 5.72, which asserts that certain classes of actual flips and flops give rise to
homological flips/flops.
Let (Y,A) be a pair as in (4.1). Fix a dualizing complex ω′′•Y ∈ Dbcoh(QCoh(Y )), and consider the
involution (4.23) defined using ω′′•Y . By Theorem 4.36 and Proposition 4.26, the object (π
+)!(ω′′•Y ) has a
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description in terms of the functor DY . Namely, there is a canonical isomorphism in D(Gr(A)):
(5.57) R+((π+)!(ω′′•Y )) ∼= DY (CˇI +(A))
If (5.6) is a flip between Cohen-Macaulay normal varieties, then we may take a divisor D− on X−
satisfying the defining property of a log flip (see the discussion at (5.6)) such that KX− = aD
− for
some a > 0. For example, we can always take D− = KX− and a = 1. The corresponding pair (Y,A)
constructed in Proposition 5.7 then gives an example of the following situation:
(5.58)
The pair (Y,A) determines a log flip in the sense of Definition 5.9, both X− and X+ are
Cohen-Macaulay, and there exists a > 0 such that KX± = aD
±.
In the situation (5.58), there are isomorphisms
(5.59) A˜(a)X±
(5.10)−−−−→
∼=
OX±(KX±) (5.38)−−−−→∼= (π
±)!(ω•Y [−n]) in Dbcoh(QCoh(X±))
Similarly, if (5.6) is a strongly crepant flop between Cohen-Macaulay normal varieties, choose any Weil
divisor D− on X− satisfying the defining condition for a log flip (see the discussion at (5.6)), then the
corresponding pair (Y,A) constructed in Proposition 5.7 gives an example of the following situation:
(5.60)
The pair (Y,A) determines a log flip in the sense of Definition 5.9, both X− and X+ are
Cohen-Macaulay, and KY is Cartier.
In the situation (5.60), there are isomorphisms
(5.61) A˜X± = OX± (5.49)−−−−→∼= π
!(ω′•Y ) in Dbcoh(QCoh(X±))
Both of the equations (5.59) and (5.61) can be written in the same way
(5.62) A˜(a)X±
∼=−→ (π±)!(ω′′•Y )
where we take ω′′•Y := ω
•
Y [−n] and a > 0 in the case (5.58); and ω′′•Y := ω′•Y and a = 0 in the case (5.60).
Notice that ω′′•Y is a dualizing complex in both cases.
For notational simplicity, we focus on the X+-side in the following discussion. Applying (4.34) to
M = A(a), we see that there is a canonical map
(5.63) CˇI+(A)(a)→R+(A˜(a)X+)
∼=−→ R+((π+)!(ω′′•Y ))
where the weight i component of the first map is given by
(5.64) Rπ+∗ (A˜(a+ i)) → Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (A˜(−i), A˜(a))
by the description (4.35). Thus, if A is 1d -Cartier, then the map (5.63) is a quasi-isomorphism in weight
components i ∈ dZ. In fact, it is often a quasi-isomorphism for all weight components. Namely, if the pair
(Y,A) determines a Cohen-Macaulay log flip as in Definition 5.9, then the map (5.64) can be rewritten
as the derived pushforward Rπ+∗ (−) of the map (5.66) below, for X := X+, D := D+ and D′ := aD+,
and hence is a quasi-isomorphism.
Lemma 5.65. Suppose that X is a Cohen-Macaulay normal variety over k, and D ∈ WDiv(X) is a
Weil divisor on X such that the sheaf OX(−iD) is maximal Cohen-Macaulay. If D′ ∈WDiv(X) is such
that OX(D′) is a dualizing complex, then the canonical map
(5.66) OX(D′ + iD) → RHomOX (OX(−iD),OX(D′))
is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. The 0-th cohomology sheaves of (5.66) is the map OX(D′ + iD)→ HomOX (OX(−iD),OX(D′)),
which is always an isomorphism. Thus, it suffices to show that the complexRHomOX (OX(−iD),OX(D′))
has no higher cohomology sheaves. Since OX(D′) is assumed to be a dualizing complex, this is equivalent
to the sheaf OX(−iD) being maximal Cohen-Macaulay (see, e.g., [30, Tag 0A7U]). 
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Combining (5.57) and (5.63), we obtain a map
(5.67) Φ+ : CˇI+(A)(a) → DY (CˇI+(A))
in D(Gr(A)), which is an isomorphism in weight i if A˜(−i)X+ is maximally Cohen-Macaulay.
Simiarly discussion holds for X− and I − in place of X+ and I +, and we likewise have a map
(5.68) Φ− : CˇI−(A)(a) → DY (CˇI−(A))
inD(Gr(A)), which is an isomorphism in weight i if A˜(−i)X− is maximally Cohen-Macaulay. Moreover, as
we will see in Theorem 5.72 below, the maps (5.67) and (5.68) thus obtained satisfy a certain compatibility
condition, as formalized in the following
Definition 5.69. A weak homological flip (resp. weak homological flop) consists of a sextuple (Y, ω′′•Y ,A, a,Φ−,Φ+)
where
(1) Y is a Noetherian separated scheme with a dualizing complex ω′′•Y ∈ Dbcoh(QCoh(Y )).
(2) A is a quasi-coherent sheaf of Noetherian Z-graded rings on A.
(3) a > 0 (resp. a = 0) is an integer
(4) Φ− and Φ+ are maps in D(Gr(A))
Φ+ : CˇI+(A)(a) → DY (CˇI+(A))
Φ− : CˇI−(A)(a) → DY (CˇI−(A))
that are d-uple quasi-isomorphisms if A is 1d -Cartier. Here DY is the functor (4.23) defined using
ω′′•Y .
The maps Φ− and Φ+ are required to be compatible in the sense that the diagram
(5.70)
CˇI+(A)(a) DY (CˇI+(A))
A(a) DY (A)
CˇI−(A)(a) DY (CˇI−(A))
Φ+
DY (η
+)η+
η− Φ− DY (η
−)
commutes in D(Gr(A)), where η± : A → CˇI±(A) are the adjunction units as in (4.5).
A weak homological flip/flop is said to be a homological flip/flop if the maps Φ− and Φ+ are quasi-
isomorphisms in all weight degrees.
We also introduce the following extra condition:
Definition 5.71. A (weak) homological flip/flop (Y, ω′′•Y ,A, a,Φ−,Φ+) is said to be positively pseudo-
rational if we have RΓI +(A)0 ≃ 0 and RΓI +(A)a ≃ 0; it is said to be negatively pseudo-rational if we
have RΓI−(A)0 ≃ 0 and RΓI−(A)a ≃ 0; it is said to be pseudo-rational if it is both positively and
negatively pseudo-rational.
Our discussion above leads to the following examples of (weak) homological flip/flop:
Theorem 5.72. (1) In the situation (5.58), take ω′′•Y := ω
•
Y [−n], and let Φ− and Φ+ be the maps
(5.68) and (5.67), then the sextuple (Y, ω′′•Y ,A, a,Φ−,Φ+) is a weak homological flip. If the
pair (Y,A) moreover determines a Cohen-Macaulay log flip, i.e., if each OX±(iD±) is maximal
Cohen-Macaulay, then (Y, ω′′•Y ,A, a,Φ−,Φ+) is a homological flip.
(2) In the situation (5.60), take ω′′•Y := ω
′•
Y (see the discussion following (5.46)), and let Φ
− and
Φ+ be the maps (5.68) and (5.67) for a = 0, then the sextuple (Y, ω′′•Y ,A, 0,Φ−,Φ+) is a weak
homological flop. If the pair (Y,A) moreover determines a Cohen-Macaulay log flip, i.e., if each
OX±(iD±) is maximal Cohen-Macaulay, then (Y, ω′′•Y ,A, 0,Φ−,Φ+) is a homological flop.
In either case, assume furthermore that Aa is reflexive (this is automatic for a = 0). Under this
assumption, if both X+ and Y have rational singularities, then the corresponding (weak) homological
flip/flop is positively pseudo-rational; if both X− and Y have rational singularities, then the corresponding
(weak) homological flip/flop is negatively pseudo-rational.
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Proof. In the discussion preceeding Definition 5.69, we have already proved all the statements in both
cases (1) and (2), except the commutativity of (5.70) in D(Gr(A)). For any M ∈ D(Gr(A)), we
have HomD(Gr(A))(A(a),M) ∼= H0(Y,M−a), so that it suffices to show that the global section 1 ∈
H0(Y,A(a)−a) is sent to the same element in H0(Y,DY (A)−a) = HomD(QCoh(Y ))(Aa, ω′′•Y ) under the two
routes in (5.70). Equivalently, it suffices to check that at weight −a, the two routes in (5.70) gives the
same map in D(QCoh(Y )). In fact, the upper route of (5.70) at weight −a is given by
OY → Rπ+∗ OX+
Rπ+∗ (∆)−−−−−→ Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (A˜(a)X+ , A˜(a)X+)
(5.62)−−−−→ Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (A˜(a)X+ , (π+)!(ω′′•Y )) ∼= RHomOY (Rπ+∗ (A˜(a)X+), ω′′•Y ))
DY (ι)−−−→ RHomOY (π+∗ (A˜(a)X+), ω′′•Y ))
DY ((3.4))−−−−−−→ RHomOY (Aa, ω′′•Y ))
(5.73)
For the case (2) of flops, with a = 0, we have A˜(a)X+ = OX+ , so that the composition (5.73) is
precisely (5.52), and hence is equal to (5.53) by Lemma 5.51. Since the map (5.53) is defined purely in
terms of structures on Y , it is the same for X+ and X−.
For the case (1) of flips, the map (5.62) is given by (5.59), which factors through the isomorphism
(5.10). Thus, the part “(5.62) ◦Rπ+∗ (∆)” appearing in (5.73) may be rewritten as
Rπ+∗ OX+
(5.10)−−−−→ Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (A˜(a)X+ ,O(KX+))
(5.38)−−−−→ Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (A˜(a)X+ , (π+)!(ω•Y [−n]))
Replace it as such, and consider the commutative diagram
Rπ+∗ OX+ Rπ+∗ OX+
Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (O(KX+),O(KX+)) Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (A˜(a)X+ ,O(KX+))
Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (O(KX+), (π+)!(ω•Y [−n])) Rπ+∗ RHomOX+ (A˜(a)X+ , (π+)!(ω•Y [−n]))
RHomOY (Rπ
+
∗ (O(KX+), ω•Y [−n])) RHomOY (Rπ+∗ (A˜(a)X+), ω•Y [−n]))
RHomOY (π
+
∗ (O(KX+)), ω•Y [−n])) RHomOY (π+∗ (A˜(a)X+), ω•Y [−n]))
RHomOY (O(KY ), ω•Y [−n])) RHomOY (Aa, ω•Y [−n]))
∆ (5.10)
(5.10)∗
(5.38) (5.38)
(5.10)∗
∼=
∼=
DY (ι)
(5.10)∗
DY (ι)
(5.10)∗
DY ((3.4))
where the horizontal arrow in the bottom row is the contravariant of the map Aa → O(aDY ) = O(KY )
induced by the diagram (5.11) for i = a. By the commutativity of (5.11), this map is therefore the same
for X+ and X−. Moreover, the left column, when precomposed with OY → Rπ+∗ OX+ is precisely the
map (5.42). By Lemma 5.41, it is therefore the same for X+ and X−. This shows that (5.70) commutes
in this case.
For the second statement, notice that the long exact sequence associated to (4.5) for M = A gives at
weight i the exact sequence
0 → H0(RΓI±(A)i) ǫ−→ Ai (3.4)−−−→ π±∗ (A˜(i)X±) δ−→ H1(RΓI±(A)i) → 0
and the isomorphisms Rjπ±∗ (A˜(i)X±) δ−→ Hj+1(RΓI±(A)i) for any j ≥ 1. We have seen in Remark 5.12
that the map Aa (3.4)−−−→ π±∗ (A˜(a)X±) is an isomorphism, so that we have H≤1RΓI±(A)a = 0. Since the
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same is true for i = 0, we have
For i ∈ {0, a}, RΓI±(A)i ≃ 0 if and only if Rjπ±∗ (A˜(i)X±) for all j > 0
Since A˜X± ∼= OX± and A˜(a)X± ∼= O(KX±), it is a standard fact about rational singularities8 that the
higher direct images of these sheaves vanish. 
The following is the main result of this section:
Theorem 5.74. Suppose that (Y, ω′′•Y ,A, a,Φ−,Φ+) is a 1d -Cartier weak homological flip/flop. Then
there is a map Ψ : RΓI+(A)(a)[1]→ DY (RΓI−(A)) in D(Gr(A)) such that, if c−, c+ ∈ Z are integers as
in Lemma 5.2 for M = A, then Ψ is a quasi-isomorphism in weight i whenever i/d ∈ Z and the following
holds:
(5.75) i > max{−c−, c+ − a} or i < min{−c+, c− − a}
If (Y, ω′′•Y ,A, a,Φ−,Φ+) is a homological flip/flop, then the map Ψ can be chosen so that it is a quasi-
isomorphism in all weight i whenever (5.75) holds. If it is moreover pseudo-rational, then Ψ is also a
quasi-isomorphism in weights 0 and −a.
Proof. We first prove the case for homological flip/flop before tackling the weak case. Consider the
diagram
(5.76)
A(a) CˇI+(A)(a) RΓI +(A)(a)[1]
CˇI−(A)(a) DY (A) DY (RΓI−(A))
RΓI−(A)(a)[1] DY (RΓI +(A)) Z
η+
η− DY (η
+)◦Φ+
δ+
Ψ
DY (η
−)◦Φ−
δ−
DY (ǫ
−)
DY (ǫ
+)
Ψ′
Since Φ− and Φ+ are isomorphisms, the first two rows and the first two columns are parts of distin-
guished triangles (take (2.27) and their dual DY (−)). Moreover, the top left square is commutative by
the compatbility condition (5.70) of a homological flip/flop. Thus, by the 3× 3-lemma of a triangulated
category (see, e.g., [6, Proposition 1.1.11] or [23, Lemma 2.6]), the object Z and the dotted arrows Ψ,Ψ′
in diagram (5.76) exists, making each row and column part of a distinguished triangle.
The cohomology of RΓI +(A) has weight ≤ c+, while the cohomology of RΓI−(A) has weight ≥ c−.
Thus, viewing Z as the cone of Ψ, we see that the cohomology of Z could be nonzero only in weight
i ≤ max{−c−, c+− a}. Similarly, viewing Z as the cone of Ψ′, we see that the cohomology of Z could be
nonzero only in weight i ≥ min{−c+, c−− a}. This proves the first statement for homological flips/flops.
If the homological flip/flip in question is pseudo-rational, then bothRΓI +(A)(a)[1] and DY (RΓI−(A))
have zero cohomology in weight 0, and hence Ψ must be quasi-isomorphism in weight 0. Similarly, since
both RΓI +(A)0 and RΓI−(A)a have zero cohomology, Ψ must be quasi-isomorphism in weight −a.
This proves the second statement for homological flips/flops.
For weak homological flips/flops, the idea is that an analogous diagram (5.76) still exists overD(Gr(A(d)))
if we start with the d-uple components (−)(d) of the top left square, and hence still satisfies the desired
quasi-isomorphism in the said weight degrees. However, in order to define the map Ψ at the level of
D(Gr(A)), we need to slightly change our arguments. Thus, we rearrange the top left square of (5.76)
8The case for O
X± follows directly from definition of rational singularities (see [17, Definition 5.8]). By the characteri-
zation of rational singularities in [17, Theorem 5.10], the case for O(K
X±) follows by choosing a resolution of singularities
g± :W → X± and applying the Grauert-Riemenschneider vanishing theorem [11] (see also [17, Corollary 2.68]) to both g±
and pi± ◦ g±.
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into the top left square of the following diagram
(5.77)
A(a) DY (CˇI+(A)) W1
DY (CˇI−(A)) DY (A) DY (RΓI−(A))
W ′1 DY (RΓI +(A)) Z
Φ+◦η+
Φ−◦η− DY (η
+)
δ+1
Ψ1
DY (η
−)
δ−1
DY (ǫ
−)
DY (ǫ
+)
Ψ′1
The second row and the second column are parts of distinguished triangles, as they are the dual DY (−)
of the distinguished triangles (2.27). We take W1 and W
′
1 to be the respectively cone of Φ
+ ◦ η+ and
Φ− ◦ η−, and then complete the diagram into (5.77) by using the 3× 3-lemma.
Then, we construct a map Ψ2 : RΓI+(A)(a)[1]→W1 by applying the axiom (TR3) to the diagram
A(a) CˇI+(A)(a) RΓI +(A)(a)[1] A(a)[1]
A(a) DY (CˇI+(A)) W1 A(a)[1]
η+
Φ+
δ+
Ψ2
−ǫ[1]
Φ+◦η+ δ
+
1 −ǫ1[1]
and similarly for Ψ′2 : RΓI−(A)(a)[1] → W ′1. Since Φ+ and Φ− are quasi-isomorphism on any weight
i ∈ dZ, so are Ψ2 and Ψ′2. Thus, if we take Ψ = Ψ1 ◦ Ψ2 and Ψ′ = Ψ′1 ◦ Ψ′2, then we obtain again the
diagram (5.76) where each square is commutative, and each row or column is part of a distinguished
triangle on each weight components i ∈ dZ. We can apply the same arguments as above on these weight
components to conclude the first statement of this Theorem. 
As a Corollary, we prove the following
Corollary 5.78. Let (Y, ω′′•Y ,A, a,Φ−,Φ+) be a pseudo-rational homological flip/flop such that the pair
(Y,A) is pre-stable in the sense of Definition 5.3, then there is an isomorphism Ψ : RΓI +(A)(a)[1]
∼=−→
DY (RΓI−(A)). As a result, for each open affine U ⊂ Y , the ring A(U) is Gorenstein.
Proof. The first statement follows directly from Theorem 5.74.
In Section 4, we have taken the care to ensure that all the functors that we use are local on the base
(see in particular Lemma 4.24). Thus, any homological flip/flop restricts to one on any open subscheme
U ⊂ Y , so we may assume in the first place that Y = U = SpecR is affine, and show that A := A(U)
has finite injective dimension.
By the exact triangle (2.50), it suffices to show that RΓI+(A) and CˇI+(A) have finite injective dimen-
sion. By definition of a homological flip/flop, there is an isomorphism Φ+ : CˇI+(A)(a)
∼=−→ DY (CˇI+(A)) in
D(Gr(A)). Also, we have just seen that there is an isomorphism Ψ : RΓI+(A)(a)[1]
∼=−→ DY (RΓI−(A)).
Since both CˇI+(A) andRΓI−(A) are represented by a finite complex of flat graded modules, the statement
follows from the following simple fact, applied to N = DY (A), and M being RΓI−(A) or CˇI+(A):
Suppose thatM,N ∈ D(Gr(A)) are objects such thatM has finite Tor-dimension, andN has
finite injective dimension, then RHomA(M,N) ∈ D(Gr(A)) has finite injective dimension.
Indeed, this follows from the adjunction RHomA(L,RHomA(M,N))
∼= RHomA(L⊗LA M,N). 
This result is particularly useful for homological flops. Namely, the notion of a (weak) homological
flop is preserved under taking m-uple component. i.e., if (Y, ω′′•Y ,A, 0,Φ−,Φ+) is a (weak) homological
flop, then so is (Y, ω′′•Y ,A(m), 0, (Φ−)(m), (Φ+)(m)), for any m > 0. Thus, one can always take a high
enough m-uple component to guarantee that it is stable in the sense of Definition 5.3. Moreover, pseudo-
rationality of a (weak) homological flop is also preserved by taking m-uple components. As a result,
Corollary 5.78 is applicable to a wide class of examples. See, for example, the following
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Remark 5.79. If X and X ′ are two birational Gorenstein Calabi-Yau normal varieties with at most
Q-factorial terminal singularities, then a result [19] of Kawamata shows that they are connected by a
finite sequence of flops. If X− → Y ← X+ is a log flip in which X− is Gorenstein Calabi-Yau with at
most canonical singularities, then KY ≡ 0 and therefore the log flip is automatically strongly crepant.
Moreover, if we choose a resolution f : W → X−, and apply the Grauert-Riemenschneider vanishing
theorem [11] (see also [17, Corollary 2.68]) to both f and π− ◦ f , then we see that Rjπ−∗ O(KX−) = 0
for all j > 0. Since X− is Calabi-Yau, we have O(KX−) ∼= OX− , and this implies that Y has rational
singularities. As a result, any two birational Gorenstein Calabi-Yau normal varieties with at most Q-
factorial terminal singularities are connected by a sequence of pseudo-rational homological flops.
6. Weight truncation
In this section, we develop the technique of weight truncations. We mostly work with Z-graded rings.
The extension to the case of non-affine base is purely formal. In view of the discussion in Section
7, our technique is thus applicable to wall-crossings in birational cobordism. The relation between our
constructions and those in the prevailing literature is also discussed in the introduction (see the discussion
preceeding Theorem 1.19).
6.1. Weight truncation. In this subsection, we use freely the language of modules over small preadditive
categories. The reader is referred to Appendix A for details.
Given any Z-graded ring A, let F = FA be the preadditive category with object set Ob(F) = Z, and
Hom spaces F(i, j) := Ai−j . Compositions in F are defined by multiplication in A in the obvious way.
A right F -module is nothing but a graded (right) A-module. More precisely, there is an equivalence of
abelian categories
(6.1) (−)♯ : Gr(A) ≃−→ Mod(F) , (M ♯)i :=Mi
whose inverse will be denoted as (−)♭ : Mod(F) ≃−→ Gr(A).
Since A is assumed to be commutative, any graded moduleM ∈ Gr(A) in fact induces an F -bimodule.
In other words, there is an additive functor
Gr(A) → Mod(Fe) , M 7→ M˜ , where jM˜i :=Mi−j
which recovers the functor (6.1) by restricting to 0M˜∗.
The graded tensor products and graded Hom spaces between graded modules can be expressed nat-
urally in terms of F -bimodules. Namely, for any M,N ∈ Gr(A), there are natural isomorphisms of
F -bimodules
M˜ ⊗F N˜ ∼= M˜ ⊗A N and HomF(M˜, N˜) ∼= ˜HomA(M,N)
In particular, if we only remember the right F -module structure of M˜ , then we have
(6.2) M ♯ ⊗F N˜ ∼= (M ⊗A N)♯
Since A is assumed to be commutative, the preadditive category F = FA admits an involution, i.e., it
comes equipped with an isomorphism F ∼= Fop of preadditive categories, defined by i 7→ −i on objects,
and F(i, j) = Ai−j = Fop(−i,−j) on Hom sets. In fact, the commutativity of A is equivalent to the fact
that this assignment F → Fop is a functor. This involution induces an isomorphism of categories
(−)τ : Mod(F) ∼=−→ Mod(Fop) , i(M τ ) :=M−i
whose inverse will also be denoted as (−)τ .
For any integer a ∈ Z, let F[≥a] be the full subcategory of F on the subset Ob(F[≥a]) = Z≥a ⊂
Z = Ob(F). Define F[≤a] ⊂ F in the similar way. We will also write F[≤∞] = F = F[≥−∞]. For any
−∞ ≤ a′ ≤ a, denote by (−)[≥a] : Mod(F[≥a′])→ Mod(F[≥a]) the restriction functor.
Notice that the involution on F restricts to an isomorphism (F[≥a])op ∼= F[≤−a]. As a result, there is
again an isomorphism of categories
(6.3) (−)τ : Mod(F[≥a])
∼=−→ Mod((F[≤−a])op) , i(M τ ) :=M−i
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whose inverse will also be denoted as (−)τ . Similarly, the functor (M τ )i := −iM gives an isomorphism
of categories (−)τ : Mod((F[≥a])op)
∼=−→ Mod(F[≤−a]) whose inverse will also be denoted as (−)τ .
One can also define transposition functors for bimodules. Namely, for any −∞ ≤ a and −∞ ≤ b, there
is an isomorphism of categories
(−)τ : F[≥a]ModF[≥b]
∼=−→ F[≤−b]ModF[≤−a] , i(Mτ )j := −jM−i
For any M ∈ Gr(A), the F -bimodule M˜ is induced by a symmetric A-bimodule, and is therefore
self-transpose. In other words, there is a canonical isomorphism
M˜ τ ∼= M˜ , given by i(M˜ τ )j = −jM˜−i =Mj−i = iM˜j
which can be checked to be F -bilinear.
Transposition commutes with restriction functors. More precisely, for any −∞ ≤ a′ ≤ a and −∞ ≤
b′ ≤ b, and for any (F[≥a′],F[≥b′])-bimodule M, there is a canonical isomorphism
([≥a]M[≥b])τ ∼= [≤−b](Mτ )[≤−a]
Transpositions also commute with tensor products. For any a, b, c ≥ −∞, any for anyM ∈ F[≥a]ModF[≥b]
and any N ∈ F[≥b]ModF[≥c] , there is a canonical isomorphism in F[≤−c]ModF[≤−a]
(M⊗F[≥b] N )τ ∼= N τ ⊗F[≤−b] Mτ
Similarly, for anyM ∈ F[≥a]ModF[≥b] and any N ∈ F[≥c]ModF[≥b] , there is a canonical isomorphism in
F[≤−a]ModF[≤−c]
(HomF[≥b](M,N ) )τ ∼= Hom(F[≤−b])op(Mτ ,N τ )
From now on, we fix an integer w ∈ Z. Notice that the inclusion functor F[≥w] →֒ F induces a
three-way adjunction
(6.4) Mod(F[≥w]) Mod(F)
−⊗F[≥w]F
HomF[≥w] (F ,−)
(−)[≥w]
In fact, under the equivalence Mod(F) ≃ Gr(A), the right-pointing functor −⊗F[≥w]F on the top may
be characterized as the unqiue cocontinuous functor satisfying
(6.5)
For each i ≥ w, the functor (− ⊗F[≥w] F)♭ : Mod(F[≥w]) → Gr(A) sends the free module
iF[≥w] to the free graded module A(−i)
Since the inclusion functor F[≥w] → F is fully faithful, we have
(M ⊗F[≥w] F)[≥w] ∼= M ⊗F[≥w] F[≥w] ∼= M
HomF[≥w](F ,M)[≥w] ∼= HomF[≥w](F[≥w],M) ∼= M
(6.6)
One can also relate F[≥w]-modules to graded A≥0-modules. Namely, givenM ∈Mod(F[≥w]), although
the assignment Mi := Mi does not define a graded A-module9, it nonetheless defines a graded A≥0-
module, which we denote as M|A≥0 . This can be used to characterize finite generated F[≥w]-modules:
Lemma 6.7. Suppose that A is Noetherian, then for anyM∈ Mod(F[≥w]), the followings are equivalent:
(1) M is a finitely generated F[≥w]-module in the sense of Definition A.5;
(2) there exists a finitely generated graded A-module M such that M∼=M ♯[≥w] := (M ♯)[≥w];
(3) M|A≥0 is a finitely generaeted graded A≥0-module.
9This is because for any m > i − w ≥ 0, there is no natural action of A−m on Mi inherited from the F[≥w]-module
structure of M.
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Proof. For (1) ⇒ (2), simply notice that if there is an epimorphism ⊕mj=1 ijF[≥w] ։M, then applying
− ⊗F[≥w] F , we have by (6.5) an epimorphism ⊕mj=1A(−ij) ։ (M⊗F[≥w] F)♭, which shows that M :=
(M⊗F[≥w] F)♭ is a finitely generated graded A-module. Moreover, it satisfies M∼=M ♯[≥w] by (6.6).
For (2) ⇒ (3), we use the Noetherian condition. By Proposition 2.2, A0 is Noetherian, and each Ai
is finitely generated as a module over A0. Moreover, as in Lemma 3.2, there exists integers d > 0 and
N0 > 0 such that whenever N ≥ N0, we have AN = Ad · AN−d. Now if M is generated by ξ1, . . . , ξr
over A, then for any j ≥ N0 +maxi{deg(ξi)}, we have Mj = Ad ·Mj−d. Since each Mi is clearly finitely
generated over A0, the same is true for ⊕w≤j≤N0+maxi{deg(ξi)}Mi, which then generatesM#[≥w]|A≥0 under
the A≥0 action.
The implication (3)⇒ (1) follows directly from the definitions. 
Corollary 6.8. If the Z-graded ring A is Noetherian, then the small preadditive category F[≥w] is Noe-
therian.
Proof. By the characterization of finitely generated right F[≥w]-modules in Lemma 6.7(3), we see that
F[≥w] is right Noetherian. The same argument also shows that F[≤−w] is right Noetherian. By the
isomorphism of categories (−)τ : Mod((F[≥w])op)
∼=−→ Mod(F[≤−w]), we see that F[≥w] is left Noetherian
as well. 
Now we take the derived functors of the functors appearing in (6.4). Under the identification D(F) ≃
D(Gr(A)), we denote these derived functors as
L[≥w] : D(F[≥w]) → D(Gr(A)) , L[≥w](M) := (M⊗LF[≥w] F)♭
R[≥w] : D(F[≥w]) → D(Gr(A)) , R[≥w](M) := (RHomF[≥w](F ,M))♭
Definition 6.9. Let D<w(Gr(A)) ⊂ D(Gr(A)) be the full subcategory consisting of M ∈ D(Gr(A)) such
that Mi ≃ 0 for all i ≥ w.
Then we have a recollement
(6.10) D<w(Gr(A)) D(Gr(A)) D(F[≥w])ι
(−)♯
[≥w]
L<w
R<w
L[≥w]
R[≥w]
where we have written M ♯[≥w] := (M
♯)[≥w].
Indeed, if we denote by L[≥w] and R[≥w] the endofunctors on D(Gr(A)) given by the compositions
L[≥w](M) := L[≥a](M#[≥w]) and R[≥w](M) := R[≥w](M#[≥w])
then the functors L<w and R<w are defined by the exact triangles
. . . → L[≥w](M) →M → L<w(M) → L[≥w](M)[1] → . . .
. . . → R<w(M) →M → R[≥w](M) → L<w(M)[1] → . . .
(6.11)
We are mostly interested in the functors L[≥w], L[≥w] and L<w instead of their counterparts for R
and R. To this end, we make the following
Definition 6.12. Let D[≥w](Gr(A)) ⊂ D(Gr(A)) be the essential image of the fully faithful functor
L[≥w] : D(F[≥w])→ D(Gr(A)).
Alternatively, the subcategory D[≥w](Gr(A)) ⊂ D(Gr(A)) may be characterized as follows:
Lemma 6.13. D[≥w](Gr(A)) is the smallest strictly full triangulated subcategory containing the objects
A(−i) for i ≥ w and is closed under small coproducts. Therefore, we have
D[≥w](Gr(A)) ∩ D(Gr(A))c = D[≥w](Gr(A))c = EssIm(L[≥w] : Dperf(F[≥w])→ D(Gr(A)) )
where the subscript (−)c denotes the full subcategory of compact objects.
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Proof. The first statement follows from (6.5) and the fact that L[≥w] preserves small coproducts. For
the second statement, the first equality is standard (see, e.g., [26, Lemma 2.2] or [29, Theorem 5.3]). The
second equality follows from the standard fact (see, e.g., (A.14)) that Dperf(F[≥w]) = D(F[≥w])c. 
It follows immediately from the recollement (6.10) that there is a semi-orthogonal decomposition
(6.14) D(Gr(A)) = 〈D<w(Gr(A)) , D[≥w](Gr(A)) 〉
Remark 6.15. The notation D[≥w] conveys the idea that these are objects “generated in weight ≥ w”;
while the notation D<w means that these are objects “concentrated in weight < w”.
6.2. Local cohomology and weight truncation. Now we study local cohomology under weight trun-
cation. For any finitely generated graded ideal I ⊂ A, the objects RΓI(A) and CˇI(A) in D(Gr(A))
gives rise to the objects [≥w]R˜ΓI(A)[≥w] and [≥w]
˜ˇCI(A)[≥w] in the derived category D((F[≥w])e) of F[≥w]-
bimodules. Tensoring over these give rise to functors
RΓI,[≥w] : D(F[≥w])→ D(F[≥w]), M 7→M⊗LF[≥w] R˜ΓI(A)[≥w] ∼= ((L[≥w]M)⊗LA RΓI(A))♯[≥w]
CˇI,[≥a] : D(F[≥w])→ D(F[≥w]), M 7→M⊗LF[≥w] ˜ˇCI(A)[≥w] ∼= ((L[≥w]M)⊗LA CˇI(A))♯[≥w]
(6.16)
where the last isomorphisms on each line is obtained by applying (A.8) and (6.2).
We are mostly interested in the case I = I+, where these functors behave very similarly to the
corresponding ones on D(Gr(A)) (see Proposition 6.19 and Theorem 6.21 below). In fact, these properties
are formal consequences of the following easy
Lemma 6.17. We have D<w(Gr(A)) ⊂ DTor+(Gr(A)).
which can be used to prove the following two results:
Lemma 6.18. If M ∈ DTor+(Gr(A)) then L[≥w](M) ∈ DTor+(Gr(A)).
If RΓI+(M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)) then L[≥w](M)⊗LA RΓI+(A) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)).
Proof. For anyM ∈ D(Gr(A)), we have L<w(M) ∈ DTor+(Gr(A)) by Lemma 6.17, so that the first state-
ment follows directly from the exact triangle in the first row of (6.11). For the second statement, apply
RΓI+(−) to the same exact triangle, and notice that L<w(M) ⊗LA RΓI+(A) ≃ L<w(M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A))
because L<w(M) ∈ DTor+(Gr(A)). 
Proposition 6.19. The following two functors commute up to isomorphism of functors:
D(Gr(A)) D(Gr(A)) D(Gr(A)) D(Gr(A))
D(F[≥w]) D(F[≥w]) D(F[≥w]) D(F[≥w])
RΓI+
(−)♯
[≥w]
(−)♯
[≥w]
CˇI+
(−)♯
[≥w]
(−)♯
[≥w]
RΓI+,[≥w] CˇI+,[≥w]
Proof. Given any M ∈ D(Gr(A)), take the exact triangle in the first row of (6.11). By Lemma (6.17), we
have L<w(M) ∈ DTor+(Gr(A)). Applying CˇI+ to this exact triangle, we have CˇI+(L[≥w]M) ∼= CˇI+(M) in
D(Gr(A)). Applying (−)♯[≥w] to this isomorphism gives the commutativity of the second square. Similarly,
applying RΓI+ to the same exact triangle, we have an exact triangle
. . . → RΓI+(L[≥w](M)) → RΓI+(M) → L<w(M) → RΓI+(L[≥w](M))[1] → . . .
Applying (−)#[≥w] therefore gives an isomorphism (RΓI+(L[≥w](M)))♯[≥w] ∼= (RΓI+(M))♯[≥w], proving the
commutativity of the first square. 
Definition 6.20. Let DI+-triv(F[≥w]) and DTor+(F[≥w]) be the full subcategories of D(F[≥w]) defined by
DI+-triv(F[≥w]) := {M ∈ D(F[≥w]) |RΓI+,[≥w](M) ≃ 0 }
DTor+(F[≥w]) := {M ∈ D(F[≥w]) | CˇI+,[≥w](M) ≃ 0 }
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Then we have the following
Theorem 6.21. For I = I+, the functors (6.16) form a semi-orthogonal pair of idempotents, in the
sense that the followings hold:
(1) for anyM ∈ D(F[≥w]), we have RΓI+,[≥w](M) ∈ DTor+(F[≥w]) and CˇI+,[≥w](M) ∈ DI+-triv(F[≥w]);
(2) if M ∈ DTor+(F[≥w]) then RΓI+,[≥w](M) ∼=M;
(3) if M ∈ DI+-triv(F[≥w]) then CˇI+,[≥w](M) ∼=M;
(4) there is a semi-orthogonal decomposition D(F[≥w]) = 〈DI+-triv(F[≥w]) , DTor+(F[≥w]) 〉.
Proof. Statement (1) follows immediately from Proposition 6.19. For statements (2) and (3), consider the
exact triangle in the first row of (2.50). Take (˜−) of it to obtain an exact triangle in D(Fe). Restricting
to D((F[≥w])e) and applying M⊗LF[≥w] − to it, we have an exact triangle
. . . → RΓI+,[≥w](M) ǫM−−→ M ηM−−→ CˇI+,[≥w](M) δM−−→ RΓI+,[≥w](M)[1] → . . .
which immediately shows (2) and (3). In fact, because of (1), this exact triangle also establishes the
decomposition for (4), so that it suffices to show the semi-orthogonality DTor+(F[≥w]) ⊥ DI+-triv(F[≥w]).
Thus, let M ∈ DTor+(F[≥w]) and N ∈ DI+-triv(F[≥w]), then by (2) and (3), we may write M ∼= M ♯[≥w]
and N ∼= N ♯[≥w] for some M ∈ DTor+(Gr(A)) and N ∈ DI+-triv(Gr(A)). By the adjunction (6.10), we
have
HomD(F[≥w])(M,N ) ∼= HomD(Gr(A))(L[≥w](M), N)
which is zero because of the first statement of Lemma 6.18. 
Combined with (6.14), this gives the first statement of the following
Theorem 6.22. There is a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D(Gr(A)) = 〈D<w(Gr(A)) , L[≥w](DI+-triv(F[≥w])) , L[≥w](DTor+(F[≥w])) 〉
where the functor L[≥w] : D(F[≥w]) → D(Gr(A)) is fully faithful. Moreover, the latter two semi-
orthogonal components can be identified as
L[≥w](DI+-triv(F[≥w])) = {M ∈ D[≥w](Gr(A)) |RΓI+(M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)) }
L[≥w](DTor+(F[≥w])) = DTor+,[≥w](Gr(A)) := D[≥w](Gr(A)) ∩DTor+(Gr(A))
(6.23)
Proof. Only the identifications (6.23) of the semi-orthogonal components needs proof. It is clear that all
the subcategories in (6.23) lie in D[≥w](Gr(A)). Moreover, givenM ∈ D[≥w](Gr(A)), then by Proposition
6.19, we haveM ♯[≥w] ∈ DI+-triv(F[≥w]) if and only if (RΓI+(M))♯[≥w] = 0. The latter condition is precisely
RΓI+(M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)), hence proving the first row of (6.23). For the second row, we similarly observe
that, given any M ∈ D[≥w](Gr(A)), then by Proposition 6.19, we have M ♯[≥w] ∈ DTor+(F[≥w]) if and only
if CˇI+(M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)). But CˇI+(M) is always in D(I+-triv)(Gr(A)), so that the latter is true if and
only if CˇI+(M) = 0. 
Unravelling the definitions, we see that this semi-orthogonal decomposition decomposes every M ∈
D(Gr(A)) into the diagram
(6.24)
L[≥w]RΓI+(M) L[≥w]M M
L[≥w]CˇI+(M) L<w(M)
L[≥w](ǫM ) counit
L[≥w](ηM ) unit
[1] [1]
with the decomposition terms
(1) L<w(M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)),
(2) L[≥w]CˇI+(M) ∈ L[≥w](DI+-triv(F[≥w])), and
(3) L[≥w]RΓI+(M) ∈ L[≥w](DTor+(F[≥w])) = DTor+,[≥w](Gr(A))
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We also have the following two characterizations of semi-orthogonal components
Lemma 6.25. There is a semi-orthogonal decomposition
DTor+(Gr(A)) = 〈D<w(Gr(A)) , DTor+,[≥w](Gr(A))) 〉
Proof. For any M ∈ DTor+(Gr(A)), take the exact sequence in the first row of (6.11). Since L<wM ∈
D<w(Gr(A)) ⊂ DTor+(Gr(A)), we have L[≥w](M) ∈ DTor+(Gr(A)) as well. This proves the claimed
decomposition. Orthogonality was already shown in Theorem 6.22. 
Lemma 6.26. The first two components in Theorem 6.22 can be identified as
〈D<w(Gr(A)) , L[≥w](DI+-triv(F[≥w])) 〉 = {M ∈ D(Gr(A)) |RΓI+(M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)) }
Proof. An object M ∈ D(Gr(A)) lies in 〈D<w(Gr(A)) , L[≥w](DI+-triv(F[≥w])) 〉 if and only if the com-
ponent L[≥w]RΓI+(M) in (6.24) vanishes. This is true if and only if RΓI+(M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)). 
Our next goal is to show that the triangulated category DI+-triv(F[≥w]) is in fact equivalent to
DI+-triv(Gr(A)) (see Theorem 6.29 below). First, notice that, by the second statement of Lemma 6.18,
the functor (−)♯[≥w] : D(Gr(A)) → D(F[≥w]) sends the subcategory DI+-triv(Gr(A)) ⊂ D(Gr(A)) to the
subcategory DI+-triv(F[≥w]) ⊂ D(F[≥w]), so that we have an exact functor
(6.27) (−)♯[≥w] : DI+-triv(Gr(A)) → DI+-triv(F[≥w])
In the other direction, there is the exact functor
(6.28) CˇI+ ◦L[≥w] : DI+-triv(F[≥w]) → DI+-triv(Gr(A))
Theorem 6.29. The functors (6.27) and (6.28) are quasi-inverse equivalences.
Proof. First, notice that the functors (6.27) and (6.28) are restrictions of the composite adjunctions
D(F[≥w]) D(Gr(A)) DI+-triv(Gr(A))
L[≥w] CˇI+
(−)♯
[≥w]
ι
and are therefore adjoints to each other.
The fact that the adjunction unit id⇒ (−)♯[≥w] ◦ CˇI+ ◦L[≥w] is an isomorphism on DI+-triv(F[≥w]) is
precisely statement (3) of Theorem 6.21. This shows that, for any M ∈ D(Gr(A)), the adjunction counit
CˇI+(L[≥w](M ♯[≥w])) → M becomes an isomorphism after applying (−)♯[≥w]. In other words, its cone lies
in D<w(Gr(A)) ⊂ DTor+(Gr(A)). If M ∈ DI+-triv(Gr(A)), then this cone also lies in DI+-triv(Gr(A)),
which means it must be zero. 
The semi-orthogonal decomposition in Theorem 6.22 can be rewritten in the form
(6.30) D(Gr(A)) = 〈D<w(Gr(A)) , L[≥w](DI+-triv(Gr(A))) , DTor+,[≥w](Gr(A)) 〉
where L[≥w](DI+-triv(Gr(A))) is the essential image of the functor L[≥w] : DI+-triv(Gr(A)) → D(Gr(A)),
which is fully faithful by Theorem 6.29.
Remark 6.31. Our discussion so far about local cohomology on weight truncation have a completely
parallel version for local homology (i.e., derived completion). Indeed, in place of Lemma 6.17, we have
D<w(Gr(A)) ⊂ DI−-comp(Gr(A)) by Proposition 2.56, which allows one to develop formal analogues of
Proposition 6.19, Theorem 6.21, Theorem 6.22 and Theorem 6.29, where the functors (RΓI+ , CˇI+ ,L ,L)
are replaced by (LΛI− , EI− ,R,R). However, this seems to be less useful for us because the results in the
next subsection seems to have no analogue for this dual version.
For later use, we also show that the equivalence in Theorem 6.29 have finite cohomological dimension.
This is clear for the functor (6.27) since it descends from an exact functor on the abelian categories. For
the functor (6.28), we have the following
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Lemma 6.32. The functor CˇI+◦L[≥w] : D(F[≥w])→ DI+-triv(Gr(A)) has finite cohomological dimension.
Equivalently, the complex of bimodule [≥w] ˇ˜CI+(A) ∈ D(F[≥w]ModF ) has finite Tor-dimension on the left.
Proof. Since the exact functor (−)♯[≥w] : Gr(A) → Mod(F[≥w]) is essentially surjective, the statement in
the Lemma is equivalent to the statement that the functor CˇI+ ◦L[≥w] : D(Gr(A))→ DI+-triv(Gr(A)) has
finite cohomological dimension. To show this, simply apply CˇI+ to the exact triangle in the first row of
(6.11). By Lemma 6.17, we therefore have CˇI+(L[≥w](M)) ∼= CˇI+(M), which has cohomology in degrees
[p, q + r] if M has cohomology in degrees [p, q] (here r is the number of generators of I+). 
6.3. Coherent subcategories. The goal of this subsection is two-fold. We first show that the semi-
orthogonal decomposition in Theorem 6.22 restricts to a semi-orthogonal decomposition on the subcate-
gory D−coh(Gr(A)) (see Theorem 6.41 below). Then we show that the equivalence in Theorem 6.29 restricts
to an equivalence between suitable bounded coherent subcategories (see Theorem 6.42).
From now on, assume that the Z-graded ring A is Noetherian. Then by Corollary 6.8, F[≥w] is also
Noetherian, a fact that we will use without any more explicit mention. We start with the following
Proposition 6.33. If M ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)), then we have CˇI+(M)♯[≥w] ∈ Dbcoh(F[≥w]).
Proof. It suffices to assume thatM is a finitely generated graded A-module concentrated in cohomological
degree 0. Then we have Hp(CˇI+(M))i ∼= Hp(X+, M˜(i)) where (−)∼ : Gr(A) → QCoh(X+) denotes the
associated sheaf on X+ := Proj(A≥0). Thus, by Lemma 6.7, it suffices to show that
⊕
i≥wH
p(X+, M˜(i))
is finitely generated over A≥0.
Recall (see, e.g., [30, Tag 0B5T]) that if F is a coherent sheaf on X+ and L is an ample invertible
sheaf on X+, then
⊕
i≥wH
p(X+,F ⊗ L⊗i) is finitely generated over B≥0 :=
⊕
i≥0H
0(X+,L⊗i). In
the present case, suppose that A is positively 1d -Cartier, then our statement follows by applying this to
F = M˜, M˜(1), . . . , ˜M(d− 1) and L = A˜(d), because the N-graded algebra B≥0 :=
⊕
i≥0H
0(X+, A˜(di)
is itself finite over A(d). 
Remark 6.34. Proposition 6.33 (and its proof) is one of the major advantages of imposing the weight
truncation. Namely, while CˇI+(M) has bounded cohomology, its cohomology groups Hp(CˇI+(M)) =⊕
i∈ZH
p(X+, M˜(i)) are not finitely generated over A. This is because, while the sheaf
⊕
i≥w M˜(i) is
finitely generated over the sheaf π∗(A≥0) of algebras, the sheaf
⊕
i∈Z M˜(i) is not finitely generated over
the sheaf π∗(A) of algebras (cf. [30, Tag 0897]).
Corollary 6.35. For each ♠ ∈ { ,+,−, b}, ifM ∈ D♠coh(Gr(A)), then we have CˇI+(M)#[≥w] ∈ D♠coh(F[≥w]).
Proof. Since CˇI+ has bounded cohomological dimension, say CˇI+(D≤p(Gr(A))) ⊂ D≤p+m(Gr(A)) and
CˇI+(D≥q(Gr(A))) ⊂ D≥q(Gr(A)), we have Hp(CˇI+(M)♯[≥w]) ∼= Hp(CˇI+(τ≥p−mτ≤pM)♯[≥w]). Apply Propo-
sition 6.33 to τ≥p−mτ≤pM ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)) to conclude that Hp(CˇI+(M)♯[≥w]) ∈ Mod(F[≥w]) is finitely
generated. 
Definition 6.36. For each ♠ ∈ { ,+,−, b}, define the following subcategories of D(F[≥w]):
D♠coh, I+-triv(F[≥w]) := D♠coh(F[≥w]) ∩ DI+-triv(F[≥w])
D♠
coh,Tor+
(F[≥w]) := D♠coh(F[≥w]) ∩ DTor+(F[≥w])
Then Corollary 6.35 gives the following
Corollary 6.37. For each ♠ ∈ { ,+,−, b}, the semi-orthogonal decomposition in Theorem 6.21(4) re-
stricts to a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D♠coh(F[≥w]) = 〈D♠coh, I+-triv(F[≥w]) , D♠coh,Tor+(F[≥w]) 〉
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We wish to combine this with the semi-orthogonal decomposition (6.14) to obtain a three-term semi-
orthogonal decomposition on the full subcategory D−coh(Gr(A)). To this end, we have to show that the
weight truncation functor L[≥w], and hence L<w, preserve the full subcategory D−coh(Gr(A)) ⊂ D(Gr(A)).
This follows from the following two lemmae:
Lemma 6.38. If M ∈ D−coh(F[≥w]), then L[≥w](M) ∈ D−coh(Gr(A)).
Proof. Recall from Proposition A.11 that Dbcoh(F[≥w]) = Dpc(F[≥w]), so that M may be represented by
a bounded above complex P• of free modules of finite rank. By (6.5), the complex (P• ⊗F[≥w] F)♭ is
therefore in Dpc(Gr(A)) = D−coh(Gr(A)). 
Lemma 6.39. For each ♠ ∈ { ,+,−, b}, if M ∈ D♠coh(Gr(A)), then M ♯[≥w] ∈ D♠coh(F[≥w]).
Proof. By Lemma 6.7, the exact functor (−)♯[≥w] : Gr(A)→ Mod(F[≥w]) sends finitely generated graded
modules to finitely generated modules. 
As a result, if we let
D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A)) := D−coh(Gr(A)) ∩ D[≥w](Gr(A))
D−coh,<w(Gr(A)) := D−coh(Gr(A)) ∩ D<w(Gr(A))
then we have the following
Proposition 6.40. The full subcategory D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A)) ⊂ D(Gr(A)) is the essential image of D−coh(F[≥w])
under the fully faithful functor L[≥w] : D(F[≥w])→ D(Gr(A)). Moreover, the semi-orthogonal decompo-
sition (6.14) restricts to a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D−coh(Gr(A)) = 〈D−coh,<w(Gr(A)) , D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A)) 〉
Combining Corollary 6.37 and Proposition 6.40, we see that all the decomposition terms in (6.24) lie
in D−coh(Gr(A)). As a result, we have the following
Theorem 6.41. The semi-orthogonal decomposition in Theorem 6.22 restricts to a semi-orthogonal de-
composition
D−coh(Gr(A)) = 〈D−coh,<w(Gr(A)) , L[≥w](D−coh, I+-triv(F[≥w])) , L[≥w](D−coh,Tor+(F[≥w])) 〉
where the latter two semi-orthogonal components can be identified as
L[≥w](D−coh, I+-triv(F[≥w])) = {M ∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A)) |RΓI+ (M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)) }
L[≥w](D−coh,Tor+(F[≥w])) = D−coh,Tor+,[≥w](Gr(A)) := D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A)) ∩ DTor+(Gr(A))
Next we show that the equivalence in Theorem 6.29 restricts to an equivalence on coherent subcat-
egories (see Theorem 6.42 below). Recall from Definition 3.33 that, for each ♠ ∈ { ,+,−, b}, the full
subcategory D♠coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A)) ⊂ D♠I+-triv(Gr(A)) is defined to be the essential image of D♠coh(Gr(A))
under the functor CˇI+ : D♠(Gr(A))→ D♠I+-triv(Gr(A)). In view of Remark 3.34 and Corollary 3.35, this
is the “correct” coherent subcategory to consider.
Theorem 6.42. For each ♠ ∈ { ,+,−, b}, the equivalences in Theorem 6.29 restricts to equivalences
CˇI+ ◦L[≥w] : D♠coh, I+-triv(F[≥w]) D♠coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A)) : (−)#[≥w]≃
Proof. The fact that the functor (6.27) sends D♠coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A)) to D♠coh, I+-triv(F[≥w]) is precisely the
content of Corollary 6.35. For the other direction, notice that Lemma 6.38 establishes the statement for
♠ = −. The general case then follows from Lemma 6.32 by using a standard truncation argument as in
the proof of Corollary 6.35. 
Now we investigate when the semi-orthogonal decomposition in Theorem 6.41 restricts to one in
Dbcoh(Gr(A)). We make the following
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Definition 6.43. The Noetherian Z-graded ring A is said to be positively regular if for all M ∈
Dbcoh(Gr(A)), we have L[≥w]M ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)) as well. It is said to be negatively regular if for all
M ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)), we have L[≤w]M ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)) as well. It is said to be regular if it is both positively
and negatively regular.
Since (L[≥w]M)(−1) = L[≥w+1](M(−1)), all these notions are independent of the choice of w ∈ Z.
The following is clear:
Proposition 6.44. If A is positively regular, then the semi-orthogonal decomposition in Theorem 6.22
restricts to a semi-orthogonal decomposition
Dbcoh(Gr(A)) = 〈Dbcoh,<w(Gr(A)) , L[≥w](Dbcoh, I+-triv(F[≥w])) , L[≥w](Dbcoh,Tor+(F[≥w])) 〉
where the latter two semi-orthogonal components can be identified as
L[≥w](Dbcoh, I+-triv(F[≥w])) = {M ∈ Dbcoh,[≥w](Gr(A)) |RΓI+ (M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)) }
L[≥w](Dbcoh,Tor+(F[≥w])) = Dbcoh,Tor+,[≥w](Gr(A)) := Dbcoh,[≥w](Gr(A)) ∩ DTor+(Gr(A))
6.4. A sufficient condition for regularity. In this subsection, we first give an alternative character-
ization of the full subcategory D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A)) (see, e.g., Proposition 6.54 below). This allows us to
show that our three-term semi-orthogonal decomposition in Theorem 6.41 coincides with that of [13, 7]
when A is smooth over a field k of characteristic zero (see the discussion following Theorem 6.61 below).
We also follow the arguments of [13] to give a sufficient condition for a Noetherian Z-graded ring A to
be (positively) regular in the sense of Definition 6.43 (see Theorem 6.58 below). By using Lemma 5.2,
we are able to circumvent [13, Proposition 3.31] in the proof of an analogue of [13, Lemma 3.36]. This in
turn allows us to weaken the assumption (A) in [13].
For any Noetherian Z-graded ring A, let Gr<w(A) ⊂ Gr(A) be the Serre subcategory consisting of
graded modules M ∈ Gr(A) such that Mi = 0 for all i ≥ w. Let gr(A) ⊂ Gr(A) be the full subcategory
of finitely generated graded modules, and let gr<w(A) = gr(A) ∩Gr<w(A).
Throughout this subsection, we fix a graded ideal I ′+ ⊂ A such that
(6.45) I+ ⊂ I ′+ ⊂
√
I+
Since the notion of I∞-torsion modules, I-trivial complexes, etc, depend only on
√
I, all our previous
discussions remain valid if we replace I+ by I ′+ everywhere.
We start with the following simple
Lemma 6.46. The Serre subcategory gr<w(A) ⊂ gr(A) is the smallest Serre subcategory containing the
essential image of gr<w(A/I
′+) under the (fully faithful) functor gr(A/I ′+)→ gr(A).
Proof. Any module in Gr<w(A) is positively torsion in the sense of Definition 3.12. Thus ifM ∈ gr<w then
let M [(I ′+)m] := {x ∈M | (I ′+)m ·x = 0}, we have an increasing filtration 0 ⊂M [I ′+] ⊂M [(I ′+)2] ⊂ . . .
whose union is M . Since M is Noetherian, this must stabilize after finitely many terms. Since all the
successive quotients in this filtration lies in gr<w(A/I
′+), we have the desired result. 
Corollary 6.47. The triangulated subcategory Dbcoh,<w(Gr(A)) ⊂ Dbcoh(Gr(A)) is the smallest trian-
gulated subcategory of Dbcoh(Gr(A)) that contains the essential image of Dbcoh,<w(Gr(A/I ′+)) under the
functor Dbcoh(Gr(A/I ′+))→ Dbcoh(Gr(A)).
A completely parallel proof also shows the following
Lemma 6.48. The Serre subcategory gr(A)∩Tor+(A) ⊂ gr(A) is the smallest Serre subcategory contain-
ing the essential image of gr(A/I ′+)→ gr(A). Therefore, the triangulated subcategory Db
coh,Tor+
(Gr(A)) ⊂
Dbcoh(Gr(A)) is the smallest triangulated subcategory that contains the essential image of the functor
Dbcoh(Gr(A/I ′+))→ Dbcoh(Gr(A)).
Proposition 6.49. For any M ∈ D−coh(Gr(A)), we have M ∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A)) if and only if M ⊗LA
(A/I ′+) ∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A/I ′+)).
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Proof. The implication “⇒” is clear. For the converse, suppose thatM⊗LA(A/I ′+) ∈ D−[≥w],coh(Gr(A/I ′+)).
Since the functor −⊗LA(A/I ′+) is left adjoint to the restriction of scalar functor (−)A, we haveRHomA(M,QA) ≃
0 for each Q ∈ D−coh,<w(Gr(A/I ′+)). In view of Corollary 6.47, we have in particular RHomA(M,K) ≃ 0
for each K ∈ Dbcoh,<w(Gr(A)). If M is not in D−[≥w],coh(Gr(A)), then by Proposition 6.40, there exists a
nonzero map to some N ∈ D−coh,<w(Gr(A)), which must remain nonzero after passing to the truncation
N → τ≥m(N) for some m ∈ Z. Since τ≥m(N) ∈ Dbcoh,<w(Gr(A)), this gives a contradiction. 
Now suppose that B is a Noetherian (−N)-graded ring. i.e., B is a Z-graded ring such that Bi = 0
for all i > 0. Then we have I−(B) = B<0, and hence B/I
−(B) = B0. In this case, weight truncation
can often be performed inductively:
Lemma 6.50. Suppose that M ∈ D<w(Gr(B)), then we have L[≥w−1](M) ∼=Mw−1(−w + 1)⊗LB0 B.
Proof. Take the adjunction counit Mw−1(−w + 1)⊗LB0 B →M , which is clearly a quasi-isomorphism in
weight a − 1, so that its cone lies in D<w−1(Gr(B)), and hence is equal to L<w−1(M), since we have
Mw−1(−w + 1)⊗LB0 B ∈ D[≥w−1](Gr(B)). 
The functor −⊗LB B0 preserves both the subcategories D[≥w] and D<w:
Lemma 6.51. If M ∈ D[≥w](Gr(B)) then M ⊗LB B0 ∈ D[≥w](Gr(B0)).
If M ∈ D<w(Gr(B)) then M ⊗LB B0 ∈ D<w(Gr(B0)).
Proof. The first statement is obvious. For the second statement, we apply Lemma 6.50. It is clear that
(Mw−1(−w + 1)⊗LB0 B)⊗LB B0 is concentrated in weight w − 1. Thus, a repeated application of Lemma
6.50 gives a sequence of maps
M = L<w(M) → L<w−1(M) → L<w−2(M) → . . .
such that cone[L<i+1(M)→ L<i(M) ]⊗LBB0 is concentrated in weight i. Thus, for any i < w, the weight
truncation L[≥i](M) = cone(M → L<i(M))[−1] satisfies
L[≥i](M)⊗LB B0 is concentrated in weight [i, w − 1].
Since the sequence of maps
L[≥w−1](M)→ L[≥w−2](M)→ . . .→M
exhibits M as a homotopy colimit in D(Gr(B)), and since homotopy colimit commutes with the functor
−⊗LB B0, we have M ⊗LB B0 ∈ D<w(Gr(B0)). 
We also have the following
Lemma 6.52. If M ∈ D−coh(Gr(B)) is a nonzero object, then M ⊗LB B0 ∈ D−coh(Gr(B0)) is also nonzero.
Proof. Take the highest nonvanishing cohomology degree Hp(M) 6= 0. Then by the Nakayama lemma
for N-graded rings, we have 0 6= Hp(M)⊗B B0 = Hp(M ⊗LB B0). 
Combining these two lemmae, we have
Proposition 6.53. For any N ∈ D−coh(Gr(B)), we have N ∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(B)) if and only if N ⊗LB B0 ∈
D−coh,[≥w](Gr(B0)).
Proof. The direction “⇒” is obvious. For the direction “⇐”, suppose that N /∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(B)) so that
L<w(N) 6= 0. Then by Lemma 6.51, the exact triangle
. . . → L[≥w](N)⊗LB B0 → N ⊗LB B0 → L[<w](N)⊗LB B0
[1]−→ . . .
is precisely the weight truncation sequence for N ⊗LB B0 in D(Gr(B0)). By Lemma 6.52, we have
L<w(N)⊗LB B0 6= 0, which therefore shows that N ⊗LB B0 /∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(B0)). 
Proposition 6.54. For any M ∈ D−coh(Gr(A)), the followings are equivalent:
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(1) M ∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A))
(2) M ⊗LA (A/(I− + I+)) ∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A/(I− + I+)).
(3) M ⊗LA (A/
√
I− + I+) ∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A/
√
I− + I+).
Proof. Take B = A/I ′+ for I ′+ = I+ or I ′+ =
√
I+. In the former case, we have B0 = B/I
−(B) =
A/(I− + I+). In the latter case, B0 is a subring of the reduced ring B, and hence is reduced. In other
words, I− +
√
I+ ⊂ A is equal to its radical, and must therefore be equal to √I− + I+. Thus, we have
B0 = A/
√
I− + I+, and it suffices to show that
M ∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A)) ⇔ M ⊗LA B0 ∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(B0))
for B = A/I ′+, where I ′+ is any graded ideal satisfying (6.45). Take N :=M ⊗LA B ∈ D−coh(Gr(B)). The
result then follows from Propositions 6.49 and 6.53. 
Now we give a sufficient condition for regularity in the sense of Definition 6.43 (see Theorem 6.58).
The arguments for Lemma 6.56, Propositon 6.57 and Theorem 6.58 below are adapted from those in [13].
However, we weaken the assumption (A) in loc.cit..
Take a graded ideal I ′+ ⊂ A satisfying (6.45). Consider the conditions
(6.55)
(a) The graded ring B := A/I ′+ has finite Tor-dimension over the subring B0 ⊂ B.
(b) As a quotient, the graded ring B0 = B/I
−(B) has finite Tor-dimension over B.
(c) If M ∈ Dbcoh,[≥w](Gr(A/I ′+)) then M ∈ Dbcoh,[≥w](Gr(A)).
Under the first two conditions, we have the following
Lemma 6.56. Suppose that (6.55)(a) holds, then B is positively regular in the sense of Definition 6.43.
i.e., for all M ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(B)), we have L<w(M) ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(B)).
Suppose that (6.55)(b) holds, then for every M ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(B)) there exists i ∈ Z such that M ∈
Dbcoh,[≥i](Gr(B)).
Proof. Since B is (−N)-graded, there exists some w′ ∈ Z such that M ∈ D<w′(Gr(B)). Apply Lemma
6.50, we see that L[≥w′−1](M) ∼= Mw−1(−w′ + 1) ⊗LB0 B, which is in Dbcoh(Gr(B)) by the assumption
(6.55)(a). Thus, L<w′−1(M) ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)). A repeated application of the argument then shows that
L<w(M) ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)) for all w ∈ Z.
For the second statement, the assumption (6.55)(b) guarantees that M ⊗LB B0 ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(B0)). Since
B0 is concentrated in weight 0, any finitely generated graded module must be concentrated in finitely
many weight components. Hence, M ⊗LB B0 ∈ D[≥i](Gr(B0)) for some i ∈ Z. By Proposition 6.53, this
is precisely the sought for statement. 
Proposition 6.57. Suppose that conditions (6.55)(a) and (6.55)(c) hold, then
(1) Db
coh,Tor+,[≥w]
(Gr(A)) is the smallest triangulated subcategory containing the essential image of
the functor Dbcoh,[≥w](Gr(A/I ′+))→ Dbcoh(Gr(A)).
(2) For any M ∈ Db
coh,Tor+
(Gr(A)), we have L[≥w](M) ∈ Dbcoh(M).
If (6.55)(b) also hold, then we also have
(3) for any M ∈ Db
coh,Tor+
(Gr(A)) there exists i ∈ Z such that M ∈ Dbcoh,[≥i](Gr(A)).
Proof. Consider the following full subcategories of Dbcoh(Gr(B)):
E1 := EssIm(Dbcoh,<w(Gr(B)) → Dbcoh(Gr(A)) )
E2 := EssIm(Dbcoh,[≥w](Gr(B)) → Dbcoh(Gr(A)) )
For any full subcategory E ⊂ Dbcoh(Gr(A)), we denote by tri(E) the smallest triangulated subcategory
containing E . In this notation, Corollary 6.47 asserts that tri(E1) = Dbcoh,<w(Gr(A)). Condition (6.55)(b)
says that E2 ⊂ Dbcoh,Tor+,[≥w](Gr(A)), so that E1 and E2 are strongly orthogonal in the sense of Corollary
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B.7. By Lemma 6.56, we have Dbcoh(Gr(B)) = 〈Dbcoh,<w(Gr(B)),Dbcoh,[≥w](Gr(B))〉 under condition
(6.55)(a), so that
E := EssIm(Dbcoh(Gr(B)) → Dbcoh(Gr(A)) ) ⊂ 〈E1, E2〉
By Lemma 6.48, we have tri(E) = Db
coh,Tor+
(Gr(A)). Combining these facts, we have
tri(E) ⊂ tri(〈E1, E2〉) (B.7)= 〈 tri(E1) , tri(E2) 〉
⊂ 〈Dbcoh,<w(Gr(A)) , Dbcoh,Tor+,[≥w](Gr(A)) 〉
⊂ Dbcoh,Tor+(Gr(A)) = tri(E)
Since the first and last term are the same, we must have equalities. Since semi-orthogonal components
determine each other (see Lemma B.5), the equality for the second inclusion implies that tri(E1) =
Db
coh,Tor+,[≥w]
(Gr(A)), which is the first sought for statement. The equality for the third inclusion is
precisely the second sought for statement.
If (6.55)(b) holds, then applying the second statement of Lemma 6.56, together with (6.55)(c), we
see that for every object N ∈ E there is some i ∈ Z such that N ∈ Db
coh,Tor+,[≥i]
(Gr(A)). Since
Db
coh,Tor+
(Gr(A)) = tri(E), every M ∈ Db
coh,Tor+
(Gr(A)) also has this property. 
Theorem 6.58. Suppose that the conditions (6.55)(a),(b),(c) hold. Then
(1) For every object M ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)), there exists some i ∈ Z such that M ∈ Dbcoh,[≥i](Gr(A)).
(2) The Z-graded ring A is positively regular. i.e., for any M ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)), we have L<w(M) ∈
Dbcoh(Gr(A)).
Proof. Let f1, . . . , fr ∈ A be a set of elements of positive degrees deg(fi) = di > 0 that generate I+, and
let K•(A, f1, . . . , fr) =
∧
A(Aθ1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Aθr) be the (cohomological) Koszul complex, which is a finite
complex of free graded A-modules with a set {∧s∈S θs}S⊂{1,...,r} of 2r generators of weight −
∑
s∈S ds
and cohomological degree |S|. Moreover, the differentials of the Koszul complex satisfies
(6.59) d(K•(A, f1, . . . , fr)) ⊂ I+ ·K•(A, f1, . . . , fr)
For any M ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)), let K•(M, f1, . . . , fr) := K•(A, f1, . . . , fr)⊗A M . Then (6.59) implies that
K•(M, f1, . . . , fr)⊗LA B ∼=
⊕
S⊂{1,...,r}
(M ⊗LA B) (
∑
s∈S ds )[−|S| ]
where B := A/I ′+. By Proposition 6.49, we therefore see that K•(M, f1, . . . , fr) ∈ Dbcoh,[≥i](Gr(A)) if
and only if M ∈ Dbcoh,[≥i](Gr(A)). Since we always have K•(M, f1, . . . , fr) ∈ Dbcoh,Tor+(Gr(A)) (see the
discussion following (2.20)), the first statement of the present Theorem follows from Proposition 6.57(3).
Let K•(A, f
j
1 , . . . , f
j
r ) be the homological Koszul complex, i.e., it is the A-linear dual Hom(−, A) of
K•(A, f j1 , . . . , f
j
r ). Thus, it is a finite complex of free graded A-modules with a set {∧s∈S θ∨s }S⊂{1,...,r}
of 2r generators of weight (
∑
s∈S ds)j and cohomological degree −|S|. Let K•(M, f j1 , . . . , f jr ) := M ⊗A
K•(A, f
j
1 , . . . , f
j
r ), then by statement (1) we have just proved, we have
cone [M → K•(M, f j1 , . . . , f jr ) ] ∈ D[≥w](Gr(A)) for j ≫ 0
As a result, we have L<w(M) ∼= L<w(K•(M, f j1 , . . . , f jr )) for j ≫ 0. SinceK•(M, f j1 , . . . , f jr ∈ Dbcoh,Tor+(Gr(A)),
the second statement follows from Proposition 6.57(2). 
The following is the main class of examples of Noetherian Z-graded rings that satisfies the conditions
(6.55)(a),(b),(c):
Proposition 6.60. If A is a Z-graded ring finitely generated over a field k of characteristic zero, and if
the underlying ungraded algebra A is smooth over k, then we have
(1) The algebras B+ = A/
√
I+, B− = A/
√
I− and B0 = A/
√
I− + I+ are smooth over k.
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(2) The projections ρ+ : SpecB+ → SpecB0 and ρ− : SpecB− → SpecB0 are locally trivial bundle
of weighted affine spaces.
(3) Along each connected component Zi ⊂ SpecB0, we have dim((ρ+)−1(Zi)) + dim((ρ−)−1(Zi)) =
dim(Zi) + dim(A).
Therefore, the conditions (6.55)(a),(b),(c) are satisfied.
Proof. Notice that, in the beginning of the proof of Proposition 6.54, we have identified B0 = A/
√
I− + I+
with the weight zero part of B+ = A/
√
I+ and similarly of B−, so that the second statement make sense.
These statements are then a special case of a result of Bia lynicki-Birula [8]. See, e.g., [13, Lemma 2.7].
The conditions (6.55)(a),(b),(c) then follows easily from these two properties. 
As a consequence, we have the following
Theorem 6.61. If A is a Z-graded ring finitely generated over a field k of characteristic zero, and if the
underlying ungraded algebra A is smooth over k, then
(1) A is regular in the sense of Definition 6.43.
(2) Dbcoh(F[≥w]) = Dperf(F[≥w]).
Proof. The first statement follows from Theorem 6.58 and Proposition 6.60. Notice that by Lemma 6.13,
an objectM ∈ D(F[≥w]) is in Dperf(F[≥w]) if and only if L[≥w](M) ∈ Dperf(Gr(A)). Since A is assumed
to be smooth (hence regular), we have Dperf(Gr(A)) = Dbcoh(Gr(A)) by Theorem 2.11. Thus, the second
statement follows from the first. 
Proposition 6.54 allows us to compare our construction of weight truncation with the ones in [13] and
[7]. First, notice that by regularity, the semi-orthogonal decomposition in Lemma 6.25 restricts to a
semi-orthogonal decomposition
(6.62) Dbcoh,Tor+(Gr(A)) = 〈Dbcoh,<w(Gr(A)) , Dbcoh,Tor+,[≥w](Gr(A))) 〉
By Proposition 6.54, we may write the second component as
Dbcoh,Tor+,[≥w](Gr(A))) = {M ∈ DTor+(Gr(A)) |M ⊗LA (A/
√
I− + I+) ∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A/
√
I− + I+)) }
Comparing with [13, Definition 2.8] for X := [SpecA/Gm], we see that
Dbcoh,Tor+,[≥w](Gr(A))) = DbXu(X)≥w
Then, comparing (6.62) with [13, Theorem 2.10(5)], we see that
Dbcoh,<w(Gr(A)) = DbXu(X)<w
Finally, if we compare the three term semi-orthogonal decomposition in Proposition 6.44 with the corre-
sponding one in [13, Theorem 2.10(6)], then we see that
L[≥w](Dbcoh, I+-triv(F[≥w])) = Gw
This shows that the three-term semi-orthogonal decomposition of [13], and hence of [7], coincides with
the one in Theorem 6.44 in the abelian case.
Moreover, [13, Lemma 3.37] also gives a semi-orthogonal decomposition
Db(X) = 〈Db(X)<w , DbXu(X)≥w 〉
Comparing this with Lemma 6.26 (or rather its restriction to Dbcoh(−)), we see that
(6.63) {M ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)) |RΓI+ (M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)) } = Db(X)<w
We have seen in Proposition 6.60 that ρ := ρ− : SpecB− → SpecB0 is a locally trivial bundle of
weighted affine spaces. i.e., we have B− = SymB0(E+) for a projective graded module E+ = ⊕j>0 E+j
over B0. Write SpecB0 as a union of its connected components SpecB0 =
⋃
Zi, i.e., B0 =
∏
B
(i)
0 . Let
η+i :=
∑
j j · rank(E+j |Zi) ≥ 0, so that η+i > 0 if ρ−1(Zi) 6= Zi.
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Proposition 6.64. Given M ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)), then RΓI+(M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)) if and only if M ⊗LAB(i)0 ∈
D<w+η+i (Gr(B
(i)
0 )) for each i.
Proof. By (6.63), the first condition can be written as M ∈ Db(X)<w, so that the claimed equivalence
follows from [13, Proposition 3.31] (see also the discussion preceding [13, Corollary 3.39]). 
Corollary 6.65. In the situation of Proposition 6.60, let η+i be defined as above. Then we have
RΓI+(A)j = 0 for all j > −mini{η+i }.
6.5. The case of non-affine base. Now we consider weight truncation for pairs (Y,A), i.e., in the
setting (4.1). As in Section 4, it suffices to construct the relevant weight truncation functors that reduces
to the ones above over any open affine subscheme SpecR ⊂ Y . Then the properties of such functors can
be checked locally. We start with the following
Definition 6.66. Let D[≥w](Gr(A)) ⊂ D(Gr(A)) be the smallest strictly full triangulated subcategory
closed under small coproducts, and containing the object of the form
(6.67) F ⊗LOY A(−i) , where F ∈ Dperf(QCoh(Y )) and i ≥ w
Clearly, each of the objects of the form (6.67) is compact in D(Gr(A)), and hence also in D[≥w](Gr(A)).
Thus, D[≥w](Gr(A)) is compactly generated10, and the inclusion functor D[≥w](Gr(A)) →֒ D(Gr(A))
preserves small coproducts. By the Brown-Neeman representability theorem [25, Theorem 4.1], this
inclusion therefore has a right adjoint, which will be denoted as
(6.68) L[≥w] : D(Gr(A)) → D[≥w](Gr(A))
Since the full triangulated subcategory D[≥w](Gr(A)) ⊂ D(Gr(A)) is right admissible, there exists a
semi-orthogonal decomposition (see Proposition B.12) of the form
(6.69) D(Gr(A)) = 〈D<w(Gr(A)) , D[≥w](Gr(A)) 〉
where D<w(Gr(A)) := D[≥w](Gr(A))⊥. Alternatively, it can be characterized as follows:
Lemma 6.70. An object M ∈ D(Gr(A)) is in D<w(Gr(A)) if and only if its i-th weight component
Mi ∈ D(QCoh(Y )) is zero for all i ≥ w.
Proof. For any M ∈ D(Gr(A)), we haveM ∈ D[≥w](Gr(A))⊥ if and only if
(6.71) HomD(Gr(A))(F ⊗LOY A(−i),M[j]) = 0 for all F ∈ Dperf(Gr(A)), i ≥ w and j ∈ Z
Indeed, by the simple fact (6.72) below, applied to D := D(Gr(A)) and X :=M, we see that the objects
(6.67) are in ⊥(ΣM) if and only if D[≥w](Gr(A)) ⊂ ⊥(ΣM).
(6.72)
Suppose D is a triangulated category that admits small coproducts. Then for any X ∈ D,
the full subcategory ⊥(ΣX) := { Y ∈ D |HomD(Y,X [i]) = 0 for all i ∈ Z } is a triangulated
subcategory that is closed under small coproducts.
Notice that we have
HomD(Gr(A))(F ⊗LOY A(−i),M[j]) ∼= HomD(QCoh(Y ))(F ,Mi)
Recall that D(QCoh(Y )) is compactly generated by Dperf(QCoh(Y )) (see, e.g., [25, Corollary 2.3, Propo-
sition 2.5] and [9, Theorem 3.1.1]). The result therefore follows from the characterization (6.71) of
D[≥w](Gr(A))⊥. 
Applying Proposition B.12 again to the semi-orthogonal decomposition (6.69), we see that the inclusion
D<w(Gr(A)) →֒ D(Gr(A)) has a left adjoint, which we denote as
(6.73) L<w : D(Gr(A)) → D<w(Gr(A))
10Apply (6.72) to the case D := D[≥w](Gr(A)). If each of the objects (6.67) is in
⊥(ΣX), then we have ⊥(ΣX) =
D[≥w](Gr(A)), so that X = 0. This shows compact generation.
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For any M ∈ D(Gr(A)), the semi-orthogonal decomposition (6.69) then gives us a decomposition
sequence
(6.74) . . . → L[≥w](M) → M → L<w(M) → L[≥w](M)[1] → . . .
Given any open affine subscheme U = SpecR ⊂ Y , let A := A(U). If M is of the form (6.67), then
its restriction to U has the form K ⊗LR A(−i), where F ∈ Dperf(R) and i ≥ w. Since R split generates
Dperf(R), we see that these are all contained in D[≥w](Gr(A)). Thus, we have
D[≥w](Gr(A))|U ⊂ D[≥w](Gr(A))
By Lemma 6.70, we also have
D<w](Gr(A))|U ⊂ D<w(Gr(A))
Therefore the restriction of (6.74) to U becomes precisely the first row of (6.11). This allows us to verify
properties of weight truncations locally.
Combining the weight truncation sequence (6.74) with the local cohomology sequence (4.5), this allows
us to extend (6.24) to the case of non-affine base:
(6.75)
L[≥w]RΓI +(M) L[≥w]M M
L[≥w]CˇI +(M) L<w(M)
L[≥w](ǫM) counit
L[≥w](ηM) unit
[1] [1]
which gives the following generalization of (6.30) to the non-affine case:
D(Gr(A)) = 〈D<w(Gr(A)) , L[≥w](DI +-triv(Gr(A))) , DTor+,[≥w](Gr(A)) 〉
where the component in the middle is the essential image of the functor L[≥w] : DI +-triv(Gr(A)) →
D(Gr(A)), which is fully faithful with left quasi-inverse CˇI + . Alternatively, it may be described as
L[≥w](DI +-triv(Gr(A))) = {M ∈ D[≥w](Gr(A)) |RΓI +(M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)) }
7. Birational cobordisms
In this section, we remind the notion of a birational cobordism. This gives a natural context in which
pairs (Y,A) as in (4.1) arises. This allows us to apply all our previous techniques to birational cobordisms.
Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and X a quasi-projective variety over k, acted on by a reductive
algebraic group G. A G-linearized invertible sheaf L ∈ PicG(X) is said to be G-effective if it is ample
and if Xss(L) 6= ∅. For any G-effective L ∈ PicG(X), let Y (L) := Xss(L)//G be the categorical
quotient (see [24]). Thus Y (L) is a quasi-projective variety equipped with aG-equivariant affine morphism
π : Xss(L)→ Y (L), where G acts trivially on Y (L). As a result, there exists a sheaf A of G-algebra over
Y (L) such that Xss(L) = SpecY (L)(A) as a G-variety. Moreover, there exists an ample invertible sheaf
M on Y (L) such that π∗(M) ∼= L⊗n for some n > 0.
The open subset Xss(L) ⊂ X is preserved under certain changes in L. First of all, it is preserved
under G-algebraic equivalence (see [33, Proposition 2.1]), so that it is well-defined for L ∈ NSG(X). It is
also preserved under the change L→ L⊗m for any m > 0, so that it is well-defined for L ∈ NSG(X)Q :=
NSG(X)⊗Z Q, which is a finite dimensional vector space over Q.
As L varies in the finite dimensional vector space NSG(X)Q, the open subset X
ss(L) ⊂ X , and hence
the space Xss(L)//G, changes. For many classes of G-varieties X (see, e.g., [10, 33]), there is in fact a
finite stratification of NSG(X)R by connected subsets (called chambers and cells) such that if two points
L,L′ ∈ NSG(X)Q lie in the same strata, then we have Xss(L) = Xss(L′). In particular, there are only
finitely many possible such GIT quotient.
We shall see this phenomenon in the simplest case when G = Gm and when L varies by twisting by
characters of Gm. More precisely, given L ∈ PicGm(X), and any t ∈ Z, let L(t) ∈ PicGm(X) be the
Gm-linearized invertible sheaf obtained by twisting the linearization by the character z 7→ zt of Gm. This
operation L 7→ L(t) preserves Gm-algebraic equivalence, and hence decends to an operation on NSGm(X).
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Moreover, if we descend further to NSGm(X)Q, then the twist L(t) is well-defined for any t ∈ Q. In this
case, the variations of GIT quotients admit an elementary description.
Indeed, let X be a projective-over-affine variety, and L ∈ PicGm(X) an ample Gm-linearized invertible
sheaf on X . Let R be the N-graded ring defined by Rm := H0(X,L⊗m), then there is a canonical
isomorphism ϕ : X
∼=−→ Proj(R) since X is assumed to be projective-over-affine. Since L is Gm-linearized,
each of the vector spaces H0(X,L⊗m) admits an algebraic Gm-action, and is therefore Z-graded. As a
result, the algebra R is in fact N× Z-graded.
If we change L to its twist L(t) by a character t ∈ Z, then R is unchanged as an N-graded algebra, but
its Z-grading changes. Indeed, by the convention (4.3), we see that the Z-grading on Rm is changed so that
H0(X,L(t)⊗m) = H0(X,L⊗m)(mt). In particular, if f ∈ R is an element with bidegree (m,n) ∈ N × Z
according to the Z-grading given by L, then it has bidegree (m,n−mt) according to the Z-grading given
by L(t). Indeed, recall that the shift M 7→M(mt) decreases degrees of elements by mt.
From now on, we always endow R with the Z-grading given by L, and write R =
⊕
(m,n)∈N×ZRm,n.
Then the above discussion shows that
(7.1) Xss(L(t)) = { x ∈ X | there exists f ∈ Rm,n, m > 0, such that n = mt and f(x) 6= 0 }
By replacing L(t) by L(t)⊗d if necessary, we see that (7.1) holds for t ∈ Q as well.
Choose elements f1, . . . , fr of R, homogeneous in both gradings, that generate R over R0,0. Suppose
fi has bidegree (mi, ni) ∈ N× Z. Let
S = {S ⊂ {1, . . . , r} | there exists i ∈ S such that mi > 0 }
For each t ∈ Q, let
S>t := {S ∈ S |ni > mit for all i ∈ S }
S<t := {S ∈ S |ni < mit for all i ∈ S }
St := S \ (S>t ∪S<t)
(7.2)
Clearly, the two subsets S>t and S<t of S are disjoint. We have the following elementary
Lemma 7.3. For any S = {i1, . . . , ip} ∈ S , we have S ∈ St if and only if there exists ei1 , . . . , eip ≥ 0
such that
∑p
j=1mij eij > 0 and
∑p
j=1(nij − tmij )eij = 0.
Proof. The direction “⇐” is clear. For the direction “⇒”, suppose that S ∈ St. By assumption, there
exists some element, say i1 ∈ S, such that mi1 > 0. There are three cases:
(1) ni1 − tmi1 = 0. Then take (ei1 , . . . , eip) = (1, 0, . . . , 0), and we arrive at the conclusion.
(2) ni1 − tmi1 > 0. Then by the assumption S ∈ St, there is some other elements, say i2 ∈ S,
such that ni2 − tmi2 < 0. Suppose that e > 0 is an integer such that te ∈ Z. Then let
ei1 = −e(ni2 − tmi2) and ei2 = e(ni1 − tmi1), and all other eij taken to be zero. The conclusion
is then clearly satisfied.
(3) ni1 − tmi1 < 0. This is completely symmetric to case (2).

For each S ∈ S , let XS =
⋂
i∈S Xfi = XfS , where fS =
∏
i∈S fi. Notice that fS has N-grading
mS =
∑
i∈Smi, which is positive since S ∈ S .
Proposition 7.4. For any t ∈ Q, we have Xss(L(t)) = ⋃S∈St XS.
Proof. We use the characterization (7.1) of Xss(L(t)). Any element f ∈ Rm,n is an R0,0-linear combina-
tion of monomials in f1, . . . , fr. Thus the element f in (7.1) may be taken to be such a monomial. In
other words, we have
Xss(L(t)) =


x ∈ X there exists {i1, . . . , ip} ⊂ {1, . . . , r} with ei1 , . . . , eip ≥ 0, such
that
∑p
j=1 eijmij > 0 and
∑p
j=1(nij−tmij )eij = 0, and fij (x) 6= 0
for each j = 1, . . . , p.


By Lemma 7.3, the right hand side is precisely
⋃
S∈St
XS . 
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Let T ⊂ Q be the finite set of values of the form ni/mi, for some mi > 0. Then the subsets (7.2)
of S changes only when t passes through one of the values in T . By Proposition 7.4, the open subset
Xss(L(t)) therefore remains unchanged on each of the intervals of Q \ T .
Definition 7.5. For rational numbers t1 < t2, both not in T , the data (X,L, t1, t2) is said to be a
birational cobordism from X1 := X
ss(L(t1))//Gm to X2 := Xss(L(t2))//Gm.
If [t−, t+] ∩ T = {t0}, for some rational numbers t− < t0 < t+, then the data (X,L, t−, t+, t0) is said
to be a wall-crossing in birational cobordism.
The birational cobordism is said to be smooth if the variety X is smooth.
We now investigate wall-crossings in birational cobordisms. Thus, let [t−, t+] ∩ T = {t0}, for some
rational numbers t− < t0 < t
+. It is clear that
S>t− ⊃ S>t0 = S>t+ and S<t− = S>t0 ⊂ S<t+
so that St− ⊂ S ⊃ St+ . By Proposition 7.4, we therefore have
(7.6) Xss(L(t−)) ⊂ Xss(L(t0)) ⊃ Xss(L(t+))
Let W := Xss(L(t0)), and let Y be the categorical quotient Y :=W//Gm. By construction (see [24]),
the morphism ϕ : W → Y is affine. Moreover, there exists an ample invertible sheaf M on Y such that
ϕ∗(M) ∼= L(t0)⊗d for some d > 0. Since ϕ is affine, we have W ∼= SpecY (ϕ∗OW ). The Gm-action on
W then endows A := ϕ∗(OY ) with the structure of a sheaf of Z-graded algebra, so that we have a pair
(Y,A) as in (4.1). Moreover, this pair satisfies A0 = OY .
By the isomorphism ϕ∗(M) ∼= L(t0)⊗d, we see that W ss(L(t)) = W ss(ϕ∗(M)((t − t0)d)). Moreover,
by (7.6), we have W ss(L(t)) = Xss(L(t)) for t = t±. As a result, we may identify the families
{Xss(L(t)) }t−,≤t≤t+ = {W ss(ϕ∗(M)(ǫ)) }(t−−t0)d≤ǫ≤(t+−t0)d
via the change of variables ǫ = (t− t0)d.
Since W = SpecY A, we see that
W ss(ϕ∗(M)(ǫ)) = (SpecY A) \ V (I +) for any ǫ > 0
W ss(ϕ∗(M)(ǫ)) = (SpecY A) \ V (I −) for any ǫ < 0
As a result, we have the following
Proposition 7.7. The varieties (7.6) can be identified with
(SpecY A) \ V (I +) ⊂ SpecY A ⊃ (SpecY A) \ V (I +)
As a consequence, the stacky GIT quotients can be identified with the stacky projective spaces (see Remark
3.30)
(7.8)

 [Xss(L(t−)) /Gm] [Xss(L(t+)) /Gm]
Y

 ∼=

 Proj−Y (A) Proj+Y (A)
Y


while the scheme-theoretic GIT quotients can be identified with the projective spaces
(7.9)

 Xss(L(t−)) //Gm Xss(L(t+)) //Gm
Y

 ∼=

 Proj−Y (A) Proj+Y (A)
Y


Finally, we give a definition which imitates the condition that (7.9) be a log flip.
Definition 7.10. A wall-crossing in birational cobordism is said to be small if the relatively unstable
loci have codimensions ≥ 2. i.e., if both the closed subsets
Xss(L(t0)) \Xss(L(t±)) ⊂ Xss(L(t0))
have codimension ≥ 2.
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8. Derived categories under flips and flops
In this section, we put together all our previous techniques in order to study the change in the derived
category under homological flip/flop.
To illustrate the ideas, let’s first consider the case of affine base Y = SpecR. We will focus on pre-stable
pseudo-rational homological flips/flops, so that by Corollary 5.78, we have
(8.1)
(i) A is Gorenstein.
(ii) There is an isomorphism RΓI+(A)(a)[1]
∼=−→ DY (RΓI−(A)) in D(Gr(A)), where a ≥ 0
We will use this property to relate the derived categories
Dbcoh(I−-triv)(Gr(A)) and Dbcoh(I+-triv)(Gr(A))
Notice that by Remark 3.34 and Corollary 3.35, these are equivalent to the bounded derived categories
of coherent sheaves on Proj−(A) and Proj+(A) respectively. Moreover, by Theorem 6.42 (and its negative
version), these are equivalent respectively to
Dbcoh,I−-triv(F[≤−w]) and Dbcoh,I+-triv(F[≥w])
These are subcategories of Dbcoh(F[≤−w]) and Dbcoh(F[≥w]) respectively. Notice that, by (6.3), the
former can be regarded as the derived category of left modules over F[≥w]. Thus, we are led to compare
the derived categories of left and right modules. One way to relate them is via the functor
(8.2) (RHomF[≥w](−,F[≥w]))τ : D(F[≥w])op → D((F[≥w])op) τ−→∼= D(F[≤−w])
When applied to complexes of the form M ♯[≥w], for M ∈ D(Gr(A)), this functor has an alternative
expression
(8.3) (RHomF[≥w](M
♯
[≥w],F[≥w]))τ ≃ (RHomA(L[≥w](M), A))♯[≤−w]
Thus, we are led to consider the functor
DA : D(Gr(A))op → D(Gr(A)) , DA(M) := RHomA(M,A)
Proposition 8.4. Suppose that (8.1)(ii) holds. If M ∈ D−coh(Gr(A)) satisfies RΓI+(M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)),
then we have RΓI−(DA(M)) ∈ D>−w+a(Gr(A)).
Proof. Since DY is involutive on complexes with locally coherent cohomology, condition (8.1)(ii) can be
rewritten as an isomorphism RΓI−(A) ≃ DY (RΓI+(A))(−a)[−1]. Then we have
RHomA(M,A)⊗LA RΓI−(A) ≃ RHomA(M,RΓI−(A))
≃ RHomA(M,DY (RΓI+(A)))(−a)[−1]
≃ RHomA(M ⊗LA RΓI+(A),DY (A))(−a)[−1]
= DY (RΓI+(M) )(−a)[−1]
where the first quasi-isomorphism uses Proposition 2.14. 
Corollary 8.5. Suppose that (8.1)(ii) holds. Then the functor (8.2) sends the subcategory D−coh,I+-triv(F[≥w]) ⊂
D(F[≥w]) to the subcategory D+coh,I−-triv(F[≤−w]) ⊂ D(F[≤−w]).
Proof. Any M∈ D−coh,I+-triv(F[≥w]) can be written as M =M ♯[≥w], where M := L[≥w](M) satisfies (see
Theorem 6.41)
M ∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A)) and RΓI+(M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A))
Taking its dual DA(M), we see by Proposition 8.4 that
DA(M) ∈ D+coh(Gr(A)) and RΓI−(DA(M)) ∈ D>−w+a(Gr(A)) ⊂ D>−w(Gr(A))
Taking the restriction (−)♯[≤−w], we see by the negative versions of Lemma 6.39 and Proposition 6.19 that
DA(M)
♯
[≤−w] ∈ D+coh(F[≤−w]) and RΓI−,[≤−w](DA(M)♯[≤−w] ) = 0
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which is precisely the statement that DA(M)
♯
[≤−w] ∈ D+coh,I−-triv(F[≤−w]). Since M ♯[≤w] ∼= M and
L[≥w]M =M , we see by (8.3) that
(RHomF[≥w](M,F[≥w]))τ ≃ DA(M)♯[≤−w] ∈ D+coh,I−-triv(F[≤−w])

Lemma 8.6. Suppose that (8.1)(i) holds, and A is positively regular in the sense of Definition 6.43,
then the functor (8.2) sends the subcategory Dbcoh(F[≥w]) ⊂ D(F[≥w]) to the subcategory Dbcoh(F[≤−w]) ⊂
D(F[≤−w]).
Proof. Given M ∈ Dbcoh(F[≥w]), let M := L[≥w](M). Then by positive regularity, we have M ∈
Dbcoh(Gr(A)). By the assumption (8.1)(i), we have DA(M) ∈ Dbcoh(Gr(A)), so that DA(M)♯[≤−w] ∈
Dbcoh(F[≤−w]). Since M ♯[≥w] ∼=M and M = L[≥w](M), the result follows from (8.3). 
For everyM ∈ D(F[≥w]), there is a canonical map
M → RHom(F[≥w])op(RHomF[≥w](M,F[≥w]))
in D(F[≥w]). We say that M is derived reflexive if this map is an isomorphism. One can define the
derived reflexivity of M ∈ D((F[≥w])op) in a similar way.
Proposition 8.7. Suppose that the following holds:
(1) Conditions (8.1)(i)(ii).
(2) A is positively regular in the sense of Definition 6.43.
(3) Every object M ∈ Dbcoh(F[≥w]) is derived reflexive.
then the functor (8.2) restricts to a fully faithful functor
(8.8) (RHomF[≥w](−,F[≥w]))τ : (Dbcoh,I+-triv(F[≥w]))op → Dbcoh,I−-triv(F[≤−w])
Proof. The fact that (8.2) restricts to a functor (8.8) follows from Corollary 8.5 and Lemma 8.6. Fully
faithfulness follows from Lemma A.17. 
We now focus on the case of homological flop, i.e., the case a = 0. In this case, Proposition 8.7 can
be strengthened to a derived equivalence:
Proposition 8.9. Suppose that the following holds:
(1) Conditions (8.1)(i), and (8.1)(ii) for a = 0.
(2) A is regular in the sense of Definition 6.43.
(3) Every object M ∈ Dbcoh(F[≥w]) and M′ ∈ Dbcoh((F[≥w])op) are derived reflexive.
then the functor (8.2) restricts to an exact equivalence (8.8).
Proof. By Lemma 8.6, as well as its negative version, the functor (8.2), as well as its negative version,
restricts to give functors
(Dbcoh(F[≥w]))op Dbcoh(F[≤−w])
RHomF[≥w] (−,F[≥w]))
τ
(RHomF[≤−w](−,F[≤−w]))
τ
These functors are quasi-inverse equivalences by assumption (3). By Corollary 8.5, as well as its neg-
ative version, both of these functors preserve the subcategories Dbcoh,I+-triv(−), and hence restrict to
equivalences for these subcategories. 
Remark 8.10. We expect that Condition (3) in Proposition 8.9 follow from condition (1) and (2).
For example, an analogue of [30, Tag 0A68] show that (3) holds if F[≥w] have finite left and right
injective dimensions. Now, condition (1) and (2) guarantees that the functors RHomF[≥w](−,F[≥w]) and
RHom(F[≥w])op(−,F[≥w]) preserve the subcategories Dbcoh(−). This last condition seems very close to
F[≥w] having finite left and right injective dimensions, but we have not been able to prove this implication.
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A related point is that, by the assumption (8.1)(i), condition (3) would hold if D◦A sendsDbcoh,[≥w](Gr(A))
to D[≤−w](Gr(A)), and Dbcoh,[≤−w](Gr(A)) to D[≥w](Gr(A)) (see, e.g., (8.18) below). However, while
DA sends the compact generates {A(−i)}i≥w of D[≥w](Gr(A)) to the compact generators {A(i)}i≥w of
D(Gr(A)) of D[≤−w](Gr(A)), it may not send D[≥w](Gr(A)) to D[≤−w](Gr(A)) since the latter may not
be closed under homotopy limits.
We now give classes of examples in which the assumptions of Proposition 8.7 and 8.9 are satisfied. We
will work in the smooth case, although we believe that this assumption may often be relaxed.
Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and let A be a Z-graded ring finitely generated over k. Assume
the followings:
(8.11)
(1) The underlying ungraded algebra A is smooth over k.
(2) The closed subset V (I−) and V (I+) of SpecA both have codimension ≥ 2.
Then by Proposition 5.24, we see that, for Y := SpecA0, the pair (Y,A) determines a Cohen-Macaulay
log flip. In order to apply Theorem 5.72 to obtain examples of homological flips/flops, we impose the
following extra conditions:
(8.12) There exists a > 0 such that A˜(a)X±
∼= O(KX±), and Aa is reflexive as a module over A0.
(8.13) The variety Y = SpecA0 is quasi-Gorenstein. i.e., KY is Cartier.
By Theorem 5.72, a Z-graded algebra satisfing (8.11) and the first condition of (8.12) gives rise to a
homological flip; while one satisfing (8.11) and (8.13) gives rise to a homological flop. We now proceed
to prove that these homological flips/flops are always pseudo-rational and pre-stable.
Recall from Proposition 6.60 that both of the maps
SpecB−
ρ−−−→ SpecB0 ρ
+
←−− SpecB+
are locally trivial bundles of weighted affine spaces. As in the discussion preceeding Proposition 6.64,
write B− = SymB0(E+) for a projective graded module E+ = ⊕j>0 E+j over B0, and similarly write
B+ = SpecB0(E−), for a projective graded module E− = ⊕j<0 E−j . Write SpecB0 as a union of its
connected components SpecB0 =
⋃
Zi, i.e., B0 =
∏
B
(i)
0 , and define
(8.14) η±i :=
∑
j
j · rank(E±j |Zi)
In terms of the vector bundles E±, Proposition 6.60(3) can be rewritten as
rank(E−|Zi) + rank(E+|Zi) + dim(Zi) = dim(A)
or equivalently
rank(E−|Zi) = dim(A)− dim((ρ−)−1(Zi))
rank(E+|Zi) = dim(A)− dim((ρ+)−1(Zi))
By the assumption (8.11)(2), we therefore have rank(E−|Zi) ≥ 2 and rank(E+|Zi) ≥ 2, so that they are
in particular non-trivial, and hence
η+i > 0 and η
−
i < 0
By Corollary 6.65, as well as its negative version, we therefore have
(8.15) RΓI+(A)j = 0 ∀ j ≥ 0 and RΓI−(A)j = 0 ∀ j ≤ 0
which can be used to prove the following
Theorem 8.16. (1) Any Z-graded algebra A over k satisfying (8.11) and (8.12) gives rise to a pre-
stable and pseudo-rational homological flip. As a result, the assumptions of Proposition 8.7 are
satisfied.
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(2) Any Z-graded algebra A over k satisfying (8.11) and (8.13) gives rise to a pre-stable and pseudo-
rational homological flop. As a result, the assumptions of Proposition 8.9 are satisfied.
Proof. Let Y := SpecA0. As we have seen above, the pair (Y,A) determines a Cohen-Macaulay log flip
by Proposition 5.24. Thus, by Theorem 5.72, a Z-graded algebra satisfing (8.11) and the first condition
of (8.12) gives rise to a homological flip; while one satisfing (8.11) and (8.13) gives rise to a homological
flop. The condition (8.15) for j 6= 0 says that A is pre-stable. Moreover, the same condition at weight
j = 0 can be rewritten as
(8.17) π±∗ (OX±) = OY and Riπ±∗ (OX±) = 0 for all i > 0
By Proposition 5.21, both X− and X+ have rational singularities. Thus, (8.17) implies that Y also
has rational singularities. Thus, the second paragraph of Theorem 5.72 implies that these homological
flips/flops are pseudo-rational.
In both cases, condition (1) in Proposition 8.7 (resp. 8.9) then follows from an application of Corollary
5.78; while the conditions (2),(3) follow from Theorem 6.61. 
We now reformulate Propositions 8.9 and 8.7 so that it does not involve any duality functor, and does
not involve the small preadditive category F[≥w]. This reformulation will allow a generalization of these
results to the case of non-affine base. We first rewrite the functor (8.2) in terms of the full subcategories
D[≥w](Gr(A)) and D[≤−w](Gr(A)). Namely, by the equivalences
D(F[≥w]) D[≥w](Gr(A)) D(F[≥−w]) D[≤−w](Gr(A))
L[≥w]
(−)♯
[≥w]
L[≤−w]
(−)♯
[≤−w]
and by (8.3), the following diagram of functors are commutative up to isomorphism of functors:
(8.18)
D[≥w](Gr(A))op D[≤−w](Gr(A))
D(F[≥w])op D(F[≤−w])
L[≤−w]◦DA
(−)♯
[≥w] ≃ (−)
♯
[≤−w]≃
(RHomF[≥w] (−,F[≥w]))
τ
so that we may focus on the first row of this diagram, and neglect the small preadditive category F[≥w].
Consider the subcategory (see (6.23) and (6.30), or rather their restrictions to D−coh(−))
L[≥w](D−coh,I+-triv(Gr(A))) = {M ∈ D−coh,[≥w](Gr(A)) |RΓI+ (M) ∈ D<w(Gr(A)) }
When the functor DA is applied to objects M in this subcategory, Proposition 8.4 shows that, under the
assumption (8.1)(ii), we have L[≤−w]RΓI−(DA(M)) = 0, or equivalently
L[≤−w](DA(M)) = L[≤−w](CˇI+(DA(M)))
Thus, the following diagram of functors commutes up to isomorphism of functors:
(8.19)
D−coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A))op D+coh(I−-triv)(Gr(A))
D[≥w](Gr(A))op D[≤−w](Gr(A))
CˇI−◦DA◦L[≥w]
L[≥w] L[≤−w]
L[≤−w]◦DA
which gives an alternative way to express Corollary 8.5.
Combining (8.18) and (8.19), we have the diagram
(8.20)
D−coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A))op D+coh(I−-triv)(Gr(A))
D−coh,I+-triv(F[≥w])op D+coh,I−-triv(F[≤−w])
CˇI−◦DA◦L[≥w]
(−)♯
[≥w] ≃ (−)
♯
[≤−w]≃
(RHomF[≥w](−,F[≥w]))
τ
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where the vertical equivalences are due to Theorem 6.42. Since the second row is the candidate functor
that relate the derived categories in Propositions 8.9 and 8.7, we may focus our attention on the first
row.
Now, we consider the composition CˇI− ◦DA appearing in the first row of (8.20). Recall that the functor
CˇI ◦DA, for any graded ideal I ⊂ A, was studied at the end of Section 2.2. In particular, we have shown
in Lemma 2.62 that the composition
D−coh(Gr(A))op
DA−−→ D+coh(Gr(A))
CˇI−−−→ D+coh(I−-triv)(Gr(A))
can be rewritten as the composition
(8.21) D−coh(Gr(A))op
CˇI−−−→ D−coh(I−-triv)(Gr(A))op
DCˇ
I−
(A)−−−−−→ D+coh(I−-triv)(Gr(A))
Now we assume that CˇI−(A) has finite injective dimension. Recall from Lemma 2.60 that this follows
from the assumption (8.1)(i). By Proposition 2.64, the duality functor DCˇI− (A) appearing in (8.21) is
then an equivalence of categories, which moreover restricts to an anti-autoequivalence on the subcategory
Dbcoh(I−-triv)(Gr(A)). We summarize this discussion into the following
Proposition 8.22. The following diagram commutes up to isomorphism of functors:
(8.23)
D−coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A)) D−coh(I−-triv)(Gr(A)) D+coh(I−-triv)(Gr(A))op
D−coh,I+-triv(F[≥w]) D+coh,I−-triv(F[≤−w])op
CˇI−◦L[≥w]
(−)♯
[≤−w] ≃
DCˇ
I−
(A)
(−)♯
[≤−w]≃
(RHomF[≥w] (−,F[≥w]))
τ
where the vertical arrows are equivalences of categories.
Moreover, if CˇI−(A) has finite injective dimension (which holds under the assumption (8.1)(i)), then
the functor DCˇI− (A) appearing in the first row is also an equivalence of categories. As a result, we have
in this case
(1) The functor (8.2) restricts to a functor (8.8) if and only if the functor CˇI− ◦ L[≥w] restricts to a
functor
(8.24) CˇI− ◦ L[≥w] : Dbcoh(I+-triv)(Gr(A)) → Dbcoh(I−-triv)(Gr(A))
(2) If (1) holds, then the restriction (8.8) is fully faithful (resp. an equivalence) if and only if the
restriction (8.24) is.
In the above discussion, we have seen that the functor in the second row of (8.23) often restrict to fully
faithful functor or exact equivalences on the subcategories of bounded cohomologies. By Proposition 8.22,
so does the functor CˇI− ◦L[≥w], which is well-defined in the case when the base Y is not necessarily affine.
This supports the following ansatz that relates the derived categories under homological flips/flops:
Ansatz 8.25. Let (Y, ω′′•Y ,A, a,Φ−,Φ+) be a pseudo-rational homological flop (resp. flip) such that the
pair (Y,A) is pre-stable in the sense of Definition 5.3. Then the functor
(8.26) D−coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A))
L[≥w]−−−−→
≃
L[≥w](D−coh(I+-triv)(Gr(A)))
Cˇ
I−−−−→ D−coh(I−-triv)(Gr(A))
tends to restrict to a functor
(8.27) CˇI− ◦ L[≥w] : Dbcoh(I+-triv)(Gr(A)) → Dbcoh(I−-triv)(Gr(A))
and this restriction tends to be an equivalence (resp. fully faithful functor).
Remark 8.28. Ansatz 8.25 is closely related to [13, Ansatz 4.11]. In fact, it generalizes it. i.e., if [13,
Ansatz 4.11] holds, then so does Ansatz 8.25.
Our previous discussion then gives the following instance in which Ansatz 8.25 is satisfied:
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Theorem 8.29. Let (Y,A) be a pair satisfying A0 = OY . Suppose that SpecY A is a smooth variety
over k, such that the closed subsets V (I −) and V (I +) of SpecY A both have codimension ≥ 2. Then
(1) Suppose that there exists a > 0 such that A˜(a)X± ∼= O(KX±), and Aa is a reflexive sheaf on Y ,
then the functor (8.26) restricts to a fully faithful functor (8.27).
(2) Suppose that the normal variety Y is quasi-Gorenstein, i.e., KY is Cartier, then the functor
(8.26) restricts to an equivalence (8.27).
Notice that condition (2) in Theorem 8.29 is automatically satisfied if either X− or X+ is Calabi-Yau.
Thus, we have the following
Corollary 8.30. Let (X,L, t−, t+) be a wall-crossing in a smooth birational cobordism (see Definition
7.5) that is small in the sense of Definition 7.10. Suppose that the scheme-theoretic GIT quotients
Xss(L(t±)) //Gm are quasi-Calabi-Yau (i.e., have trivial canonical divisors), then the corresponding
stacky GIT quotients (7.8) are derived equivalent. i.e., there is an exact equivalence
Dbcoh([Xss(L(t+)) /Gm]) ≃−→ Dbcoh([Xss(L(t−)) /Gm])
Remark 8.31. (1) We expect that the smoothness condition in Theorem 8.29, can be relaxed. Such
a relaxation will be important in relating the derived categories under flips/flops. This will be
investigated in the future.
(2) We expect that Corollary 8.30 can be generalized to other types of variations of GIT quotients.
This will be investigated in the future.
Appendix A. Modules over preadditive categories
A preadditive category is a category A enriched over the monoidal category (Ab,⊗) of abelian groups.
It is said to be small if the objects of A form a set Ob(A). It is helpful to think of a small preadditive
category as an “associative ring with many objects”, as in [22]. This allows us to define the notions of
left/right modules, tensor products, Hom spaces, etc, which we recall now.
Given a small preadditive category A, a left A-module is an additive functor A → Ab, while a right
A-module is an additive functor Aop → Ab. Maps between left or right modules are simply natural
transformations. We will mostly work with right modules, and we denote the category of right A-
modules by Mod(A). In more concrete terms, a right A-module associates an abelian group Ma to each
a ∈ Ob(A), together with maps Ma ⊗A(a′, a) → Ma′ , satisfying the obvious associativity and unitality
conditions.
Given small preadditive categories A and B, an (A,B)-bimodule consists of a collection M(b, a) =
aMb of abelian groups, one for each pair a ∈ Ob(A) and b ∈ Ob(B), together with maps A(a, a′) ⊗
aMb ⊗ B(b′, b)→ a′Mb′ , satisfying the obvious associativity and unitality conditions. For example, A is
canonically a bimodule over itself. Denote by AModB the category of (A,B)-bimodules.
If M ∈ AModB and N ∈ BModC , then define M ⊗B N ∈ AModC by
(A.1) a(M ⊗B N)c :=
( ⊕
b∈Ob(B)
aMb ⊗ bNc
)/
( ξf ⊗ η − ξ ⊗ fη )
where we mod out the abelian subgroup generated by the displayed relations, for ξ ∈ aMb′ , f ∈ B(b, b′),
and η ∈ bMc. In particular, if A = C = ∗ is the preadditive category with one object, with endomorphism
algebra Z, then this gives the notion of a tensor product M ⊗B N ∈ Ab between a right B-module M
and a left B-module N .
Similarly, if M ∈ AModB and N ∈ CModB, then we define HomB(M,N) ∈ CModA by
(A.2)
cHomB(M,N)a :=
{
(ϕb) ∈
∏
b∈Ob(B)
HomAb(aMb, cNb)
∣∣ϕb(ξf) = ϕb′(ξ)f ∀ ξ ∈ aMb′ , f ∈ B(b, b′)}
In other words, cHomB(M,N)a is the Hom-space HomB(aM, cN) in the (big) additive category Mod(B).
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As for usual associative algebras, there are canonical isomorphisms
(A.3) M ⊗B B ∼=M ∼= A⊗AM and HomB(B,M) ∼=M
For any M ∈ AModB, N ∈ BModC , and L ∈ EModC , there is a usual Hom-tensor adjunction, given by
the canonical isomorphism of (E ,A)-bimodules
(A.4) HomC(M ⊗B N,L) ∼= HomB(M,HomC(N,L))
For each a ∈ Ob(A), denote by aA the right A-module represented by a. In other words, aAa′ :=
A(a′, a). A right moduleM is said to be free if there is an indexed set of objects ϕ : S → Ob(A), together
with an isomorphism M ∼= ⊕s∈S (ϕ(s)A). In more concrete terms, this means that there is a set S of
elements ξs ∈ Mϕ(s) such that, for any a ∈ Ob(A), any element ξ ∈ Ma can be written uniquely as a
finite sum ξ =
∑
ξsfs, for fs ∈ A(a, ϕ(s)). The cardinality of S is said to be the rank of the free module
M .
Clearly the category Mod(A) of right modules is an abelian category, where limits and colimits are
determined objectwise. Thus, it also satisfies the usual Ab5 and Ab3* axioms of an abelian category.
Moreover, the set { aA}a∈Ob(A) of right modules forms a set of generators for Mod(A), so that Mod(A)
is a Grothendieck category (see, e.g., [30, Tag 079B]). Projective objects in Mod(A) are precisely retracts
of free modules. A projective right module is said to be of finite rank if it is a retract of a free module
of finite rank.
Definition A.5. We say that a right moduleM ∈Mod(A) is finitely generated if there is an epimorphism
⊕s∈S (ϕ(s)A)։M for a finite indexed set of objects ϕ : S → Ob(A).
In more concrete terms, this means that there is a finite set S of elements ξs ∈ Mϕ(s) such that, for
any a ∈ Ob(A), any element ξ ∈Ma can be written as a finite sum ξ =
∑
ξsfs, for fs ∈ A(a, ϕ(s)).
Definition A.6. A small preadditive category A is said to be right Noetherian (resp. left Noetherian)
if every submodule of a finitely generated right (resp. left) A-module is finitely generated. It is said to
be Noetherian if it is both left and right Noetherian.
Since Mod(A) is a Grothendieck category, it has enough injectives (see, e.g., [30, Tag 079H]). Moreover,
complexes in Mod(A) admit K-injective resolutions (see, e.g., [30, Tag 079P]). The category Mod(A)
clearly has enough projectives. Thus, by [31, Theorem 3.4] (see also [30, Tag 06XX]), complexes in
Mod(A) admit K-projective resolutions. This allows us to take derived functors of the above Hom functors
and tensor functors. However, a subtlety arises when one wants to take the derived tensor product or
the derived Hom bimodule between bimodules. For example, even if M ∈ AModB is projective in the
category AModB, it may not be true that each aM ∈ Mod(B) is projective, or even flat, so that it might
be problematic if one wants to derive (A.1) and (A.2) naively. However, for our purposes, we will only
need to consider the derived tensor product (or derived Hom) between a module and a bimodule. For
these, there are no problems, and we may define
−⊗LA − : D(A) × D(AModB) → D(B)
RHomA(−,−) : D(A)op × D(BModA) → D(Bop)
(A.7)
In particular, given an additive functor F : A → B, then B may be viewed as an (A,B)-bimodule in
the obvious way, so that the extension functor
−⊗LA B : D(A) → D(B)
is well-defined. Moreover, it satisfies the usual extension-restriction adjunction
(A.8) RHomB(M ⊗LA B, N) ∼= RHomA(M,N)
for any M ∈ D(A) and N ∈ D(B).
Definition A.9. An objectM ∈ D(A) is said to be pseudo-coherent if it is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded
above complex P • of projective modules of finite rank. Denote by Dpc(A) ⊂ D(A) the full subcategory
consisting of pseudo-coherent objects.
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Definition A.10. Suppose A is right Noetherian, then denote by D−coh(A) ⊂ D(A) the full subcategory
consisting of objects M ∈ D(A) such that each Hp(M) is finitely generated, and Hp(M) = 0 for p≫ 0.
Proposition A.11. Suppose A is right Noetherian, then for anyM ∈ D(A), the followings are equivalent:
(1) M ∈ Dpc(A);
(2) M ∈ D−coh(A);
(3) M is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded above complex of free modules of finite rank.
Proof. Clearly only the implication (2) ⇒ (3) needs proof. It follows from the well-known Lemma A.12
below. 
Lemma A.12. Let C be an abelian category, and let P ⊂ Ob(C) be a collection of projective objects
closed under finite direct sum. Denote by Q(P) ⊂ Ob(C) the collection of objects M such that there exists
an epimorphism P ։ M from some P ∈ P. Suppose Q(P) is closed under taking subobjects, then for
any bounded above complex M• in C whose cohomology objects lie in Q(P), there exists a bounded above
complex P • of objects in P, together with a quasi-isomorphism ϕ : P • ∼→M•.
Proof. Assume that M i = 0 for i > b. Choose an epimorphism P b ։M b/d(M b−1), and lift it to a map
P b →M b. Suppose there is a complex P • of objects of P concentrated in degrees [a, b], together with a
map ϕ : P • →M•, such that Hi(P •)→ Hi(M•) is an isomorphism for i > a and is surjective for i = a.
The last condition guarantees that the map
(A.13) (ϕ,−d) : Za(P •)⊕ (Ma−1/d(Ma−2)) → Za(M•)
is surjective. Notice that Q(P) is a Serre subcategory, so that DQ(P)(C) is a triangulated subcategory.
Since the two term complex [Ma−1/d(Ma−2)
−d−−→ Za(M•)] has cohomology objects Ha−1(M•) and
Ha(M•), and since the map (A.13), thought of as a two term complex, is an extension of it by Za(P •) ∈
Q(P), we see that the kernel K of (A.13) is in Q(P) as well. Choose an epimorphism P ′ ։ K with
P ′ ∈ P . Then we have a commutative diagram
P ′ Za(P •)
Ma−1/d(Ma−2) Za(M•)
d′
ψ′ ϕ
d
such that the induced map ϕ : Za(P •)/d′(P ′) → Za(M•)/d(Ma−1) = Ha(M•) is an isomorphism.
Moreover, choose an epimorphism ψ′′ : P ′′ ։ Ha−1(M•) ⊂ Ma−1/d(Ma−2) from some P ′′ ∈ P , and
consider the commutative diagram
P ′ ⊕ P ′′ Za(P •)
Ma−1/d(Ma−2) Za(M•)
(d′,0)
(ψ′,ψ′′) ϕ
d
Let P a−1 := P ′ ⊕ P ′′, and lift the map (ψ′, ψ′′) to a map ϕ : P a−1 →Ma−1. This completes the desired
inductive step. 
Clearly, the set {aA}a∈Ob(A) forms a set of compact generators of D(A). Denote by Dperf(A) the
smallest split-closed triangulated subcategory of D(A) containing the set {aA}a∈Ob(A) of objects, then
it is a standard fact (see, e.g., [29, Theorem 4.22] or [26, Lemma 2.2]) that
(A.14) D(A)c = Dperf(A)
where the subscript (−)c denotes the subcategory of compact objects.
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Now we investigate the reflexivity property of modules. For any object M ∈ D(A), denote by
DA(M) := RHomA(M,A) ∈ D(Aop). This gives a functor DA : D(A)op → D(Aop). Moreover, then
there is a canonical map
(A.15) M → DAop(DA(M))
in the derived category D(A), which is moreover natural in M ∈ D(A). Indeed, one suffices to take
a K-projective resolution P •
∼→ M in Ch(Mod(A)), and a K-projective resolution Q˜• ∼→ (P •)∨ in
Ch(Mod(Aop)). The map (A.15) is then the induced map P • → (Q˜•)∨, which can be shown to be
independent of choices, and is natural in M .
Definition A.16. An objectM ∈ D(A) is said to be derived reflexive if the map (A.15) is an isomorphism
in D(A).
Then we have the following
Lemma A.17. Suppose that M ∈ D(A) is derived reflexive, then for any N ∈ D(A), the functoriality
map
RHomA(N,M) → RHomAop(DA(M),DA(N))
is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. We have the following series of adjunctions:
RHomAop(DA(M),DA(N)) ≃ RHomA⊗Aop(DA(M)⊗N,A)
≃ RHomA(N,RHomAop(DA(M),A))
≃ RHomA(N,M)
where we use the derived reflexivity of M in the last step. A direct inspection shows that this quasi-
isomorphism is precisely the functoriality map. 
Appendix B. Reminders on derived categories
Definition B.1. Given full subcategories E1, . . . , En of a triangulated categoryD, we say that (E1, . . . , En)
is directed if for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we have HomD(Ej , Ei) = 0 for all Ei ∈ Ei and Ej ∈ Ej.
Given a directed sequence (E1, . . . , En), we denote by 〈E1, . . . , En〉 the full subcategory of D consisting
of objects X ∈ D with the following property:
(B.2)
There exists a sequence of maps Xn+1 → Xn → . . . → X1 in D such that
Xn+1 = 0, X1 = X and Ei := cone(Xi+1 → Xi) ∈ Ei for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n .
In the special case n = 2, the notation E = 〈E1, E2〉 implicitly means that
(1) HomD(E2, E1) = 0 for all E1 ∈ E1 and E2 ∈ E2;
(2) The subcategory E ⊂ D consists of objects X ∈ D such that there is an exact triangle
(B.3) . . .→ E2 → X → E1 → E2[1]→ . . .
where E1 ∈ E1 and E2 ∈ E2.
The bracket notation 〈−, . . . ,−〉 is useful because of the following well-known associativity property,
which can be proved by a repeated application of the octahedral axiom of a triangulated category:
Proposition B.4. For any n ≥ 1, and any 1 ≤ p ≤ n− 1, we have
〈E1, . . . , En〉 = 〈〈E1, . . . , Ep〉, 〈Ep+1, . . . , En〉〉
Proposition B.4 ensures that the extension 〈−, . . . ,−〉 can be performed iteratively, so that one can
understand it by focusing on the case n = 2. In this case, we have the following straightforward
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Lemma B.5. Let E = 〈E1, E2〉, then we have
E1 = E⊥2 := {E ∈ E |HomD(E2, E) = 0 for all E2 ∈ E2}
E2 = ⊥E1 := {E ∈ E |HomD(E,E1) = 0 for all E1 ∈ E1}
More precisely, the collections on the right hand side are precisely those that are isomorphic to objects in
E1 and E2 respectively.
Lemma B.6. Let E = 〈E1, E2〉. If both E1 and E2 are triangulated, then so is E.
Proof. Closure of E under the shift functor [1] is obvious. For the closure of taking cone, suppose we are
given a map f : X → X ′ in E , then consider the diagram
. . . E2 X E1 . . .
. . . E′2 X
′ E′1 . . .
i j
f
i′ j
′
where E1, E
′
1 ∈ E1 and E2, E′2 ∈ E2. Since j′ ◦ f ◦ i = 0, the dashed arrows exist, which makes the left
square commute. An application of the 3× 3-lemma in a triangulated category (see, e.g., [6, Proposition
1.1.11] or [23, Lemma 2.6]) then shows that cone(f) ∈ E . 
Corollary B.7. Suppose E1 and E2 are strongly orthogonal, meaning that HomD(E2, E1[i]) = 0 for all
E1 ∈ E1, E2 ∈ E2 and all i ∈ Z. If we denote by tri(E) the smallest triangulated subcategory of D
containing E ⊂ D, then we have tri(E2) ⊥ tri(E1), and tri(〈E1, E2〉) = 〈tri(E1), tri(E2)〉.
Now we focus further to the case when 〈E1, . . . , En〉 is the entire triangulated category D:
Definition B.8. A directed sequence (E1, . . . , En) of full subcategories of D is said to be a generalized
semi-orthogonal decomposition of D if we have D = 〈E1, . . . , En〉. If each Ei is a triangulated subcategory,
then the directed sequence (E1, . . . , En) is said to be a semi-orthogonal decomposition of D.
Remark B.9. While we will focus mainly on the case of semi-orthogonal decompositions, the more general
case when the subcategories Ei are not necessarily triangulated is also important for other purposes. For
example, a t-structure is precisely a generalized semi-orthogonal decomposition for n = 2, such that
E2[1] ⊂ E2, or equivalently, E1[−1] ⊂ E1. In particular, formulating Proposition B.4 in the generality of
Definition B.1 allows one to give a simple proof of the result [6] on gluing of t-structures.
Lemma B.10. Given a generalized semi-orthogonal decomposition D = 〈E1, E2〉 such that E2[1] ⊂ E2, or
equivalently E1[−1] ⊂ E1, then the assignment X 7→ E1 and X 7→ E2 in (B.3) are functorial, and gives a
right (resp. left) adjoint to the inclusion E2 →֒ D (resp. E1 →֒ D).
Proof. Recall that, for any Z ∈ D, the functor HomD(−, Z) : D → Ab sends exact triangles to long exact
sequences. Applying this to (B.3) for Z ∈ E1 shows that there is a canonical bijection HomD(E1, Z)
∼=−→
HomD(X,Z). The shows adjunction, and hence functoriality. 
Definition B.11. A full triangulated subcategory E ⊂ D is said to be right admissible (resp. left
admissible) if the inclusion functor E →֒ D has a right (resp. right) adjoint. It is said to be admissible if
it is both left and right admissible.
Proposition B.12. A full triangulated subcategory E2 ⊂ D is right admissible if and only if there exists
a full triangulated subcategory E1 ⊂ D such that D = 〈E1, E2〉. Dually, a full triangulated subcategory
E1 ⊂ D is left admissible if and only if there exists a full triangulated subcategory E2 ⊂ D such that
D = 〈E1, E2〉.
Proof. We have already seen the implications “ ⇐ ” in Lemma B.10. Conversely, suppose that the
inclusion functor i : E2 →֒ D has a right adjoint r : D → E2, then the adjunction counit id ⇒ ri is an
isomorphism since i is fully faithful (see, e.g., [30, Tag 07RB]). Notice that r : D → E2 is also an exact
functor (see, e.g., [30, Tag 0A8D]). From this, one shows that, for all X ∈ D, we have cone(ir(X) →
X)[−1] ∈ E⊥2 , and hence there is a semi-orthogonal decomposition D = 〈E⊥2 , E2〉. 
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We now investigate semi-orthongoal decompositions arising from Serre subcategories. Our main results
are Corollary B.28, Proposition B.30 and Proposition B.31. Since these are mostly rearrangement of
arguments in [28], we skip most of the proofs. We first recall the following
Definition B.13. A full subcategory S of an abelian category C is called a Serre subcategory11 if for any
short exact sequence 0→ X ′ → X → X ′′ → 0 in C, X is in S if and only if both X ′ and X ′′ are in S.
Given any Serre subcategory S ⊂ C, there is an abelian category C/S, together with an exact functor
φ∗ : C → C/S, which is universal with respect to this property (see, e.g., [28, Section 4.3]).
Definition B.14. A Serre subcategory S ⊂ C is said to be a localizing subcategory if the functor φ∗ :
C → C/S has a right adjoint φ∗ : C/S → S. Dually, it is said to be a colocalizing subcategory if the
functor φ∗ : C → C/S has a left adjoint φ! : C/S → S.
Lemma B.15. If S ⊂ C is a localizing subcategory, then the adjunction counit φ∗φ∗ ⇒ id is an isomor-
phism of functors on C/S.
As we will see in Proposition B.19 below, for a Serre subcategory to be (co)localizing, it is necessary
and sufficient for objects in C to be “approximated” by S-(co)closed objects in the sense of the following
Definition B.16. Given a Serre subcategory S ⊂ C, an object M ∈ C is said to be S-closed if
HomC(S,M) = Ext
1
C(S,M) = 0 for all S ∈ S. Dually, it is said to be S-coclosed if HomC(M,S) =
Ext1C(M,S) = 0 for all S ∈ S.
Notice that we define ExtiC(X,Y ) := HomD(C)(X,Y [i]), so that it is well-defined, and gives rise to the
standard long exact sequences, even when C does not have enough injectives or projectives. We now turn
to the following characterization of S-closed objects:
Lemma B.17. Given any object M ∈ C, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) M is S-closed.
(2) Given f : X → Y such that both ker(f) and coker(f) are in S, the induced map HomC(Y,M)→
HomC(X,M) is a bijection.
(3) Given an injection f : X → Y such that coker(f) is in S, the induced map HomC(Y,M) →
HomC(X,M) is a bijection.
(4) For any X ∈ C, the induced map HomC(X,M)→ HomC/S(φ∗(X), φ∗(M)) is a bijection.
Now if S ⊂ C is a localizing subcategory, then by verifying condition (2) of Lemma B.17, one can
show that an object in the essential image of φ∗ : C/S → C is S-closed. Moreover, for any X ∈ C, the
adjunction unit ǫX : X → φ∗φ∗(X) constitutes an example of an S-closure, in the sense of the following
Definition B.18. Given a Serre subcategory S ⊂ C, an S-closure of an object X ∈ C is a map ǫX : X →
X¯ from X to an S-closed object X¯ , such that ker(ǫX) and coker(ǫX) are both in S.
Notice that, by condition (2) of Lemma B.17, if an S-closure exists, then it is unique up to canonical
isomorphism. This notion is useful because of the following
Proposition B.19. Given a Serre subcategory S ⊂ C, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) The Serre subcategory S ⊂ C is a localizing subcategory.
(2) Every object in C has an S-closure.
(3) Every object X ∈ C has a largest subobject XS in S, and X/XS embeds into an S-closed object.
We record the following simple Lemma for later use:
Lemma B.20. Let S ⊂ C be a localizing subcategory, then short exact sequences in C/S can be functorially
lifted to short exact sequences in C.
Proof. Given 0 → X f−→ Y g−→ Z → 0, take the short exact sequence 0 → φ∗X φ∗(f)−−−→ φ∗Y →
coker(φ∗(f))→ 0. The functor φ∗ then sends it to the one we start with because it is exact. 
11Often also called a dense subcategory, for example in [28]. See also the dicussion of the terminology in [30, Tag 02MO]
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We now give a class of Serre subcategories that are easily recognized to be localizing. We start with
the following
Definition B.21. A torsion pair for an abelian category C consists of a pair of full subcategories F and
T satisfying the following conditions:
(1) F ∩ T = 0 ;
(2) if X is an object of T , then any quotient object of X is also in T ;
(3) if X is an object of F , then any subobject of X is also in F ;
(4) for each X ∈ C, there is an exact sequence 0→ XT → X → XF → 0 with XT ∈ T and XF ∈ F .
We write C = 〈F , T 〉 for a torsion pair.
Lemma B.22. Let C = 〈F , T 〉 be a torsion pair, then we have
F = {X ∈ C |HomC(T,X) = 0 for all T ∈ T }
T = {X ∈ C |HomC(X,F ) = 0 for all F ∈ F}
More precisely, the collections on the right hand side are precisely those that are isomorphic to objects in
F and T respectively.
Definition B.23. A torsion pair C = 〈F , T 〉 is said to be injectively cogenerated if the following two
conditions hold:
(1) if X is an object of T , then any subobject of X is also in T ;
(2) for any F ∈ F , there is a monomorphism F →֒ I where I is an injective object of C that lies in
F .
In view of Lemma B.22 and Proposition B.19, we have (the first statement of) the following
Proposition B.24. If C = 〈F , T 〉 is an injectively cogenerated torsion pair, then
(1) T ⊂ C is a localizing subcategory;
(2) if I is an injective object of C that lies in F , then φ∗(I) is injective in C/T ;
(3) the category C/T has enough injectives.
Lemma B.25. If C = 〈F , T 〉 is a torsion pair such that T is closed under subobjects (i.e., if it satisfies
condition (1) of Definition B.23) then any essential extension of an object F ∈ F is still in F .
Corollary B.26. If C admits injective envelope, then every torsion pair in C that satisfies condition (1)
of Definition B.23 also satisfies condition (2).
This is useful because of the following well-known result (see, e.g., [28, Theorem 3.10.10]):
Theorem B.27. Every Grothendieck category admits injective envelopes.
Combining Corollary B.26, Theorem B.27 and B.24, we have the following
Corollary B.28. Suppose C be a Grothendieck category. If C = 〈F , T 〉 is a torsion pair such that T is
closed under subobjects (i.e., if condition (1) of Definition B.23 is satisfied), then the Serre subcategory
T is localizing.
Let C be an abelian category. Denote by D(C) its derived category. For any Serre subcategory
S ⊂ C, denote by DS(C) ⊂ D(C) the full subcategory consisting of complexes whose cohomology lie in
S. Then DS(C) is a split-closed triangulated subcategory12 of D(C). In fact, since the canonical functor
φ∗ : C → C/S is exact, it descends to an exact functor φ∗ : D(C) → D(C/S), whose kernel is precisely
DS(C). Similar statements hold when D is replaced by D+, D− or Db.
Definition B.29. A Serre subcategory S ⊂ C is said to be D♠-localizing (where ♠ ∈ { ,+,−, b}) if the
functor φ∗ : D♠(C) → D♠(C/S) has a right adjoint Rφ∗ : D♠(C/S) → D♠(C) such that the adjunction
counit ǫ : φ∗ ◦Rφ∗ ⇒ id is an isomorphism.
Dually, S is said to be D♠-colocalizing if the functor φ∗ : D♠(C) → D♠(C/S) has a left adjoint
Lφ! : D♠(C/S)→ D♠(C) such that the adjunction unit η : id⇒ φ∗ ◦Lφ! is an isomorphism.
12This holds more generally for weak Serre subcategory in the sense of [30, Tag 02MO] (see [30, Tag 06UQ])
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Although we do not assume in the above Definition that Rφ∗ and Lφ! are derived functors of some
functors at the abelian level, this will often be the case in applications. The following result gives the
main class of example of D-localizing subcategory:
Proposition B.30. Let C be a Grothendieck abelian category and S ⊂ C any localizing subcategory. Then
we have
(1) The Serre quotient C/S is a Grothendieck category.
(2) For ♠ ∈ { ,+}, the functor φ∗ : C/S → C has a total right derived functor Rφ∗ : D♠(C/S) →
D♠(C), which is right adjoint to φ∗ : D♠(C) → D♠(C/S), and makes S ⊂ C a D♠-localizing
subcategory.
Proof. The quotient functor φ∗ : C → C/S preserves arbitrary colimits since it has a right adjoint. Thus
C/S admits small colimits. Since short exact sequences in C/S can be functorially lifted to short exact
sequences in C (see Lemma B.20), directed colimit is exact in C/S. Moreover, the functor φ∗ sends any
generating set of C to a generating set of C/S. Thus, C/S is a Grothendieck category, proving (1).
Since any Grothendieck category has enough injectives (see, e.g., [30, Tag 079H]) and K-injectives (see,
e.g., [30, Tag 079P]), the functor φ∗ : C/S → C can be derived toRφ∗ : D♠(C/S)→ D♠(C) for ♠ ∈ { ,+}.
Moreover, as a right adjoint to an exact functor, the functor φ∗ : C/S → C preserves injectives and K-
injectives. Thus, the derived functorRφ∗ : D♠(C/S)→ D♠(C) is right adjoint to φ∗ : D♠(C)→ D♠(C/S).
The fact that the adjunction counit ǫ : φ∗ ◦Rφ∗ ⇒ id is an isomorphism is also clear by applying it on
any (K-)injective representative. 
The usefulness of Definition B.29 lies in the following obvious
Proposition B.31. Suppose that S ⊂ C is a D♠-localizing subcategory, then Rφ∗ is fully faithful, and
gives rise to a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D♠(C) = 〈Rφ∗(D♠(C/S)) , D♠S (C) 〉
As a result, there is an equivalence of triangulated categories
φ∗ : D♠(C)/D♠S (C) D♠(C/S) : Rφ∗
Remark B.32. An analogue of Proposition B.31 is claimed in [30, Tag 06XM]. However, the proof seems
to be incomplete.
Let C be an abelian category with exact small coproducts (also known as an Ab 4-category), then for
any directed system X• = [X0
f0−→ X1 f1−→ . . .] of objects in Ch(C), define its homotopy colimt to be the
cochain complex defined by the cone
(B.33) hocolimn∈NXn := cone [
∐
n∈N
Xn
α−→
∐
n∈N
Xn ]
where the map α is the coproduct of the maps Xn
idXn−fn−−−−−−→ Xn ∐Xn+1.
Dually, if C be an abelian category with exact small products (also known as an Ab 4*-category), then
for any inverse system X• = [X0
f0←− X1 f
1
←− . . .] of objects in Ch(C), define its homotopy limt to be the
cochain complex defined by the cocone
(B.34) holimn∈NX
n := cocone [
∏
n∈N
Xn
β−→
∏
n∈N
Xn ]
where the map β is the product of the maps Xn ⊕Xn+1 (idXn ,−f
n)−−−−−−−→ Xn.
In general, the ordinary (termwise) directed colimit of a directed system X• in Ch(C) is the cokernel
of the map α in (B.33); while the ordinary (termwise) inverse limit of an inverse system X• in Ch(C) is
the kernel of the map β in (B.34). Thus, we have canonical maps
hocolimn∈NXn → lim−→Xn for direct system X•
lim←−X
n → holimn∈NXn for inverse system X•(B.35)
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The notion of homotopy colimits often coincides with the ordinary colimits, in view of the following
Lemma (see, e.g., [30, Tag 0949]):
Lemma B.36. If C is an Ab 5 category (i.e., directed colimits exist and are exact), then for any directed
system X•, the canonical map hocolimn∈NXn → lim−→Xn is a quasi-isomorphism.
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